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Help feed less fortunate families this Christmas.
PREDOMINANCE OF PUPPIES hos trlod the prescMico of 
mind of Noiih Saanich coupio Jim and April Gumming. 
"Wo haven't oven had time to think about Christmas 
yet," says April. The couple's threo-year*old golden 
retriever Penny had this litter of 11 little bundles of fun, 
and the purobrods wore ready to bo distributed to their 
now homos last week.
Raising 0 litter in time for Christmas has been a mixed 
blessing, because the Cummings have had to take care 
the animals go to masters whoso love won’t fade with 
the season, In fact, some retrievers are being hold until 
after Christmas, to give to children when tliey have time 
to understand exactly why batteries aren't included.
This photo was posed, sort of. In the Cummings' 
llvingroom — with little co-operatlon from the models, 
"It's time to take them away before the puddles start," 
April said after about four minutes of chaos.
The SPCA warns that giving pots can bo a risky vonturo, 
and It's often the animals that suffer. Make sure tho 
person receiving tho pet can love and care for It and 
provide veterinary needs. Make suro tho now environ­
ment suits tho animal, that tho now owners oron’t 
allergic, and that tho pot Is wanted.
And If you wont one of tho pups above — you'ro too lato. 
All of tho above are spoken for, and somo of thorn aro 
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1,000 cars checked
Nine roadblocks nab no drunks656-3921
AT GLEN MEADOWS, 1050 McTAVlSH RD.
CHRISTMAS
SPECIALS!
Sidney RCMP checked almost 
1,000 vehicles while conducting 
CounterAttack roadblocks 
designed to catch impaired drivers 
last weekend.
And although several motorists 
were ticketed for vehicle equip­
ment infractions, no impaired 
driving charges were laid, Sgt. Jim 
Peters said.
Many, many Christmas Gift Ideas 
and in-shop specials available.
‘Public Welcome”ii\
ACUPRESSURE










Police didn’t even hand out any 
24-hour driving suspensions to 
drivers who had been drinking.
The first roadblock of the holi­
day season was set up on Lochside 
Drive and Frost Avenue early Fri­
day evening. About 125 vehicles 
were checked within about one- 
half hour and eight warnings were 
issued regarding equipment 
defects.
The Mounties later moved to the 
8800-block East Saanich Road 
and checked 150 vehicles in a 
40-minute period.
The next slop was Resthaven 
Drive and Mills Roads where a 
road block was operated for 30 
minutes.
In the early morning hours Sat­
urday another 50 vehicles were 
checked on Lochside and Frost. 
Two two equipment warning tick­
ets were issued.
Saturday evening the RCMP set 
up on Loclisidc and Weiler Avenue 
for 40 minutes and found no 
infractions.
They then went to McTavish 
Road and East Saanich Road and 
checked about 180 vehicles in 
about one hour — issuing three 
traffic tickets and three warnings.
About 50 vehicles were checked 
later Saturday evening during rov­
ing patrols on Resthaven Drive, 
police said.
Another road block checked 
about 150 vehicles on Restliaven
Sunday night.
And about 12 midnight Sunday 
four traffic tickets and nine warn­
ings were issued at a McTavish 
and East Saanich Road CounterAt­
tack road block.
“We’re getting a lot of positive 
feedback from motorists being 
checked at the roadblocks,” Peters 
said. “There’s a lot of support out 
there for the overall CounterAttack 
campaign.”
Money bag stolen 
from B.C. Ferry
Everyone aboard the Queen of 
Victoria was kept waiting Saturday 
afternoon, while Sidney RCMP 
decided how they might find 
which person on board stole a 
money bag from the purser’s 
office.
3 DAYS ONLY
Wed.,^ St FrL, Dec. 21, 22 and 23rd
Please Not€f: Some Toys only one of a kind, and some only 2 or 3 left in stock. 
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The B.C. Ferry was delayed from 
docking for 40 minutes at Swartz 
Bay while Mounties investigated 
and found no suspects that in the 
theft of about $4,400.
ff
The staff of Good­
will Enterprises 
wish you a Merry 
Christmas, and 
thank you for your 
patronage. We 
took forward to 
serving you in the 
coming year.
Re-upholstered in new material: set
of 2 love seats......................$699.00
2 sofa beds................$449.00 each
Reconditioned with 30 days warran­
ty: Auto washer, Simplicity.$219.00 
Electric range, Gibson Elite I
................................  $229.00
Refinished beautifully, solid wood:
End table.....................  $129.00
Dresser with 4 drawers......$189.00
The door to the purser’s office 
adjacent to the news stand had 
apparently been left open, Peters 
said.
An empty money bag was later 
found on the upper car deck, Sgt.
Jim Peters said.
“It’s a high traffic area particu­
larly with people going to the 
cafeteria and to the cars,” Peters 
said.
No passengers or vehicles 
aboard the vessel were searched by 
police because probable grounds 
are required, he said.
Police report the money was 
stolen at about 2:20 p.m. The ferry 
was due to dock at Swartz Bay at 
about 2:40 p.m., after leaving 
Tsawwassen at 1 p.m.
The continuing investigation has 
been turned over to Ganges RCMP 
because the theft apparently 
occurred in their policing area, 
Peters said.
Create your own 
Christmas stocking
Who hung the first Christmas 
stocking, and why?
According to legend, the Christ­
mas stocking dates back to the 
times of Bishop Nicholas. After 
hearing about the plight of a local 
nobleman with three daughters 
and no money for dowries, St. 
Nicholas secretly threw a bag of 
gold into the window as each girl 
became of marriageable age.
One of the bags fell into a 
stocking hung near the chimney to 
dry. Thus, this gift-giving tradition 
was bom.
This Christmas, parents and 
children can make their own 
stockings from everyday materials 
such as felt, bits of ribbons and
glue. To create a personalized 
stocking, follow these simple 
directions.
For each stocking, either pur­
chase a stocking or cut one out 
from cloth or felt, and glue front to 
back. Clamp with clothespins or 
paper clips until set.
Cut circles, triangles, rectangles, 
squares, ovals and other shapes 
from felt, and glue to stocking to 
form figures. Glue pom poms, 
rhinestones and sparkles to add 
dimension and glitz.
An interesting stocking cuff can 
be formed by gluing eyelet lace 
and ribbon to stocking top. Also, a 
strip of contrasting fabric can be 
glued around top of stocking to 
form cuff.
Where the Fun is 





Proceeds go to support 
local charities
Open Every Nitc 







From All of Us at fanners
CHUiSTMAS HOURS
DEC. 24'*’ - 8a.m. - 8p.m.
DEC. 25'" - 12 noon - 4p.m. 
DEC. 26'" - 8a.m.»8p.m. 
Open New/Year's Day ir 9a.m. - 8p.m
9%
A EtOOKSTOnE & MOm
243fi HIAbON AVE., ElOUEV, B.C. VBLIX6 fiSis-iilS
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Highway closed for hours
One dead, four injured on Pat Bay
WRECKAGE FROM fatality accident on the Pat Bay 
Highway Saturday included this lone steering wheel, 
above, lying between emergency vehicles many feet 
away from the closest car involved in crash. A south­
bound 1972 Datsun which apparently went out of control 
and hit an oncoming 1980 Cadillac, shown below. A 
74-year-old Port Alberni woman died in the collision. 
Centra! Saanich police said. Three of the Cadillac’s 
passengers were taken to hospital along with a 17-year- 
old Sidney woman who was driving the Datsun. Author­
ities closed the highway for about two and a half hours 
as they investigated. Roads were reported to be slick 
and Icy at the time. George Lee photos
A 74-ycar-old Port Alberni 
woman on her way to the airport 
was killed instantly in an accident 
involving four vehicles on the Pat 
Bay Highway, just after 8:35 a.m. 
Saturday.
Central Saanich police Sgt. Don 
Mann said the coroner and police 
investigators are still trying to find 
out why a 17-year-old Sidney 
woman lost control of a blue 1972 
Datsun sedan while southbound 
on the highway near Island View 
Road.
Dead is Helene Lortie of Port 
Alberni, who was on her way to 
the airport to catch a flight to 
Saskatchewan.
The DaLsun was apparently in 
the fast lane, passing another 
southbound vehicle, when the 
driver lost control, crossed the 
median and hit a 1985 Cadillac 
four-door sedan northbound in the 
fast lane of tlie highway with four 
people inside.
The Datsun was then hit by a 
taxi heading north in the slow lane, 
driven by a 45-year-old Victoria 
man, police said.
Lortie was seated directly 
behind the Cadillac’s driver when 
she died of massive head injuries, 
police said.
The Cadillac’s driver, Lawrence 
Recette, 60, of Port Alberni, was 
taken to hospital for treatment of 
facial cuts and bruises before 
being released.
Kathleen Stepanek, 58, of Sas­
katoon, remains in Victoria Gen­
eral Hospital w'ith chest and pelvic 
injuries. She was seated in the 
right rear seat at the time of the 
accident.
The driver’s brother, Gordon 
Recette, 54, of Port Alberni, 
remains in hospital with undeter­
mined chest injuries, police said. 
He was seated in the front passen­
ger seat of the Cadillac.
All were apparently en route to 
the Pat Bay Airport to catch a 10 
a.m. flight to Sa.skalchcwan.
Mann said salt was on the road 
surface at the accident scene and 
he believed a highways’ mainte­
nance sanding truck had gone by a 
short time prior to the accident.
The road was quite frosty and 
police noted wet patches and black 
ice patches near the accident 
scene, Mann said. Skies were clear 
and the sun was shining.
“When the sun hits the asphalt 
it seems to bring the frost to the 
surface,’’ Mann said.
The highway was closed for 
almost three hours as investigators 
worked and rescue personnel 
cleared die wreckage.
Central Saanich volunteer fire­
man used the Jaws of Life to get 
the Datsun’s doors open and 
remove die lone occupant. She wus 
taken to hospital and later 
released.
The taxi’s driver received minor 
cuts diat did not require hospital 
treatment, police said.
Central Saanich police do not 
anticipate charges, Mann said.
This is the third fatal accident 
on Central Saanich roads in 1988, 
Mann said. The other two also 
occurred on die Pat Bay Highway 
— one at the intersection of Mt. 
Newton Crossroad and the other 
about midway between Ml. New­




piness be so great 
that you treasure 
forever the many 
wondrous memo­
ries of this
Christmas and all its joys.
damage MofcoFS




A HEARTY THANKS TO ALL OF 
OUR GREAT CUSTOMERS!
Sincerely Yours Gifts Ltd.
BOOKS - CARDS - GIFTS
i/7- 7816 EAST SAANICH RD.
PIONEER VILLAGE SHOPPING CENTRE 652-4477
CUSTOM HOME IMPROVEMENTS
Soffits / Siding / Roofing 
Renovations 
Kitchens — Bathrooms 
Free Estimates — Financing Available
SENIORS’







Tour of Victoria’s Holiday lights 
aboard a fireiruck, three lours 
nightly to Dec. 30. Tickets from 
the FernwoOd Inn, $5 for adults, 
$2.50 for children. Includes hot 
chocolate or mulled wine. Pro­
ceeds to the B.C. Lions Society for 
'.'Crippled Ghildrenlinfo, 386-6312.
CARILLON GONCERTS ^ 
Recitals of Advent, Christmas or 
New Yetir’s music by the Nether­
lands Centennial Carillon outside 
the Royal B.C. Museum. Dec. 21, 
12:15 pm; Dec. 22,4 pm; Dec. 23, 
noon; Dec. 24,2:30 pm; Dec. 25,3 










6655 TRUDEAU TERRACE 
BRENTWOOD BAY, B.C.
From all of us, 
our best wishes 
for a happy, 
healthy holiday.
break-in
A man who led police on a 
liigh-spced chase al'icr a break-in 
at Sidney’s liquor store pleailcd 
guilty to charges in provincial 
court Dec, 9.
Miiiulcn Andrew Clarke, 4 1, 
was jailed for six months for 
possession of stolen pnipcriy, dan­
gerous driving and refusing a 
breath icsi, published repori.s .said.
Al least four Sidney RCMP 
cruisers were involved in ihe 
chase, two days after government 
employees including liquor branch 
workers weni on strike, C'larke wis 
finally sloppedi soiuh of McTavidi 
Road on the highway aiul siulcn 
b007.c wa.s foiitul in tire car he v.a)^ 
driving, police said.
The Langford man was sen­
tenced to six months in jail lor 
jiossession of stolen iiropei ly, ihice 
months for dangerous clfiving and 
seven d<tys fui icl'u.diig ila. lacai'i 
test,
He also pleaded guilty lo an 
impaired driving cliargc anil laii- 
mg 10 Slop lor a policeman alicr an 
Oct, 45 incident in I .angl'ord, Sen­
tences of one month and .seven 
days sveic haniled down for iliose 
t\vo offences respectively.
Russ Hay
^3 Sidney Cycles Lid.
2480 BEACON
656-1512
2459 Beacon Ave. 656-3633
I Merry Christmas & Happy New Year
H wm BiEsmrs •
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Drinking and living
’Tis the season to be jolly — but cautious.
The CounterAttack program of roadblocks to keep the 
overly cheered off the road is in effect. Yet even the 
possibilities of losing a driver’s licence, paying a hefty fine, 
and, for repeat offenders, of going to jail are not enough to 
stop some people from driving when drunk. Neither are 
alarming statistics about the death, destruction, pain and 
misery drunken driving cause.
There’s a simple enough explanation for why drinkers 
persist to drive when they’ve had a few too many. And it’s an 
explanation people tend to forget in a society that not only 
condones the use of alcohol but actually glorifies and 
promotes it in slick and sexy advertising.
Alcohol is a de-inhibiting drug, a depressive, that affects 
more than physical co-ordination. It affects the way people 
think. Otherwise, there would be little loosen-up value per 
bottle, and the cocktail crowd would need something else to 
relieve the day’s stress. Picture yourself sitting around at 5 
p.m. popping pills with friends and co-workers, and you get a 
clear picture of the real purpose of having a few drinks.
This society-sanctioned drug reduces logical faculties. 
After a while, little ability to make proper decisions remains. 
Combine this lack of proper reasoning with the most usual 
method of getting from one place to another and — the rest is 
a history of happy drunks causing horrible deaths.
That’s why drunks insist to their friends they can drive. 
That’s why drunks will even drive in the Christmas season 
when they know the odds of coming across a roadblock are 
much more likely. That’s why drunks really can convince 
themselves they’re under the limit, that they’re safe behind 
the wheel, that they’re a threat to no one.
Much of the literature and advertising against drinking and 
driving now identify that the wrong time to decide how to get 
home is after the evening in the pub or at the staff Christmas 
party. It’s beforehand, w'hen rational planning will give the 
lubricated but misfiring mind of later on an easy, safe option.
These ads recognize the folly of asking a drunk to make a 
reasonable decision.
But we point out that drinking and driving, while serious, 
is but one problem of many involving liquor over- 
consumption. Fights between family and friends — resulting 
in far more deaths than boogie men in dark alleys — are 
often fueled by the drug of friendship. Before many 
premeditated crimes, such as aimed robberies and break-and- 
enters, courage is consumed in liquid form.
There are the accidental deaths at home and at play, the 
f incalculable medical costs of heating people with malfunc­
tioning bodies and organs, the homendous emotional toll on 
families, the sexual assaults. :
The real solutions to all these problems, including drunken 
driving, start long before the decision to take a cab home 
from the bar because there happen to be more CounterAttack 
roadblocks at Christmas. And they start long before making a 
plan to find a safe way home in advance of an evening out.
The real solutions are those that will lead to more 
responsible use of liquor, those that will make moderation, 
regardless of whether driving is necessary, the goal of more 
people.
A place to start is by recognizing that drinking and driving 
is a problem all year round, and that drinking and driving is 
really a symptom of another problem: alcohol abuse.
Sails of joy
Editor:
On Dec. 10 at 6 p.m. my family 
and 1 were on the Sidney dock for 
the sailpasl.
I need to say how wonderful all 
the people that participated were. 
What a great show was put on for 
all the enormous crowd.
The night was filled with joy 
and goodwill from all the people 
who watched. A magical night, of 
children’s laughter and twinkling, 
lights, excellent band music and 
happiness for all!
My hat’s off to the people of 
Sidney who arc a joyous group. 
And a special thanks to such a
warm welcome for our first Christ­
mas in our new home.
My grandchildren Isaak and 
Alexander were also delighted, 
confused maybe by the number of 
Santa Clauses. I am really proud to 
live here now.





Hugh Nash’s great distress at 
having a French driver “within 
four feet’’ of the rear of his van 
(“Hugh’s life among the natives. 
Pan 1,’’ Dec. 7) makes me hope
that he doesn’t plan on going to 
.Paris.;
While being driven around Paris 
by my friend who lives there, I was 
constantly amazed at the extreme 
skill all the French drivers display.
I think he should be warned that 
my friend said that in Paris it is 
“necessary to know exactly — 
within one centimetre — how big 
your car is.”
Only that way can you weave 
through the traffic and actually get 
where you want to go in a reasona­
ble time. Yes, the constant exceed­
ing of the .speed limit continues in 
Paris, except during the hold-ups 
and wettving.
After his comments, I rather 
hope Hugh Nash docs not try
driving in Paris because I have 
been enjoying his columns greatly.
By the way, no Frenchman 
expects to keep an unscathed car 






Responding to a news item 
printed in the Dec. 7 edition of the 
Review regarding illiteracy in Can­
ada: the unfortunate a.spcct of this 
whole issue is that many people 
who know they need help arc
Continued on Page AS
Lots of can-do at Royal Oak School
A NEW MEANING to the words “can do” has been invented 
by the more than 400 students of Royjd Oak vSchool. The children 
brought canned goods to school for the Lions Review Christmas 
Food Bank. Teacher Dave Pilnilott, a resident of North Saanich, 
reported hist week the total had reached H.'iO ctins — but it sock 
hop, with a onc-can-pcr-itcrson atlmission charge — was expected 
to push the total lx'.yond 1,0(K) cans, This is our last chitnee l)crore 
Christmas to urge you to contribute to the fund. Drop oil' gcxxls at 
the Landmark Building, or bring your cash donations to The 
Review office.
RlGITl’ PI.ANET, wrong pole. We noted that the British have 
honored (larelh Wood for his Antarctic trek, and ilte story was 
most approiiriaie, his lailicr, .lohn Wood, of Sidney, plioned to tell 
us last week, Trouble was llte little Insitle box on the front page, in 
which we called the tick an Arctic one. John also told us another 
story: Wood’s home country hasn’t given the adventurer official 
recognilion, and neither has the Briti.sh Columbia govcrnmcni —• 
that desihie his being the first Cunarliari to successfully reach the 
South Hde,
* iH III
AN OBSERVAN'I’ siallcr listening to a Vtincouver radio station, 
last week, heard Keith SettU-Polstm of Sidney correctly identify 
.lethro Ttiirs Bungle in the .lungle on 9:L‘) The Fox’s ICIecirie 
l.uiH'h. He answered a skill-testing tpiesiiori about record 
companies ;md won tickets to ;i Vancouvt;|r restaurant, tickets to 
Punchlines, a Vancouver nieJit club, a book and a game. Fellow 
woikers at I’roIVssiimal Com|)oneul,s on Henry ,\venne belited 
him 'vitli tlie question, "
RIGHT SEA, vvmng organi/eiK, We; gave credit to the Sidney 
Assm’iafion of Merchani'. for iircani/inc the third annual —■ and
biggest ever ... Christmas .sailpasi, Dec. 10. Although SAM
helped, (he Penimsula Celehraiious Society is the true s|X)nsor, 
Don 'Trivett w;!'.; quick to pant cat taa Wednesday moniing. And 
while we’re in the credit where credit is due depannKmt. the 
front-page iihnin of ilie sailpast and the ScaScapes photo were 
taken Irom aiMiard the Zodiac iliick Nun|)son of (he Coast (imiral 
.Auxiliarv. ,Mcinliei\ of auxiliaiy helped luaik the sallpaM’s route
FROM THE 
TOP OF THE PILE
rCT:
and keep the 44 boats from trouble. They also jiut up svith the odd 
blinding hurst of flash from a landlublvr newspaperman's camera,
♦ *
.ALSO ON OUR recent food Ixink donation list i.s Sd.SO raised by 
ibc Sidney and Saanich Pcninsida Garden Club. The charily 
bucks were raised at the annual Cbrisimas \\)[ luck supper, P.irlor 
show winners for IbKH are; Vi lleaslip, 144 ixhnLs; Nora Cook, 
97 points; Vera 'Wise, 91; Sheila Nixon, 87; Barb Hall, 6,S; Raye 
Kerr, 63. Monthly garden club meetings arc licld third Mondays at 
7:,3() p,m. at ine Margaret Vauglin»Birdi Hall, on Fouriti Street
m S'
*1 + *
WHEN RESlDEN'l'S OF a district within the Sooke Mirror 
readersltip area complained about a winding road, one writer lo the 
cdiinr suggested the complainer.s head to Sidney. Wrote Ron 
Douglas who also lives on the road in tiucslion — “1 would 
like to .suggest ihiu jx-rhaps >oii would he happier living in Sidney, 
sr) wfien you arrive home, bored senseless from driving on that 
lovely .struiglii piece of blacktop, you could perltaps suiri a group to 
elmiinaic iho.se lioniblc noisy airplanc.s that .spoil Auir Sunday 
barbecues.” Dmiglas has obviously niM driven tlie. Pal Bay during 
(iisli lioin or during it race to iltc lerry. We would use "scared” 
instead ol “bored” and soitiething else instead ol "senseless ”
TUE MORE, things change, the more they stay the same. Here's 
law a poem, entitled North Stmnlcb Council, oiwitcd in 'Hic 
Review isf Aug, ?, t97.E Happiness is our ambilion/jny and 
pleasure is our go;d/!iin and games is our condition/entertainrneru 
is our role, , ;
LOCAL WINNER of a contest — sponsored by B.C. Tr'ce 
Fruits, Rogers Foods, Fletcher’s Fine Foods, Siin-Rype Prod­
ucts and Nalrob Coffee... is Mrs.,]. Walton of vSidney. She and a
guest will fly to Vancouver in January for the B.C. Breakfast in 
.Style, a morning of gifts, prizes, entertainment and “of coui'.sc. a 
delicious meal,” a letter to her from Maintrack Marketing tells 
her,
* *1 >i<
SHRINE CIvUB No. 42 recently iiresented Saanich I’eninsiila 
Hospital S2,.S()0, ()necn Alexandra Children’s Hospital Si,.SOI), 
the G.R, I’earkes Children’s Clinic SI,.‘>00. British Columbia 
Children’s Hospital burn unit S3,000, (Ji/.eli I'emple's Shrine 
Chair of Orthopedies al (he B.C. (’hildren's llospiiiil SEOOO, 
ami the Gi/,eh rernple Shrine Hospitals lor Crippled Children, 
S16,8,S0,
* ♦ If ^
I.IGHTING UP the lis’cs of IVninsiila resitlenis and keeping
B.C. Hy<lro meters clicking ....are a sstrieiy of beauiiliil residcnii:il
displays, Winners of the Sidney Associalion ol'Merchanfs coniesi 
who put tlie extra effort into their display,'; arc: lirst. Dick and 
llenita Peralta of dbtO .Skyl.irk l.anc, ;i deiaikul work with 
everything from real candles to lanicrns in the trees; .second, lairry 
Orr, 623 Braemar Ave,, featuring liiige kcriwcne candles and 
Christmas music; third, l)a>'id (Jaley, 2121 Brcthoiir Park Way. a 
.stalely IcKiking, carefully color co<orilinaicd work; and honorable 
tnention, the Clancys ol' No. 20.S.9H6I.Third St., for proving that 
even an apartment balcony can rcHcct the sea,son. laisi prize is a 
S7S gilt ccrtilicate to The Latch, second a S50 certificate from 
Island Furniture, and third a S2.S certificate m Madeod.s.
ITAS TIME to round up the names of deserving young people 
and enter names in the .luninr Citizen of the Year award, 
sponsored by Air Caii'idir.'ind rominiiniiy newsp'ipers Designed 
to recognize the young people aged eight to 18 for rnifsuinding 
corurihntions to ilie community, die conicHl deadline is in early 
February. Judges will'tlecide which young cilizcms will receive a 
S2P0 dicque, an offici.d ciialion, a la}K;l pin and ccicniony photi):,,. 
The Hon, David Lam, Ideutcnant-governor, will present ihe 
awards. Nomination forms will bo avail:ihle tii Tlie Reviesv olfiee 
MKin, , ,
C.
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I’m told I’m a sieriorous breather. Blue Eyes used lo tell me that, 
loudly, on those mornings she returned lo our bedroom following a 
night on a distant couch.
I used to tell her she was an overly light sleeper and that if she 
took a Wtirm bath and breathed deeply she’d get eight hours of 
sack lime, no problem.
She told me 1 was full of it and produced proof not long ago via a 
tape recording of the most God awful collection of snorts, wheezes, 




The next day an item in the local paper leapt at me.
SNORT, B.C. - In County Court yesterday Amelia Carsinski was 
granted a divorce from her husband of five years on the grounds 
that his snoring was destroying boUi tlie foundations of her mind 
and of tlieir lovely three-bedroom home on Wallaby Road. “He 
snores so loud my ear drums have had to be replaced three times 
and the plaster falls off the ceiling and lands on the baby,” she 
tearfully told Judge Mary Smitlie. Smilhe told the Court that her 
husband sawed up die nights loo and sentenced Andrew Carsinski 
to six months in prison widi the understanding that he share a cell 
“with which ever odier prisoner the warden feels is die loudest 
snorer in the block. It’s Ume to get tough on these bozos widi 
noses like half-full hoses,” Smithe said.
I was anxious not to follow Andrew to the pen so I did some 
research by reading a book called Snoring by Marcus Boulware.
I discovered that snoring consists of “intermittent explosions of 
the slight closure between the relaxed velum and the posterior 
walls or between the sluggish tongue base and the pharyngeal 
walls.” Whatever that means.
Marcus also said that 80 per cent of snorers can l>e liclpctl in 
some way, perhaps by ripping out flabby vehiins and sluggish 
tongues; and 20 per cent are lost causes.
Possible cures included slopping smoking, culling back on 
booze, eliminadng the daily use of snuff, doing pushups, reducing 
salt intake, eating less and seeing a shrink Ix'causc one snorer in 
100,000 can be helpal by psychoanalysis.
Simply reaming a larger hole in the back of the tliroai is noi 
recommended. Neidier is sticking the ends of very long plastic 
tubes up your nostrils and down your throat with the other ends 
hanging out the window hoping, lo syphon the noise outdoors.
Apparently bugs and beetles are attracted by the noise and hoi 
air. They travel up the tubes into your insides and set up serious 
housekeeping.
I’ve tried most of Marcus’s recommendations including sleep­
ing with a soother. The soother worked but 1 became rather 
atuichal to it and Blue Eyes llirew it out.
She got tired of having to admit at parlies that ihe weird-o in the 
corner who was twirling a soother around and around in his mouth 
was her hubby.
I also tried bibliolherapy, the practice of curing a prohlcni by 
reading about it. I slept in different positions, used a variety of 
pillows and stuck car plugs up my no.sc. No go. The snuffles, 
croaks and ra.spings continued.
However, this story does have a htippy ending.
Blue Eyes, witli her customary Einslcinian brilliance invented a 
device, patent pending, which now assures her of a good night’s 
sleep, in her own bed, with me.
It’s a First World War aviator’s helmet with special clamps and 
straps to keep my moutli closed, eyes open, nostrils pinched and 
cars cupped witli miniature loudspeakers.
Wires lead from die face mask to the sixakcrs which wake me, 
not her, at first blast. I think it needs some modifications.
For insumcc, 1 don’t like the straps that hold my wrists to the bed 
posts so I can’t rip the helmet off in my sleep.
And the whip Blue Eyes keeps at the ready in case 1 get to 
thrashing about at night might give the casual observer the wrong 
impression.
But it docs beat coming up before Judge Smilhe and doing six 
months hard.
Read my lips: act like a premier
VICTORIA — I should really 
thank Premier Vander Zalm for 
attributing such great importance 
to the role of the media, although 
the context in which he Utlkcd 
about the proverbial power of the 
press was less than nattering.
The media, the premier said 
recently, constitute one of the 
major obstacles to ethical gov­
ernment today.
“Leadership today is following 
the polls, the editorial writers, the 
columnists, the headline desig­
ners and those who rewrite the 
news stories into sensational 
messages,” he said.
“The role and the power of the 
media are enormous. The media 
can make or break a politician, a 
government or a nation.”
Wow, 1 didn’t know I could do 
all that. But then, neither did Bill 
Bennett, Vander Zalm’s prede­
cessor. When I once ended a chat 
with him by saying I had to run 
along because there was a gov- 
cnimcnl to destroy, Bennett said, 
“Hubert, you couldn’t destroy 
the town council of Spuzzum if 
you tried.”
Now that’s enough to make 
any self-respecting political 
columnist feel inadcquaic. Com­
pare that to the inspiring words 
of our current premier who 
lliinks I’m a destroyer of politi­
cians, govcrnmcnis, nations.
The sen li men IS cxprcs.sed by 
the premier are viniage Vander 
Zalm. He never had <md probably 
never will have the slightest 




The quotes above are part of a 
video tape that has been distri­
buted to churches throughout 
British Columbia. The tape fea­
tures a speech the premier held 
some time ago at a conference of 
Christian businessmen and lead­
ers in Vancouver.
The conference was organized 
by the B.C. branch of Campus 
Crusade for Christ, a US.-based 
evangelical organization. The 
organization decided to distri­
bute copies of the tape to 
churches.
Other parks of die speech arc 
also very reminiscent of die Bill 
Vander i^lm we have all come to 
know and marvel at. Take his 
explanation of his government’s 
sagging popularity. Even Jesus 
Christ, he says, would be low in 
the iiolls at this stage of the 
game.
The major reason for public 
dissatisfaction with the Socreds, 
he says, is to be found in die fact 
that his government is following 
“pure Christian principles,”
And again, it’s the blasted 
media dint are al ihe rexn of all 
his iroul)lcs. The media, lie .says, 
were really gunning for liim
when he made public his stand 
on abortion.
The premier leaves little doubt 
that the he expects the govern­
ment to follow his own moral 
, standards._ , , ‘ ;
; ‘^codcbf cihic's'basedon thc 
■ teaching.^ of God in the Bible 
will not only guide us to a better 
world, but provide all of the 
answers to each and every ques­
tion,” he says.
British Columbia lost a great 
preacher when it chose Vander 
Zalm as premier. Trouble is he 
hasn’t quite managed the transi­
tion. He still thinks he’s a 
preacher. And he still confuses 
individual responsibility with 
that of a government.
If each member of his cabinet 
and every last .Socred back­
bencher decides to be guided by 
pure Christian ethics, that’s 
great. If the itrcmier instructs his 
cabinet and backbench to kindly 
follow pure Chri.siian eihics, as 
inlcqtrctcd by himself, that’s not 
.so great.
Vander Zalm says he doesn’t 
believe that the imposition of 
Chri.siian ethics on government 
and the people will offend
Merry Christmas
from Dune Gurton 
and the Staff









OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 
4 PM - 10 PM (Fri. & Sat. till 12 PM)
FREE DELIVERY 4 MILE RADIUS 
10% OFF FOR PICKUP 
9838-3rdSt. 656-5112
minority groups.
1 beg lo differ.
Ask the Jews, ask the Hindus, 
ask the followers of Islam. Ask 
them if they want Christian eth­
ics im{X).scd on them.
Inadvertently or otherwise, the 
premier seems lo believe that 
there arc only two choices —• 
Christian ethics or moral decay.
Well, it ju.st isn’t .so. What’s 
wrong with a government guided 
by the dictates of common 
decency and respect for luiman 
dignity? A government following 
those two principles shouldn’t 
have too much difficulty earning 
the public’s respect without 
compromising any other ethics, 
Christian or oliicrwisc.
For all his profes.scd and, 1 ’m 
sure, deqtly held beliefs in pure 
Christian ethics, the premier 
commits the ctuxlinal sin of van­
ity. He cannot conceive of being 
wrong.
He comes dangerously cIo.se to 
believing hinisclf lo be infallible. 
When things go awry, it’s always 
someone cLse’s fault.
His governmenTs lack of pub­
lic support, he stiys, is the fault of 
the media and their iircxtcciipa- 
lion with destroying him. He’s 
also saying that Christian princi­
ples arc the only ones worth 
following and imirlcmcniing.
'That, loo, is vanity. Clirisiian- 
ity holds no monopoly on ethics 
and principles, and neither tkres 
the i)rcmier,
Read my lips: people want yon 
lo act like, it premier, not like a 
preacher,
Conliniied IVoin Page A4 
rcluciani to seek it, or do not know 
that help exists in their own com- 
ni unity,
The Saanich school district \wis 
Ihe first in Canada to offer an 
innovative solution to saiisly the 
needs of the functionally illiterate 
in our community, The l*ALS Lit­
eracy Project was esttiblislicd as a 
pilot program to teach literacy 
skills (reading and writing) to 
adolescents and adults wdto are 
fimctioiiing ttt or below a sixth 
grade reading level.
Contrary to popular belief, lire 
functionally illiieraie ix'itson is tin 
intellig.enl, articulate and .seem" 
iiigly coni idem person who simply 
cannea read or write very well.
The illiterate havi' learned to 
cope w'iih the world on their own 
limited terms. They often rely on 
others to help them with reading 
lask.s ui lake the ii.sk aUil ..inipl) 
guess at the meaning of prim 
liiiuerials,
'lTii‘ P,AI 8 procr.'im is a slttlc-of- 
the-ari literacy program, wliich 
combines lire power of the per- 
compu'.er and videodi'U'
' ic..lmology its teaching reading 
.111(1 writing .skills, .Students ate 
aide to work at ttieir own (lacc’, 
with their coniidcnlialily 
respecietl,
Upon compleiioa of the pro­
gram, most iadividuals experience 
a gain in ivtiding and writing, 'The 
program is comirleled within 100 
hours of insiriiciion and is offered 
oit it ditily liasis, four tlays a week,
Tlie PAI S program will he 
housed in a permanent facility 
located ill Sicily's Secondary 
Sclirxih j.atc iifternoon anil even­
ing classc.s will be available, 
Classes are due- to .start at. the 
Ix’ginning of I’ehruiiry.
If you imi.'rcsied in fmilier infor­
mation, ith.msc call Ihe PAPS Lit­
eracy l.,al:i al 470-320.) or the 
Saanich scfiool I'lOiird al 6.S2-n.SL 
(lien I'uniluill 
Classrooni mtniinislratnr 
PA I .S literacy projeel
Cans for charity
I'ldilor:
O','! Oct, 31 the‘liudcm;; from
Island Pacific Adventist School 
collecled ciupied gr^nls from hou* 
iwholders in Sidriev. Half of these 
Citns collected (40(f) were given to 
the frvod bank for Christmas ham- 
pt'i' ;. ’Tlu' other half were sent lo 
\4c'«’n"i:i to tv* used to mafcr* up 
hiim|)crs also,
W'c arc itiso complcliiig our 
amuial collection of funds to aid 
medical and cdncmiomtl work car­
ried out mainly in third world 
count rics,
Rose Uiiilolpli 






It appears the cliildrcn al Norili 
Saanicli Scliool arc being encour­
aged, prestimably by their teacher 
or icachcr.s, to write lo you 
denmmeing wtir (Rctidcrs’ Miiil- 
l)ox, Dec, 14),
Soldiers, they say, have beiier 
tilings lo do than "go off and light 
some .stupid war,” and should 
"lielp old people in ilic wheelchair 
by pushing ilicm aroiind,''
Peiimps 1 might Ixt. )>crmiilcd to
ceply't ' n
IJnformnalely. children, you will 
all loo .soon iind mil ihiii tlierc am 
nijiiiy people in the world who like 
10 "push people iiroiind, ami 1 
ilon'i mean in wheelchairs. Per­
haps there arc a tew of this type in 
vonr school?
The Bible tells us, 1 believe, to 
'Turn the other cheek" when 
somebody strikes ns, Most of us, 
tliough, fiavc learned the, lutrd way
NOW OPEN FOR BUSINESS 
AND ACCEPTING CONSIGNMENTS
that this is the Iwsl way to )ici 
slugged on the other cheek as well.
.S'on have piobtiidy learned by 
now, jtlsi in your evcryd.'ty life, iliai 
bullies ean often be nimie to back 
off by your sumdiiig. ufi to them or 
having a strong friend with yon. 
Tfii.s is ju.st as true for luhills,
'I'hc .same thing applie.s to coun­
tries, Even tiny Switzerland has a 
well armed citizen army much 
bigger than ours, ready to defend 
jhai cuiiniiy at all times.
'This is part of the reason why no 
one attacked that coimtry ami why 
it stayed peaeeltil in the middle of 
two world wat's,
Pe.rhaps you have hetird about 
Cyprus? ifir complicated reasons, 
pan of the pojmlalirai iliere. has 
been lighting and killinit the other 
part lor many ycar.s.
Hut idioiil .Ls years ago out 
soUliers, some lloivi Vieioriti, and 
110 doubt vnjue from Sidiu'v. vol­
unteered to go as part (if the iJuiied 
Nations foisass to (’y|irns, and 
stand ill between dm two sides ifuii
were killing, v.u 11 uiiii'i,
'They .saved many lives, I’mi 
some wme killed dt/iiig, it, Some ol 
oiir .soldiers aiv stdl Iheic, doing 
llu'ir dillieuli jolt >4 praci, keciHtig,, 
Our sfddieo-s liav-,- 'oinied (liidi 
piai'.i' Irom li'v I uimd N.ilioir iol 
Cnntimird mt Aft
• CONSIGNMENT MATERNITY & CHILDREN'S WEAR
• BABY GIIT ITEMS • NEW QUID'S FASHIONS
* 10% OFF SHEEP SKIN MITTS 
& SLIPPERS TILL CHRISTMAS
MARINER MALL in ,
656-0979 (across from Tommy Tuckers) W
Happy Winter Solstice 
Dec. 21st 
THE DAYS BECOME LONGER — SO DO THE NIGHTS! 
THIS WEEK OPEN
'till 9 p.m. Wed.-Thurs.-Fri. Sat. 9 a.m. ’till 5:30 p.m.
Fantasy Wishes From
c, V p N
X ^ ^ L; .‘'‘-I-
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CALL US FOR: , ®r
WINDSHIELD REPAIR 
& REPLACEMENT 
AND ALL. YOUR 
GLAggriEEDS
//,>).10025 GALARAN RD. ' SE' 656-1313
li" icnc CLAIMS ' 
PROMTI Y HANOLEO 
' /I ici wiNOKMUiri xtrux*
I
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Continued from Page AS 
ihcir bravery and steadfastness 
under very difficult circumstances.
I suspect that some of them, 
when on leave, do in fact push old 
people around in wheelchairs, and 
find it much safer than getting shot 
at in Cyprus or similar places.
Our soldiers arc justly proud of 
what they do for the world, and for 
Canada. If, at some future date 
(God forbid!), some other country 
tries to push us tiround, our sol­
diers, sailors, and aircrew will be 
the first to “stand on guard” for 
us.
You can lx; sure, Lori, that they 
will not “throw tlicir guns down” 
when we need tlicm.
You are right, though, to hate 
war. I have lived through, and 
fought in, several of them, and 1 
hate them too. Unfortunately the 
world is not made up of only nice 
friendly people, and we must be 
prepared for the baddies. That is 
why we have policemen, isn’t it?
They protect us from crimes 
against our homes, and soldiers 
protect us from crimes against our 
country.
Have you ever wondered why 
there were two terrible world w'ars 
in tho first 40 years of tliis century, 
and then none for tlie 40 odd years 
since then? The fact is that every­
one, even the worst of the baddies, 
is scared to start one for fetir of 
being zonked with a nuclear strike.
That is why nuclear weapons 
have not been used since the first 
two that were dropped on Japan 43
years ago, tuid that is why we have 
had no further world war, and, 
please God, may never have 
another one.
I have grandchildren older than 
you are, and I hope, and pray, and 
believe that you, and they, will live 
long happy lives without any 
major war, and I am suro tliat our 
soldiers, sailors, and aircrew will 
always be there to help keep it that 
way.
Best wishes for a Merry Christ­
mas, and many, many Happy New 
Yoevrs.





is now being 
offered in
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11 CHARACTERS ' _
PER LINE...................$2.00
Editor:
With reference to tine letter from 
Bcrnic Martin (“Sidney some­
thing,” The Review, Dec. 7), I 
agree we in tlie Sidney area have a 
lot to offer young people, such as 
scouLs, guides, which teach good 
citizenship and outdoor skills.
And we have an excellent Sea 
Cadet Corps, which teaches many 
excellent skills suitable to our 
lifestyle in this area, such as 
sailing and boating safety.
For the young people who want 
to improve their outdoor skill such 
as rappelling and gun safety, they 
can now join the new Army Cadet 
Coq:)S (Signals) which parades on 
Tuesday night at Sanscha Hall.
Yes we do have many interesting 
things for young people in the 
Sidney area, and they should con­
sider themselves very fortunate in 
having such a great choice and 
people who volunteer to lead all of 
these programs.
Major D. Lce-Thompson. CD 
Sidney Army Cadets, ex C.O.
758 Argus Air Cadets Toronto
JLcm-dSc-Cfpes
iwjijuiaunwitwjwwtu iww ....... .. i-iji; ■ ■ m
TRUCK DRIVES INTO beams of sunlight on a frosty 






Serving Families of Vancouver Island and The 
Gulf Islands for 75 years.
656-2932 388-5155












7080 West Saanich Rd. Chewin.
V iFULL SERVICE
UI \bur hnvii Pump, 057,4143
Antipasto
Yield 17-18 pints
1 large cauliflower 
4 red peppers
4 green peppers
2 lb. pickling onions
2 cans mushroom stems & pieces 
1 can pitted black olives 
1 large jar stuffed green olives
1 lb. green beans
2 cans tuna fish 
2 cups celery
1 quart diced sweet pickles 
1 (15oz) ketchup 
1 small can tomato paste 
16 oz olive oil 
1 c. vinegar
Wash vegetables and chop.
Mix vegetables and oil in 
roaster. Bring to boil. Put in onion 
and cook for 2 minutes. Add 
cauliflower, beans, peppers and 
celery. Cook 8 minutes. Add 
remaining ingredients and cook for 
5 minutes.
Salt to taste. Process in boiling 
water 10 minutes in pint jars.
Submitted by: 
Mrs. Brenda Larsen 
Sidney
Port leaders
Canada’s five letiding ports are 
Vancouver, Montreal and Port Car­
tier in Quebec, and Thunder Bay, 
Ont. ■
They handled about half of all 
international tonnage and a quarter 
of domestic tonnage shipped in 
1986.
* * *
B.C big shipper 
British Columbia ports handled 
about a third of all Canadian 
tonnage shipped in 1986.
OnUtrio (32 per cent) and Que­




Iron ore, coal and wheat were 
the major commodities loaded on 
ships for foreign destinations in 
1986.
Together they accounted for half 
of the 145 million tonnes shipped
from Canada for cxixiri,
* *
I’onnos of works 
Canadian ports Iiandlc about 
328 million tonnes of cargo a year, 
Statistics Canada figure sliow.
In 1986, some 63 per cent (if 
ctirgo was sliippcd to and from 
loreign markets with the remain­
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Emergency? Cali 9H
Help will be jusl three digits 
away sUtrting Jan. 16 in the Capiutl 
Regional District when the 9-1-1 
emergency response number 
comes on line.
In Sidney, North Saanich and 
Central Saanich, residents will 
only have to dial 9-1-1 to reach 
police, fire or ambulance.
“The system will add to the 
efficiency of emergency services 
in the capital region and over the 
years help save many lives,” pre­
dicts Capital Regional Hospital 
Botu'd chairman Murray Cocll.
Cocll was also chairman of the 
regional district’s 9-1-1 imple- 
menuttion committee. He says the 
system is one of the most 
advanced in Canada and will let 
the operator know where the caller 
is, the number from which the 
person is calling and the owner of 
the telephone.
To implement the system, Sl.l 
million worth of specially 
designed electronic equipment 
was installed during 1988 in a 
cooperative project between B.C.
Tel, all regional board members 
and all capital region police, fire 
and emergency health scrx'iccs.
Callers will reach the police 
department and be asked if they 
want police, fire or ambulance 
service. The oixirator may ask the 
caller to stay on the line to provide 
more details about the emergency 
and may offer advice on what to 
do until help arrives.
After Jan. 15, the old emergency 
numbers will still connect to the 
emergency service but will take 
more time than the 9-1-1 call.
The 9-1-1 number is only to be 
used in an emergency. Anyone 
dialing the number by mistake 
must tell the oj)cralor there is no 
emergency or the line will be 
traced so a rcsironsc can be ntadc.
Cocll has worked on the 9-1-1 
project since tlie spring of 1987.
“1 look forward to Jan. 15 and 
the completion of this project, 
witli of sense of satisfaction as we 
all should have in the capital 
regional district,” he said.
Holiday 
Wish
May the warm glow 
of Christmas 
light up your life.
COPYPRINT




Appeal on school site 
disallowed by cabinet
Cabinet’s land use committee 
cannot consider a request from 
Saanich School DisUict to over­
turn a land commission ruling.
MLA Terry HuberLs said Friday.
The ruling against special use of 
ALR land on Stcllys Crossroad 
and Gowdy Road for construction 
of a new middle school suinds, the 
Saanich and the Islands MLA 
said.
“The provision (under Section 
20-1 of the Land Commission Act)
docs not go right to cabinet,^ 
Huberts said. He is a member of 
provincial cabinet’s environment 
and land use committee which wns 
forwarded the district’s request for 
consideration.
“Cabinet traditionally docs not 
get involved in that situation and 
the commission turned it down for 
technical reasons,” Huberts said.
Central Saanich Aid. Arlene 
Box, who sits on a joint Central 
Saanich-school board committee 
to investigate alternate sites for a 
new school, said: “Yes, we’re
anticipated as the site selection 
process begins again.
The school board has done a 
considerable amount of work and 
have completed an in-dcptli study 
of a number of sites, Box said.
“Wc need a school in the central 
area of the municipality,” Box 
said. Finding a site that is level and 
near existing services in an 
already built-up Central Saanich is 
the dilemma being faced, she said.
A site for a new middle school 
to replace Mt. Newton Middle 
School has been sought for two 
years, Box said.
TWO-CAR COLLISION causing an estimated $3,000 
damage occurred at Ocean Avenue and Canora Road at 
about 12:15 p.m. Dec. 18. A 1981 Red Chevette, driven by 
Patricia Timms, 19, of Ladysmith, turned right onto 
Ocean from Canora, crossed the centre line and collided 
with a 1980 Cadillac driven by a se-year-old Sidney man. 
A 56-year-old Sidney woman, a passenger in the Cadil­
lac, suffered whiplash. Damage to the Cadillac was 
estimated at $2,000 and to the Chevette at $1,000. Timms 
was charged with driving too fast for road conditions. 
Sidney RCMP Sgt. Jim Peters said complaints have been 
received from residents about cars taking the corner too 
fast. Increased police patrols of the area are planned.
HELP IIS<...iiELP
EACH OTHER Tickets sold at front desk
2537 Beacon Ave. 656-1131
HOTEL SIDNEY’S ANNUAL
NEW YEAR’S EVE PARTY
Saturday, December 31, 1988 
Doors Opened at 7:00 p.m.
Entertainment by 
DENNY’S CANNED MUSiC
Dinner & Dance 
(8:30 pm - 2:00 am).....$35.00 ea.
Dance
(9:30 pm - 2:00 am).....$15.00 ea.
Dinner, Dance &
Accommodation ..........$55.00 ea.
Enjoy our delicious 
Seafood Smorg.
definitely back to square one.
“Basically the bottom line is it’s 
a big mess. It .gets more difficult as 
the days go by,” Box said.
“I’m getting very frustratc.d and 
I’m sure (school district) staff are 
too. But there has to be a solu­
tion.
it,# Meetings between the school 
board and council members are
Letter.s to the editor 
must be signed and 
contain the writer’s ad­
dress and telephone 
number. Letters should 
not exceed 500 words 
in length and may be 




Best wishes for the Holiday 
Season. We are grateful for 
your continued patronage.









Sharp brings the future into focus with stnto of tho art 
technology in a full line of easy to handto, easy to uso Sharp 
VCR Camcordora and high toch VCR's with HO picture
Toko a look at the new Sharp VL-L80CA. It's a light 
weight, full-size prolo.ssional camcorder tliaf s so easy lo uso 
you just point and siioot, Foaluros lor the luturo include 
automatic locus, 8X zoom, higli speed shutter, video index 
search system and lade control,
And the future looks greot with tho Sharp VL-C73CA,
a compact VHS-C camcordor with CCD image sensor and 
1/1000 second high spoecl shutlor, Sltarp also brings you tho 
slim-lino VC'H857C VCR, packed wilit leaturos like HQ 
picture quality, HiFi stereo sound plus on-screon display,
results, because From Sharp Minds Come Sharp Products.
SHARP ELECTRONICS OF CANADA LTD.
Season^s Greetings from Staff & Management
OPEN EVERY NIGHT TILL 9 P.M.
CHRISTMAS EVE TILL ,5 P.M. 
CLOSED BOXING DAY 555.33-16
9810 7lh St. (Nexl to Cr.w.y Mikes)
4.
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iVlERRY OHRiSTlViAS
from the Staff of the Peninsula’s 
favorite Dry Cleaners for 14 Years!
BRENTWOOD
iliRiiiiiNEBSi
7183 W. SAANICH RD.
0i£a^ THusfvumH S&dfij cn CLruxhty
Boh fClct Jhvn ^ Uamlr'







Baked Marinated Onions 
Marinade can be saved and used 
as salad dressing. Keep covered 
and refrigerated up to 2 weeks.
3 large onions
3/4 cup olive oil
1/3 cup while WINE vinegar
1/2 teaspoon EACH dry basil,
thyme leaves, and oregano leaves




Peel onions and cut into 1/2 inch 
thick slices. Arrange sliced in 
single layer in shallow 3-quart 
casserole or 9x13 inch baking 
dish.
In small jar or bowl, combine 
oil, vinegar, basil, thyme, oregano,
sugar, salt and pepper. Shake or 
stir to blend liioroughly. PPur mar­
inade over onions and let stand at 
room temperature for 1 to 2 hours.
(At this point you may cover and 
refrigerate until next day)
Pour off ttnd reserve marinade. 
Bake onions, covered, in a 350 
degree F oven for about 30 min­
utes. Uncover, baste lightly with 
reserved marinade, sprinkle with 
paprika and bake UNCOVERED 
for 30 more minutes or until 
onions are lender. Garnish with 
parsley.
Makes about 6 serving 






PERCHED ON DAD is the best way tor two-year-old 
Danielle of North Saanich to get a good view of the Deep 




^ British Cuiumbici I ;‘ii - Association




SIDNEY BUSINESS AND 
ANSWERING SERVICE LTD.
656-4311#204-2405 BEACON AVE., SIDNEY, B.C. V8L 1X5 
FAX 604 655-3113
JEWELRY STOLEN 
Sidney RCMP arc investigating 
the break-in of a home in the 
Tsartlip band lands in Brentwood 
Bay that apparently occurred tlie 
evening of Dec. 15.
A home was entered through an 
open window and about S163 





















CO-OPERATION/WE’RE PROUD OF IT!
PENINSULA CO-OP Is
WIEMBER/OWNER BENEFITS
lend ot 4.b% for 
ear. This moans thal 
if you were an average family and a mornbor/owner of PENINSUL A 
CO-OP and purchased the majority of your food and gasoline 
requirements from PENINSULA CO-OP you would recelvo a 
dividend in excess of $250.00 it’s like getting two, throe or oven four 
weeks of free groceries. This dividend is in addition to all the other 
returns you can receive from the CO-OP through themombor/ownor 
benefits.
Over 1,250,000 dollars have been .return to our rnombora during the 
past eleven years. Become a lifetime mornbor/owrujr by purchasing 
ton -■ $10.00 shares. Your total share of $100,00 may be paid over 
the course of a year and is complotoly ro/undab/o should you ctiooso 
to withdraw, There is no risk, just benefits. Become part of a winning
# lO*’'yo___discount dollars on every Tuesday's purchase aro redeema­
ble in the garden centre, hardware, appliance, school supplies and 
houseware sections,
a> Annual heating fuel dividend of over 10 cents per gallon, Returned 
oyer $14G,005 in tho past eleven years,
H Pay only 10% over cost on all major hardware purchases (i.e, - 
microwave ovens, TV's, rolrigorators, dishwashers, wnstier.s, 
dryers, etc.)
<» Discounts on special grocery case-lot sales --- save as mucli as 
40% off regular competitive prices,
® Guaranteed compotitivo piicos,
t» Opportunity to take an active part in decisions effecting product 
price and services. An annual open meeting is held* at which every 
mombor,'owner may oxorciso one vote. Nino directors from the 
rnomber/ownors arc domocrntically oloctod and aro then rosponsi- 
bin to ensure ltiat all policies and decisions servo llio members 
and owiiors and community.
OUR PRICING POLICY
Volunteer rnombers, independent ot board and rnanngomont compare Victoria, Central Saanich and 
Sidnby food and hardware prices on a weekly basis. Tfiey guarantee that your Co•op'bffors (.X)mpotltivo or 
lower prices. A pricing suivoy in Nov. 1986 indicatud that of over 1300 regular priced items, wo wore 
cheaper by 5,0% when compared to Oakcrest and cheaper by 8% when compared to Thrifty's. Our 






HIT AND RUNS 
Sidney RCMP said five hit-and- 
run motor vehicle accidents 
occurred last week that resulted in 
minor vehicle damage but may 
become costly lo the public and 
the Insurance Corporation of B.C.
Claims by victims of hit-and-run 
drivers can result in insurance 
premium increases for all motor­
ists. Sidney RCMP arc asking thal 
any accidents be reported lo 
police, no mailer how minor tliey 
may be.
BREAK-IN
RCMP officers responded to a 
break-in alarm at the Capital City 
Yacht Club about 3 a.m. Dec. 12 
and found several items missing.
Police said a quantity of liquor, 
two Toshiba speakers, a cassette 
player recorder and other items 
were stolen in the break-in. They 
have no suspects and arc investi­
gating.
CAFE BREAK-IN 
Whoever broke into the Home­
stead Cafe on Galaran Place in 
Sidney overnight Dec. 16-17 must 
have been hungry — and had a 
sweet icxith.
Sidney RCMP said the window 
to the cafe was pried open and 
chocolate bars and cigarettes were 
stolen, They arc investigating.
VANDALS SLASH TIRES 
Sidney RCMP arc investigating 
a scries of lire slashings in the 
Henry Avenue area overnight Dec. 
15-16.
Nine vehicles owners werc left 
pulling spare tires on after the 
incidents along Resthaven Drive 
and Henry, Police have no suspects 
and arc continuing lo investigate,
WINDOW SMASHI-ID 
Sidney RCMP responded to a 
onmplaint of a svindow being 
smashed in the library of North 
Saanich School, about 5 p.m. Dec, 
16, Fniry was not gained lo iho 
school and police iiave no sus-
MVA
Sidney RCMl' ivpori thal a car 
driven by a Sidney imtivwcnt oiii 
of control on Doan Park Roail, off 
the roadway and into some trees, 
'I'he car was completely demol- 
isheti and lour peoiilc were. sent to 
hospital with minor iiijiuies, Dec, 
,15. , : ' ,
The driver was charged with 
speeding following the incident.
ncyisui
CLASSIFIED
















One of the joys of Christmas 
is remembering, 
it's always nice for us to recall 
the pleasant association we 






NOTHING LIKE A tough photo shoot to make a growing puppy thristy. It took these 11 
Review front-page models about two minutes to finish their milk treat. The pups are a 
litter of golden retrievers raised by Jim and April Gumming and their golden retriever 
Penny.
George Lee photo
Bubble and budget 
rising for recreation
The new tennis bubble and the aied llirougli a union agreement. through for us. It’s really due k) 
1989 Panorama Recreation Centne Sibley hopes the budget will be our two MLAs.” 
budget arc both on-line for the finalized early in January for The addition parking lot lighting 
Peninsula Recreation Commis- approval by the Capital Regional at the leisure centre has been 
(jion. District at the end of January. completed, Sibley said.
On Jan 5 the commission will Sibley said any comment on the At the Dec. 15 commission 
meet to discuss the proposed 1989 budget could be sent to the rccrca- meeting, new commission incm- 
budget. The ‘‘wish list” totals tion commission chairman at the bers Sherrie Williams, tlie mcm- 
$1,766,450, up $239,280 from the Panorama Leisure Centre, 1885 ber-at-large for Sidney, and North 
1988 budget of $1,527,170 Forest Park Drive, Sidney, B.C. Saanich Aid. Art McKinnon were
Commission chairman Brian V8L 4A3. welcomed. North Saanich Mayor
Sibley said the budget will not “There’s hot a penny in the Linda Michaluk was welcomed 
increase costs to North Saanich budget for tennis, as we prom- back to the commission. _ 
and Sidney Utxpayers. Projected iscd,"Sibley added. Also on the commission arc
increases in user-pay revenues will The second coat of tarmac for Sidney Mayor Norma Scalcy, Sid- 
cover $102,980 of the budget the long-awaited tennis bubble was ney Aid. Tim Chad and North 
increase. ' laid Dec. 15, Sibley said. The work Saanich mcmber-at-largc Joan
The remaining $136,300 could not be done until the Mansh. 
increase will bc^covered by weather wtts dry. 
increased levies to North Saanich The surface needs to be painted 
and Sidney, however increased and the bubble erected. Sibley 
population will result in the expects dial will be done early in 
assessment on an average January.
$100,000 home dropping to “At the end of January we’ll 
$84.11 in 1989 compared lo the actually be playing tennis,” he
YOm STOCKENG STMFFER STORE!
$88.81 iiaid in 1988, Sibley said.
He added the iiroposcd budget 
must still be reviewed by the 
commission and there may be 
changes, however said staff had 
considered the burden on the tax­
payers when drafting the butlgei.
Included in the 1989 budget is an 
additional $50,000 to cover 
increascil oix.'rating costs, such as 
heat and light; funds for an addi­
tional staff ruember lo haiulle the 
increasetl demaiul for leisure I'lro- 
graiits aiul salary increases negoii-
(X.’FAN SCILNCLS 
A free program on Carbonate 
Chemistry in the Northeast Pacific 
Ocean will be presented Dec. 22 in 
the auditorium of tlie Institute o( 
Ocean Sciences starting at 2 p.m, 
t'iuesi speaker will be Dr. Richard 
I'ccly of NOAA/T’MI:;i.. Sciittle, 
Wa.'
said.
Good news for the commission 
Dec. 15 was word of an additional 
$50,000 lottery fund grant tov.'ards 
the Tennis Bubble. The commis­
sion had already received $50,(X)0 
from the province; the additional 
grant will replenish reserve funtls 
depleted by the tennis bubble pro­
ject.
Sibley credited Icxral Ml-As Mel 
Couvelier and Terry Huberts with 
obljiining the grant.
“These guys have retilly come
Everything for Cheerful 
Christmas Stockings 
Right in Your Hometown 
Convenient Hours 
Gift Certificates











Look for The Docolon 
tho Door.
Wo olm lo 
please.
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Open till 9:00 p.m. 
Friday 23rd




2383 BEACON 655-3121 
MON.-SAT. 9:30 to 5:30
■ ;
AN ILL WINDende 
Richard Turnbull’s hopes 
of turning this I977 Honda 
Civic into a convertible. 
High winds overnight on 
Dec. 12 blew a tree down 
on the car, parked at Turn­
bull’s Cloake Hill Road 
home. Value of the unin­
sured car was estimated 
at $300.


















SPECIALS 1:00 2:00 3:30 5:00 6:00 
AT 7:00 8:00 9:00 etc. 
(Approx)
4 X *500“ GAMES I
OR yORE!
(Based on Attendance) M
“TRY THE ‘Not so Little’ SIDNEY DROP-IN” 
■10 *1000°° WINNERS IN 10 WEEKS!!
The ability to respond quickly 
to attacks i.s a great asset for any 
politician. A sharp and witty 
retort can blunt an adversary’s 
axe.
Intellectual agility is a must for 
this exercise, as the example 
given last week by Forest Minis­
ter Dave Parker shows.
The subject of the attack on 
Parker was federal Auditor Gen­
eral Ken Dye’s report which 
contained some stinging criti­
cism of provincial forest resource 
management. Dye said the lack 
of adequate forest management 
in the past has resulted in deple­
tion of tho forest resource. Signi­
ficant shoruiges, he said, arc now 
reported at the local level in 
every province.
“Despite expenditures under 
the FRDAs (federal-provincial 
Forest Resource Development 
Agreements), the backlog of 
unsatisfactorily restocked forest 
land in Canada continues to 
accumulate, although at a 
reduced rate,” Dye said.
Asked what he thought of this 
indictment, Parker said, “The 
auditor general is full of shit.”
another election?
Mike Harcourt seems to have a 
new speech writer. The stuff he
THIS IS THE WEEK 
THAT WAS
I by HUBERT BEYER
'.V
delivers these days certainly 
packs a lot more punch than the 
kind of speeches I’ve heard him 
make.
A good example was his 
address last week at the Provin­
cial Council of B.C. New Demo­
crats.
“Wc can’t be sweet-talked by 
Brian Mulroney. Or bullied by 
the likes of Simon Reisman. 
We’re not going to let the Cana­
dian maple leaf become another 
star in the American flag,” the 
provincial NDP leader said.
Switching to the provincial 
scene, Harcourt referred to Prem­
ier Vander Zalm as “Zalm the 
Sham,” and the Socreds as 
“pharaohs, zealots and sell­
outs.” The government, he said, 







“Bill, the people of B.C. aren’t 
buying the smile and the charm 
anymore. Enough is enough. Bill. 
Get in touch. Start working for 
all British Columbians, not just a 
few wealthy friends,” he said.
And: if the; premier was upset 
by the results of the federal 
election, which saw more New 
Democrats sent to Ottawa* than 
ever before, he was going to be in 
for a real surprise at the next 
provincial election.
“You ain’t seen nothing yet. 
Wait till we lower the drawbridge
who arc injured in the course ot 
providing voluntary emergency 
assistance.
Under the new program, 
injured rescuers can receive 
compensation if other compen­
sation programs such as personal 
disability insurance or Workers’ 
Compensation fail to provide 
help. The ceiling for payments 
under the new program is 
$100,000.
“While the heroic actions of 
rescuers are often recognized by 
means of citations, awards and 
token financial payments, there 
has been no corresponding com­
mitment by society to provide 
financial assistance to people 
who have suffered as a result of 
their humanitarian deeds,” says 
Labor Minister Lyall Hanson.
PRIVATIZATION
UPDATE
Chalk up another $781 million 
for the privatization fund. The 
sale of B.C. Hydro’s Mainland 
Gas Division brought in $741 
ntillion, and the Rail Division 
was sold lor $40 million.





That’s good stuff, Mike, 
That’s how wc like our politics 
in British Columbia. Stick witli 
the old one-two punch and stay 
away from that tame eastern 
rhetoric. Hcck, give the guy who 
wrote thal speech a lx)nus.
GOOD
SAMARITANS 
The government last week 
announced a Good Samaritan 
program to compensate people
Most of the proceeds will be 
used to reduce B.C. Hydro’s US. 
debt, which has dropped from 
$3.3 billion in 1987 to 1.6 billion 
in 1988.
DIOXIN CLEANUP 
B.C. mills using chlorine 
bleaching or other dioxin- 
producing processes have until 
Jan. 30, 1989, to submit plans to 
the government, outlining the 
measures they will take to rectify 
the problem.
The plans must address jirc- 
sent suspected sources of diox­
ins, proposed reduction measures 
and estimated restilLs. Once the 
plans arc .submitted, the govern­
ment will set a timetable for 






“OUTSTANDING ACHIEVEMENT AWARDS FOR THE THIRD QUARTER OF 1988
CHRISTMAS EVE 
Service at St. John’s United 
Church, Dec. 24, at 7 p.m. No 
Christmas service on Sunday, Dec. 
25.
KEEP ON (JIVIN’ 
Upcoming Red Cross Blood 
Donor Clinics: Dec. 22, 7:30 
am-2:3() pm, Red Cross Hou.se, 
909 Fairfield Rd., Info, 382-2213.




SAANICH PENINSULA REALTY LTD. 




• IMB MONTHS TO FAY 
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AM-FM • STEREO 
CASSETTE PLAYER
AUTO STOP












AM-FM CLOCK RADIO 
DUAL ALARM AND AUTO DIMMER
RC*1067 
AM<FM CLOCK RADIO 
Amlinble In while, pink or thick
ZHCADH.Q.
ON SCREEN PROGRAM 
FULL LOAD SYSTEM 










A live nativity pageant .slunving 
.scene,s frum the biblical accouni of 
Chrisi'.s birth, will be prc.scntcd 
Dec. 21.22 and 23 on Topaz Ave, 
Victoria, acro.s.s from Onadra Tmd 
Blaiisliard, ITvc prc.sciuaiion by 
the Churcli i)f Jesus Christ of 
Latter-Day Saints at 6:30 pm, 7 
pm, 7:30 pm, 8 pm. Features 
realistic costumes, live animals, 
rustic .sets and outdoor stage.
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Compefifion for cosfoffs heats up 
os chorities scromble for contributions
alJseiafebks#JiSvis5:5i='!hK'i!E.i;i?(:?a!i<;&^sal.g«5
25% Off all birds
*20% Off All 
PET ACCESSORIES
By SANDRA McCULLOCH 
Special to The Review
There’s an intensive telephone 
solicitation campaign under way in 
Greater Victoria as a local charity 
cashes in on the used clothing and 
household goods market.
Riding piggyback on the Cana­
dian Diabetes Association cam­
paign is the discount store Value 
Village which buys goods “whole­
sale” from the CDA, sells them to 
the public at new “retail” price, 
pocketing the difference.
It’s getting fiercely competitive 
in the charity business these days. 
Groups like the CDA, Goodwill 
Enterprises, and the Salvation 
Army have to scramble to collect 
enough re-salable good to fund 
their various programs and 
research project.
Goodwill Enterprises has always 
depended on its high-profile yel­
low and blue boxes strategically 
placed in parking lots to draw 
donations of clothing and house­
hold goods. For many Greater 
Victorians, a trip to the Goodwill 
box is mandatory at spring clean­
ing or moving time.
The organization proudly pro­
claims 100 per cent of the pro­
ceeds made from the resale of 
goods goes to help the handi­
capped on Vancouver Island.
The Salvation Army has similar 
drop-off boxes to collect the pub­
lic’s cast-offs. Each spring, the 
Christian-based organization
launches its Red Shield Appeal to 
collect money to cover operating 
expenses.
The Canadian Diabetes Associ­
ation uses two trucks to pick up 
donations offered by the public in 
response to telephone solicitations. 
These goods are then transported 
and sold in bulk to Value Village, a 
discount store on Store Street in 
Victoria.
Value Village is part of a chain 
owned by Thrift Village Interna­
tional based in Seattle. All goods 
at Victoria’s Value Village come 
from the Canadian Diabetic Asso­
ciation’s telephone campaigns.
And that’s where the CDA’s 
association with Value Village 
ends, says Nicky Green, manager 
of the CDA solicitation office.
“Wc arc not Value Village and 
they arc not us,” she says.
The CDA/Valuc Village arrange­
ment is beneficial for the diabetes 
association, says Green, because 
unlike Goodwill and the Salvation 
Army, the CDA has no expertise in 
retail sales.
“I think we are doing something 
really worthwhile here, ” says 
Green.
She secs no problem in asking 
for public donations without dis­
closing that all salable goods 
would end up on the shelves of a 
discount store that exists for profit.
The Victoria branch of the CDA 
earned $25,560 from Value Village 
during the period April 14 to Sept. 
30. The executive director of the
B.C. branch of the association 
hopes to pull in $5,000 a month in 
1989.
“It would be terrific if we could 
reach that goal.” says the CDA’s 
Doug Savaron. He adds another 
CDA/Valuc Village project just 
started up in Winnipeg.
Don Delaney, general manager 
of Goodwill Entcq^riscs, says he’s 
not against the diabetes associa­
tion but he docs question their 
methods. Value Village has been a 
topic of discussion at Goodwill 
staff meetings since the discount 
store opened April 14.
“1 don’t think people realize 
where the goods they donate arc 
going after they’re picked up,” 
Delaney says, adding that the 
CDA/Valuc Village arrangement is 
“really hurting” Goodwill’s busi­
ness.
Donations arc off slightly and 
rcutil sales tire slower than Good­
will budgeted for.
“We’re certainly not in any real 
danger. But I think wc could have 
done 20 or 30 per cent better if 
Value Village wasn’t there. They 
have a 40,000-squarc-foot store — 
that’s more tlian all the Goodwill 
stores on the Island.
“It only stands to reason thal 
we’d be affected. Value Village 
also has a slick television advertis­
ing campaign. But they don’t men­
tion the Canadian Diabetes Asso­
ciation — Uicy just emphasize the 
discount side of business,” says 
Delaney.
Despite the success of CDA’s
telephone solicitation, Delaney 
says Goodwill will stay away from 
that method of collecting goods.
“I don’t like telephone soliciut- 
lion because I think it angers 
people.”
But he says Goodwill will have 
lo respond through a more aggres- 
sivc advertising campaign. 
Though he doesn’t want lo get 
drawn into cola-WcU' type of adver­
tising, Delaney says Goodwill will 
have to start pushing the fact that 
100 per cent of the money 
received goes right back to the 
handicapped of Vancouver Island.
The effect of Value Village on 
the Salvation .Army is “substan­
tial,” says Major Zimmennan. He 
says the Amiy’s attempts at adver­
tising have failed to divert the 
increasing amount of goods flow­
ing through the CDA lo Value 
Village.
A spokesman for Consumer and 
Corporate Affairs says the ministry 
has received queries about Value 
Village in the past, but he’s not 
sure anything can be done lo 
address concerns about the re-sale 
of goods given to charily by a 
commercial enterprise.
“Public attention focussed on 
these organizations is the best 
motivator,” says Bill Bil, regional 
manager of marketing practices.
“But I tell people with ques­
tions about charitable donations 
that, if they are concerned, there is 
nothing wrong with a.sking the 
organization for an audited report 





^All canned cat & dog food 
at case lot prices
*Pet food delights and more'
The Prices effective to Dec. 31,1988
li
'■‘‘‘pi.Feed Barn feri
10223 McDonald Park Road gjrj- 4/|<30 
.iM<=t north of Sleoo Lumber PJust rt  f l gg r
TV - VCR - STEREO
THANKS FOR YOUR SUPPORT 
IN THE PAST YEAR
MERRY CHRISTMAS 
& HAPPY NEW YEAR
#3-9843 and St. 
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Biggest crowd in Sidney ever for sailpasf
Organizers of the third annual 
Sidney Christmas Sailpast say the 
largest crowd they have ever seen 
turned out to watch the event Dec. 
10.
“It was the biggest crowd ever 
seen in Sidney by a number of 
reports,” said organizer Murray 
Christian. “They were wall-to- 
wall along Lochside Drive.”
The first year only seven boats 
participated and last year 28 boats 
dressed up for the glittering show 
of Christmas finery.
This year 44 boats motored from 
Tsehum Harbour to Bazan Bay and 
back, slowing at the Beacon Ave­
nue government wharf to toot 
horns and receive numerous 
rounds of applause from an admir­
ing crowd.
“I got asked if the boaters could 
see the crowds and yes they 
could,” Christian said. “They 
could also hear the crowds cheer­
ing.
And no one went overboard 
during tins year’s sailpast, Chris­
tian said. In 1986 a skipper fell in 
the drink and in 1987 a first mate 
went overboard, he said.
The auxiliary coast guard ves­
sel, die Jack Simpson, was stand­
ing by just in case.
“The big thing was there was 
such an improvement in decorat­
ing the boats,” Christian said.
First prize in the decorating 
contest went to The Breeze, a large 
tug decorated with about 2,000 
lights; and owned)by; Grant.and 
Noreen Butt.
Second prize went to sailboat 
Amber IV, owned by Lome and 
Donna Salter, and lowing a skiff 
loaded with a Christmas tree and 
presents.
Third prize went to the Windsiar 
owned by Burl and Inz Fait. And 
fourth prize went to the bright
white power boat, the Lady Jay II 
owned by Terry Forsyth.
Trophies werc donated by Pem- 
bcrton-Holmes and the Hammer 
and Last.
“All wc had was positive feed­
back — that the crowd really 
enjoyed it and the skippers really 
enjoyed it,” Christian said. Esli- 
mates are 5,000-8,000 people 
watched the event.
Almost 500 candy canes were 
given out by Santa Claus on shore, 
about 600 doughnuts and six urns 
of coffee and hot chocolate were 
: served by Sidney Shriners, and 
food was collected for Uie Sidney 
Lions/Review Food Bank, Chris­
tian said.
Despite this year’s success 
Christian is already thinking of 
next year’s Christmas sailpasl.
“Next year it’s just going to be 
belter because the boaters arc 
really positive alxiui it,” he said.
“People have been coming up lo 
me saying wc missed it but will be 
in it next year.”
Complaints of not enough wash­
rooms and difficulty parking will 
be addressed, he said. And a Santa 
Claus parade for the morning of 
the sailpast is being considered.
STUDIO LANDMARK




A Introducing “HERBAL-GLO” Hair & Scalp Treatment...
A Guaranteed: effective & naturally based
•k Designed to reduce or reverse (M.P.B.) Male Pattern Baldness
A "Salon-proven” on men and women
A Call today for a free consultation in our private studio ...
CALL 656-2233
Ask for Patti
Don’t confuse food banks, 
Sidney Lions emphasize
Virtually all the money and goods donated to the Sidney
Lions/Review Food Bank go to the Peninsula’s needy families, a 
spokesman said Monday.
Bill Brain said recent revelations about how the Mustard Seed 
Church spends its donations may make local donors think the food 
bank is operated similarly.
“1 think a lot of people are wondering,” Brain said. “We’re 
entircly volunteer and there’s no way any money is si>cni in any 
other way.”
A few incitlental expenses — a B.C. 1 lyilro bill of alxuit $30 a 
month and the cost of ixisiagc and receipt books -- arc the only 
expenses paid from donations,
The Timcs-Colonisi reported last week that Miisuird Church 
financial siatcmcnLs show less than 10 percent of donations go to 
ilic needy.
'I’hc figure for .Sidney’s food bank wouUl be more like 99,9 per 
cent, Brain said.
Even the building it uses on Second Street is donated, including 
maintenance, by Sidney Super FockIs,
The temporary home for Christmas food hampers in tlie 
Liindnuirk Building is also donated sitacc, Brain said.
And everyone who Nstirks for ilic food btmk is a volunteer.
Total donations to ilic the Christmas food fund have now loiipcil 
$16,000, in the final days before Cht'islmti.s. Organizers say about 
$30,000 is needed,
Cash donations will be iiccepled al 'I'he Review, Ibotl donations 






and don't know 





Marina Bay Estates takes advantage of one of the lastunspoiled waterfront vistas available near Victoria. Within the selection of floor plans available, each individual home features a 
wood burning fireplace, skylight, fullmaster ensulte, second 
bedroom and bathroom, attached garage, main level laundry and 
main level access for your convenience.




constructing hornet of 
gingerbread, while* noggins 
thought lo bo in dreams 
ate up their sugarplums instead, 
Warm thanks and 
merry Christmas to all 
onr customers.
JOAN, LOU & STAFF
Golden .Slienf -•«
liobtosseii at; ,
(Sidney a North Sannich) 
Thoiosa Thom 658-7746 
Claudia Parflil 656-7000 
(Broniwood & Contrnl Saanich) 




Don't miss your opportunity for 
leisure living at its best. With 
prices Irom $167,900, availability 
in this prestigious location 
Is limited.
Visit our on-site < 
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Everything for Cheerful 
Chrislmis Storkings 
Right In Your Hometown 
Convenient Hours 
Clift Cer(incates
OPEN 'TIL TEN A ttOOKSIOtlH H MOni?
Page Al2
Mary and I had lo make a quick 
emergency trip to the farm in 
Alberta a couple of weeks ago and 
there we had a fine visit with our 
outdoors-oriented grandson, 
Brian.
“Come on into my room and see 
my new boa constrictor. Gran­
dpa,” he said, leading us down the 
hall. He unsnicked the catch on a 
big cage and in a trice had a 
10-foot snake wrapped around his 
neck, its long longue flicking out 
to test the air. It was as big around 
as his upper arm.
“Like him?”
“Sure, he’s a beauty. What do 
you feed him?”
“Pocket gophers, lots of them. 
And in that way we keep their 
numbers down in the hayfields. 
The gophers arc lough on alfalfa 
roots.”
“Great!”
“WanUt sec my pet chickadees? 
They’re outside.”
“You bet!”
Wc followed him out of the
backdoor where he rummaged in 
his jacket for sunflower seeds 
while whistling short, sharp notes. 
In less than a minute, he had a half 
dozen black-capped chickadees 
flying back and forth between a 
birch tree and his hand, now full of 
seeds.
“Watch! ”he said, as he placed a 
sunflower seed between his lips 
and tilled his head back. In a 
split-second a chickadee landed
“No, I traded him my homers. 
They’re all back now. He’ll proba­
bly be back for them though. 
Shucks!”
“What are you going to do with 
him?”
“Keep him, what else? He’s the 
bird of peace, you know.” 
“What’s that?”
“You mean tliat you haven’t ever
around just lo sec how the peace 
movement works out”
“Mind if I take a picture of him 
for my column in The Review?” 
“Of course not! Go ahead.”
Vtllfe...:,
' ......................
on his Chin and quickly plucked dove is die symbol
the seed from between his lips.
“That’s w'hat they used to do 
with me too,” Mary laughed. 
“The little beggars arc sure trust- 
ing!”
“And something else,” Brian 
said. “Into the house again!” 
Brian slipped down into the base­
ment for a second and returned 
with a bird jxirched on his finger.
“Whcrc’d you gel this beautiful 
sonovagun?” I asked.
“This is no sonovagun! It’s a 
collared turtle dove. I traded a boy 
15 pigeons for him.”
of peace? I’ve been listening to 
Gorbachev and Reagan on TV. It 
looks as tliough we might have the 
best chance of peace for as tong as 
I can remember.
“The way I see it is tliat there’s 
no sense in piling up billions and 
billions of dollars worth of horri­
bly destructive weapons just to 
make their promoicrs and makers 
wealthy.
“Don’t those fellows ever stop 
and think what their stulT could do 
to our world? And them, loo?
“So I’m going to keep my dove
/£3
wo|^iS&e:io take tSilsi., ^ 
wish everyone i 
■■^g,,y!^.Seny. Christmas and 
f (§15?;,best for the New Year! .N'
1
Overweight and
-your support from all qf us at Castle Property f 1^82} Ltd. :
will be closed for Christmas Holidays from Dec. 23,12 noon until Jan. 3^
Real Estate needs, please feel free lo call: '
'' Po4ofSn»lth 656-4788;^
(A special report from Sherri 
Inouye of Sidney Elementary, on 
assignment at the North Pole) 
This is Sherri Inouye from the 
North Pole team, Unfortunately 
Santa has not been feeling well, 
always tired and weak and when 
the doctor came. All the doctor 
saiil was to get plenty of rest, drink 
lots of juice and lose some weight.
Because Santa’s been eating all 
those cookies his red and wiiiie 
outfit is too small for him. Mrs, 
Claus had to put clastic bands 
around his stomach to keep the 
bullous from burstirtg.
Santa’s ovcrweiglit has caused 
more problems loo, because Santa
to pull him faster on Christmas 
niglit or he will have to lose a lot 
of weight.
Anti Santa sends a message to 
all chimney makers. “Please make 
them W'idcr, for last year I got 
stuck in two of them.”
Kids! Do you remember last 
year? You saw a Hashing red dot, 
Well, that was Satita’s chief lein- 
deer named Rutlolph,
Santa says, “Yes, Rmlolph’s 
liglubtilb in liis nose has worn 
down and unfortunately Canadian 
Tire no kmger sells them because 
no one has brought one in over it 
too years.”
Now after Santa’s tost all this
Christmas Eve, going from Itouse 
to house eating cookie after cookie 
after cookie. So this year, let’s 
leave the cookies for tho reindeer 
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What would you give Sonfo for Christmas?
Christmas is a lime for giving 
and what belter person to receive 
a gift than Santa Claus, known as 
the champion gift-giver of the 
season. Kindergarten and Grade 1 
students at Saanichton Elementary
School had their own ideas on 
what to give St. Nick ... and how to 
get the gift to him.
The Review sent reporter Valorie 
Lennox out on this investigative 
assignment.
For six-year-old Ian Erdmann 
the perfect gift is '"polish for his 
sleigh, special magic polish, to 
make it more nicer." Ian would 
leave the gift under the Christmas 
tree for Santa to pick up on 
Christmas Eve.
Five-year-old Jillian Wallace Five-year-old Tai Van Peten 
was quick to enter into the .ipirit of was practical. She would give 
the question. What would she give Santa tools so his elves could 
Santa? "A book, a picture book in make more toys for boys and girls, 
which someone gets presents. I’d One hammer and seven nails 
buy it from the library and get it to would be sufficient for the work-
Six-year-old artist Ian Rainone fthought and the gift
would give Santa a picture of dad had taken a photograph of could be sent to the North Pole 
Santa, drawn with crayons. The at Disneyland. through the mail,
picture would be mailed to the 
North Pole from the post office, he 
explained. "I would give it to him 
because I like him."
j.'# A'/b/'j
Karen Banister, age six, would 
give Santa chocolate-covered cho­
colates "because he likes them." 
To deliver the chocolates she 
would go on a magic sleigh to the 
North Pole.
Jamie Ellis, age five, had sev­
eral gift suggestioms. He thought a
"I guess some food, because we 
always leave out food for him," 
said Julian Dunford, age five. He 
thought a plate of peanut brittle 
and a glass of milk would be best 
to sustain St. Nick on his rounds.
, , ,ro. just leave it out on a platepicture ora photograph of Santa
leaving up the chimney would be
nice. Or, he suggested, Santa might
like a toy, like a black BMX. "Td
ask /nv mom or dad lo give it to
Another painting, this time of 
Rudolph, would go to Santa from 
six-year-old Rebecca Thompson. 
She would paint Rudolph, she 
said, because his nose is shiny. 
"Td make it. When he comes to 
my house on Christmas Eve I 
would get up early in the night and 
then I’d see him and then I would 
give it to him.”
A white stuffed animal, such as a 
cat, would come from Chelsea 
Nolle, age .six. She would give St. 
Nick a cat "cause I like cats and 
white, is the color of something I 
like." The gift would be wrapped 
and left by the fireplace with 
Santa's name on the package, ,so 
he could pick it up.
&: \
Leanna Bickford, age six, had 
no probIem picking the perfeci 
present. "A piece of cake. He 
might be hungry from all the 
delivering. Chocolate cake, he 
might like chocolate. I would put it 
by the chimney."
"I always give him cookies, it's 
the only thing we have," reported 
six-year-old Rhys McKinnon. 
"Or I'd make .something, a picture 
of my lunise and me, some trees, 
made with felts. Tdjust leave it out 
in the kitchen sometimes and I 
also put it on the hearth because 
wc have two fireplaces." Rhys 
added the gift would have to he left 
at the right fireplace, since one 
fireplace is too small for Santa.
From Jordan Greenwood, age 
six, Santa would get "a new pair 
of boots if I can find some. He 
might want some." The boots 
would be black and .size 10 and big 
or .size Jl, Jordan would wrap the 
hoots, put them in the mailbox and 
.send them all the way to the North 
Pole.
S^ie.'stands (jesideHfie'laiiidaw^, 
tJ'ie- ^■'icrsitj/ .silt, 
sd lO-se^ lies in fie-v kand^, 
SfOi^iei^eS'a^e'Oitj&taisiUt.
'^^nin^S' IcnjH' inioy our. i'learis , 
d^tM settdincf^&a tistnms roses-. 
^.^fifzey'^ufuCs.tlmfdarLS’.
So-, in- tke spirit o^' lAe "ddivUsima-s rose', 
send ke-v on to LjOU';
So thal- tk iour^k^ lked^dckristmas' seasao, 
^.joa ncAieo wilt hc' (itue-.
Skoy repiesejits hotlv laoe and ckcev, 
jiioni-all o( us to-tjou;
So'kaiie-aS}'}teruf^€krl.slnias, 
sdnd' a- SHapfiif Ideto ‘''l.jaar iood
Lynda Ofroefffr
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THE STORE WILL BE CLOSED 
CHRISTMAS DAY AND BOXING DAY
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Over ihc holidays Willy’s Lagoon Nalure 
House on Melchosin Road will be closed 
Dec. 24 and 25, but will be open Dec, 26 
ihrough Jan. 1 from noon-4 pm daily. 
Francis/King Nalure House al 1710 Munn 
Road, Saanich, will be closed Dec. 24 and 
Dec. 25, bul will be open Dec. 31 and Jan. 
1 from noon-4 p.m. For info on parks 
programs, call 47^-PARK.
|3gj^ Wong, Family and 
Staff would like to take 
this' opportunity to wish you the 
very best of the holiday season and 
thanks for 11 wonderful years.
HOLIDAY HOURS:
Xmas Eve - Closed at 6 p.m. 
Xmas Day & Boxing Day - Closed 
OPEN New Year’s Eve 
4:00 p.m. to 12 midnight 
OPEN New Year’s Day 
12 noon to 8 p.m.
Advance orders for Ne\w Year’s Eve pick 




Guess what? Christmas is coming
812 Verdier, Brentwood Bay 652-3622
The annual celebration of Chrisimas comes to 
the Peninsula again this week with the usual 
decorated trees, lights, gift exchanges, stuffed 
turkeys and overstuffed people.
Initially started to celebrate the birth of Christ, 
the December festival has been held, on and off, 
since the Fourth Century A.D.
This year’s festival will be held Saturday, Dec. 
25, starting from the earliest time an anxious 
child can tug mom and dad awake to the final 
nightcap anytime up to 12 midnight on the same 
day.
Christmas will be followed by Boxing Day, on 
Dec. 26. "
Preparations for this special event have been 
under way over the past several weeks with 
spates of shopping, batches of baking and hours 
of hoping.
As with any major event, rumors abound. 
There are Uiles of a glowing-nosed reindeer, 
night flights by sled and mysterious shipments 
of toy-making supplies to a North Pole address.
(Related reports tell of chimney inspectors 
visiting homes throughout the Peninsula with 
tape measures to check the size of chimneys. 
Descriptions vary, but there is general agreement 
the inspectors were clad in red tunics and caps, 
green tights and werc very short.)
The actual Christmas celebration is expected 
to be marked in homes throughout the Penin­
sula. Thanks, in part, to the generosity of 
residents responding to Christmas hamper and 
toy drives, all will be able to enjoy the festivities.
There is no admission charge, but a bursting 
desire to make merry witli family and friends, 
and help strangers in need, is a definite asset.
UVIC EXTENSION 
More ihan 100 courses offered lo ihc 
public 'oy UVic Fxicnsion division. Dciails 
in ihe new spring calendar, available al 
libraries and recrcaiion centers and on ihe 
second floor of UVic’s Univcrsiiy Cenire. 
Registration starts Jan. 3. Info, 721-8451.
VIGXS ARl' SHOW 
'I'he Vancouver Island Contemporary Art 
Society presents a Chrisimas art show and 
sale at McPherson Playhouse mezzanine 
gallery, three Centennial Square, Victoria. 
Juried show to Dec. 23.
WATER COLORS
At the McPherson Library Gallery, to 
Jan. 3, water color paintings by Robin J. 
Lambert, using contemporary books and 
magazines as mirron to our society and 
limes.
ART EXHlIinN
Ongoing exhibits, Victoria Art Gallery, 
1040 Moss, Japanese Screens, Sumo Wres­
tling in Prints, lo Jan. 22 and limited edition 
lithographs by 20 senior Canadian artists to 
Jan. 8. Info, 384-4101.
FRIENDSHIP 
BAPTIST CHURCH
7820 Central Saanich Road 
Sunday School 9:45 am
Worship 11;00am
E.KRATOFIL —Pastor 





10:30 a m. Family Service




10030 Third St., Sidney 
652-1909
j Saturday Mass................... ....5:00 p.m.
Sunday Mass...... .................10:30 a.m.
OUR LADY OF 
ASSUMPTION 
Roman Catholic Church 
7726 W. Saanich Road 
652-1909
Sunday Mass........................8:30 a.m.




7;30 p.m ......... Family Communion
i withCarols
11:00 pm  Christmas Communion
withCarols
CHRISTMAS DAY
8:15 am........ Holy Communion
10:00 am ....Choral Communion











8:15 a.m ...Holy Communion
10:00 a.m....Family Communion
Rector Rev Robert Sansom 
656-9840 652-1611
CHRISTMAS DAY 
Annual celebration Dec 25, numerous 
locations throughout the Peninsula, 12:01 
a.m.-12:00 p.m.
OCEAN SCIENCES 
A free program on Carbonate Chemistry 
in the Northeast Pacific Ocean will be 
presented Dec. 22 in the auditorium of the : 
Institute of Ocean Sciences starting at 2 
p.m. Guest speaker will be Dr. Richard 
Feely of NOAA/PMEL, Seattle, Wa.
CHRISTMAS EVE 
Service at St. John’s United Church, 
Dec. 24, at 7 p.m. No Chrisimas service on 
Sunday, Dec. 25.
KEEP ON GIVIN’
Upcoming Red Cross Blood Donor Clin­
ics: Dec 22, 7:30 am-2:30 pm, Red Cross 
House, 909 Fairfield Rd., Info, 382-2213;
MOPHERS MARCH 
Volunteers needed immediately for a 












BETHEL BAPTIST CHURCH 
2269 Mills Rd. Ph. 656-5012
Pastor: Gerald W. Meller
10:30 a.m. Docombor 25 
FAMILY CHRISTMAS SERVICE 
A warm WELCOME Bwnlls you!
WELCOME TO 
ST. JOHN’S UNITED CHURCH 
CHRISTMAS EVE SERVICE 
SAT., DEC. 24 - 7:00 PM 
NO SERVICE DEC. 25th 









United Churches of 
Central Saanich
CHRISTMAS CALENDAR
Dec. 24th, 7 p.m. Brentwood Bay
. ... Family Christmas Eve Service
Dea24lh, 9:30 p.m. Shady Creek
.............Candlelight Communion
Dea 25lh, 11 a.m. Brentwood Bay
..... .............. Christmas Worship
Regular Sunday Worship Hours
9:30 a.rn....................Shady Creek
7184 E. Saanicli Rd.
11:00 a,m.............. Brentwood Bay





Corner of Mills Road 




8:00 p.m. Christmas Eucharist 
11:30 p.m. Midnight Mass
Christmas Day
10:00 a.m. Christmas Eucharist
THE FIRST CHRISTMAS 
A live nativity pageant showing scenes 
from the biblical account of Christ’s birth, 
will be presented Dec. 21, 22 and 23 on 
Topaz .Ave, Victoria, across from Quadra 
and Blanshard. Free presentation by the 
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints 
at 6:30 pm, 7 pm, 7:30 pm, 8 pm. Features 
rcali.slic costumes, live animals, rustic sets 
and outdoor stage.
FERNWOOD FIRETRUCK 
Tour of Victoria’s Holiday lights aboard a 
fireiruck. three tours nightly to Dec. 30. 
Tickets from the Fern wood Inn, S5 for 
adults, S2.50 for children. Includes hot 
chocolate or mulled wine. Proceeds to the 
B.C. Lions Society for Crippled Children. 
Info, 386-6312.
C\RILIX)N CONCERFS 
Recitals of Advent, Chrisimas or New 
Year’s music by the Netherlands Centen­
nial Carillon outside the Royal B.C. 
Museum. Dec. 21. 12:15 pm; Dec, 22, 4 
pm; Dec. 23, noon; Dec. 24, 2:30 pm; Dec, 
25, 3 pm; Dec 26, noon.
I’ARK I’RHSENT
Special Chrisimas programs from Capi­
tal Regional District I’jirks. Dec. 26, 1 pm 
and 3 pm, Tree of Life program on 
Cltrisimas trees and the creatures which 
play a role in ilic tree’s life cycle. Forester’s 
cabin, Francis/King Regional Park, 1710 
Munn Road, Saanich. Wheelchair accessi­
ble, limited seating; Dec. 27, 9:30 am, 
Family Bird Walk with naiuralisi Bruce 
Whiliington leaving.from .NViliy's l-igoon 
Nature 1 louse, off Mctcho’sin Rd for a walk 
through Ihc park; Dec, 28, 10 am, Witty’s 
'nimiigh the Years, a look at the cullunil 
and naiiinil changes al the regional park, 
Meet at the Willy’s Digoon Nature House, 
off Melchosin Rd,
STAGES DANCE
Junior members of the Stages Dance 
Company will delight an audience of 150 
senior citizens at a convention at Laurel 
Point Inn Dec. 23, starting al 8 pm. Info, 
Stages at 598-0434.
TREAD TREKS




1988 Chrisimas Cards and lags from 
Save the Children Fund now in stock at 
PGA 'Phrifi Shop and at Camrose Fashions, 
Sidney. British and B.C. artists and designs.
SOCIAL SKILLS
A program to promote social develop­
ment, peer relationships, ago appropriate 
behavior and self responsibility. Ages 6-7, 
8-10, 11-12. F'or further inforrnaiion call 
Kinral 656-0134.
.MID-WIN TER gala 
Tickets now available at PG\ for inau­
gural gala on Saturday, Jan. 28, 1989. Info, 
656-0134. ;•
tlAl.LlNG YOUNG MtH HERS 
Something new at PCA! Group classes lo 
learn social, job and parenting skills. 
Money for dtiy care and bus fare available. 
Call Bill Scott at 656-0134 for infonnalion.
Ron & Eunicn Froornan Wolcoino you to 
PENINSULA ALLIANCE CHURCH 
4lh 8, Mt. Bakeir, Sltlnoy (180.0057
SUNDAY
10:30 om Fomlly Carol Sorvlco 





Sunday Sorvlco... ................ 10:00 a.m.
REV. G.R. PAUL DAVIS 
656-3213 (Horn# 055-3884)
SAANICHTON niBI.G FKl-LOWSHIP 
Zltia Ml. Nowlon Croati nrl,
Communion Soivicn..............0:30 n.m.
Fnmlly Sorvlco  ........... ,,.11:00 n.m.
Nursory, Sundny School, 
Youth Qrouim, BIblo Sludloo 
pMMlon nfak Stlnlon 
6SI-0JI11 m-4T3a





SAANICH PENINSULA ^ 
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH 
Moodno nl (ho 
Sovonth-Oiiy Atiuonllot 
Church (or Fomlly Womhlp 
. and Sunday Ociwol 9:30 a.m. 
10409 Houlhavon Dfivo In SIdnoy 
Coma Join our Orowlnfl Followship 
nov, Polar Coutia — flaS-3G40
HOLY TRINITY 
ANGLICAN CHURCH 
W. Snnnlch and Mlllo Bd. 
Sundny Sorvlco# B n.m, and (0 n.m.
Sunday SchooMlln.rn.








7:15 p.m. ChrlstiDas Play - 'Throo Small
Stops'
Saturday, Doc. 24th (Christmas Evo) 
6:30 p.m. Family EUCHARIST 
11 p.m. Midnight EUCHARIST
Sunday, Doc. 25th (Christmas Day)
8 a.m. EUCHARIST
11 a.m. Family EUCHARIST and carols
Sunday, January 1st
8 n.m. EUCHARIST
9 a.m. Family EUCHARIST 
11 n.m. Choral EUCHARIST
St. Andrew's Anglican Church
9686 3rd St., SIdnoy 
Tho Rov. David Fuller 056-5322
,7'
F/ifJ.OWAH/i'
Jam Christ, the snm ye&loiday, today and lormr
Morning worfiliip.....................10:30 am
Childron’G Church...... .......... 11:00 am
WaJ, Rihlo Sludy..........’I ......7-9 pm
Pastor Larry Gossnor 474-2520
9925 5th Bt. 656-3544
SIdnoy Pantscoatal Assembly 
10304 McDonBld Park Road 
Skliwy, aa VOL 329 
Pnsloi: David llausor
Cttrialmao Morning Family Sarvlco
10:30 a.m........Sunday, Dae. 25,1980
Niw Ywf'a D«y Family Servicfl
10:30 a,m..... Surid-iy, January 1,1909
EVERYONE V/ELCOME
r,..r Mtft •»n<lr(i« C«l! 12
HbACt LUlHtHAN UHUltUH
2208 Wollor Avonu#, SldMfy 
SPECIAL CHRISTMAS SERVICES 
ChrUlriiss Eve Candlcllghl 5('rvlcc..,.7:30p!ii
ChiiUiW! Day Family Servlf?.  lOtMum
CoIlM Fellowship following each Mfvlw 
P/LSTOR: DAVID CARNAHAN 
65(1.2721 655.1773
CHRISTMAS SERVICES .• 
at :■]
;^jST. STEPHEN’S CHURCHi M;
'attend church “1
THIR WEEK I
•6:30 p.m. -Cfliidlcllflhl Family f^ucharisl 
-11:30 pm,-Mlrinlghl Mass 
-10:00 a.m. -Holy Eucharist 
•11:45 p.m. -Watclmlght Eucharist 
•0:30 a m.-Holy F-uchnHm 
-10:00 a.m. -Carol Service
St. Slephen’s Anglicon Church 
St. Stephen’s Rd. (oh Mt. Nowlon X Rd.) 
■■'652-4311'
Tho Rov. Canon Richard Sponcor, Roctor
Clirislmoa Eva
Chrisimas Day 
Now Year's Evo 
New Year’s Day
THE CANADIAN CHILDREN’S TREASURY
What bottor joy than to coo a child's lace aglow with rapt atlontion 
to an oxcollont story being told, "Tho Canadian Children’s Tioasury" 
is jusl such a book and it will lit in perloclly with tho traditional 
"hodtimo story" sot.
The obvious plu.s lor this book is tliat the contributors aro all 
Canadian authors, many of wliom am oxceodlngly well-known for 
numerous books alroady in publication. Tho other important factor, 
ospecinlly for tho cliildron, aro tho lllu.strntions which aro numorous 
an(1 very well done,
Tho young reader will bo enchanted wllh the vaiioty ol stories and 
pooms which range Irom animal storios to talo.s of native people. 
Them aro stories about Quebec and others sot throughout our 
country, Dolinitely not fairy tales but stories tliat entertain as well as 
Impart inlormaliori,
What 1 ospoclally liked about "The Canadian Children's Treasury" 
was tlie indox which lists tho stories and fKioms under narnos as 
well as topic —- animals, myths and logonds etc, For paront.s and 
babyaitter-s that get requests from tiio youngsters to road a story 
with n certain theme, this is suro to simplify matlors.
"Tlio Canadian Children’s Treasury" iss a boaulilul book, If you aro 
loft with a special child, babysitter or even a devoted fan of 
Chanadirtn iiteraiuro on your Chostmaf. ii&i, tiiis book miglit bo 
approcialod.
To all tho readers ol this column, I wish a Marry Christmas and 
Happy Now Year. Good tea
(H'-ottSTcnK e. n'lnr.
Open 8 am * 10 pm EVERY DAY.
Merry Christmas 
Happy New Year
THE REVIEW 978l-2nd St., Sidney B.C. Page B3
First, find answers to the Quiz; then start transferring 
letters to the grid below. Should you choose to guess any word 
in the Quotation grid, make sure the letters match with the 
correct answer in the Quiz. Reading dowoi Column A reveals 
the quotation’s author.
CROSS-QUIZ
1. Almost late (4,2,4)
2. Quiet, dull (10)
3. Famous Scottish lake (4,6)
4. Valuable gem (7)
5. Move aside (5,4)
6. Scathing, scornful (9)
7. Withdrawing (10)
8. Adorn, decorate (9)
9. Element with compounds essential to plants (8)
10. Natives of Australia (10)
11. Bad business transaction (colloq.) (3,4)
12. Destitute (4,3,3)









Party Favors, Champagne 
10 PM to 3 PM $25.00 P.P. 
(Rooms $30.00) Complete Package 
ONLY $80.00 per couple
GOLDEN BEAR PRESENTS 
BARON OF BEEF.......ONLY $15.00 P.P.
Tickets at Iront desk 
2280 Beacon Ave.
656-1176
^ 0 111 .y’*illteSS
Answers to last week’s CrossQuote #6:
1. not worth it 2. open-minded 3. rock bottom 4. mob; feather 5. 
apply; Swede 6. nocturnal 7. wayfarer 8. masquerade 9. ask for 
more 10. Ides; sign up 11. like-minded 12. exhilarate 13. 
roughing it
Author; Normal Mailer (Bom 1913)
CrossQuote #6 quotation:
MODERN BUILDINGS OFTEN LOOK AS IF THEY 
THREW AWAY THE WRAPPINGS AND KEPT THE BOX 
IT CAME IN.
American essayist and novelist
Pilots protest Pat Bay boat ramp
The danger to float planes posed by a public boat ramp 
in Pat Bay sparked an outburst from angry pilots at 
North Saanich council Monday — after they learned 
council procedure would not allow them to speak.
Aid. Rebecca Vermeer stopped support hearing them. But he felt
the group from walking out and 
appealed to other council mem­
bers to hear the pilot’s presenta­
tions.
Both Mayor Linda Michaluk 
and Aid. Maurice Chazottes noted 
such presentations were against 
formal council procedure and said 
the pilots’ arguments would carry 
more weight before the environ­
mental advisory commission, 
which would be reviewing the 
issue.
“We want the environmental 
advisory commission to look al 
this in depth, to hear from every­
one concerned,” Chazottes said.
Aid. Brian Dunic, who servos on 
the boat ramp committee, gainctl 
council approval to add a pilot to 
the committee in order to address 
safety.
Vermeer said .safety is not envir­
onmental and urged council to 
hear the pilots, a plea that was 
cchocxl by Aid. Don Cavcrley.
Given that the pilots were pre- 
.sent, Chazottes said he would
council should observe procedure 
in the future.
Council agreed to hear from 
anyone in the audience who had 
written one of the letters about the 
boat ramp included on die Dec. 19 
agenda.
“If you put that darn boat ramp 
there, there will be a serious 
accident,” predicted Bob Harrison 
of Ocean Sport Enterprises Ltd. 
He urged council to consider the 
safety issues before approving 
installation of the boat ramp in Pat 
Bay.
Richard Cooper, owner of 
Cooper Air, told council float 
planes have limited control when 
landing and no way of braking 
once on the water.
The flight instructor for float 
planes in Pat Bay said, “With 
novice pilots, we don’t want lo mix 
up with your novice boat people.”
Jim Gillespie also outlined the 
danger of mixing float planes and 
boats. He suggested working with 
the local Indian band to construct
a boat ramp off the reserve.
Reuben Ware of the Victoria 
Natural History Society cited 
environmental concerns, asking 
council to reconsider the boat 
ramp project.
Michaluk remarked that many 
of the points would be better heard 
by the EAC and the boat ramp 
commillce.
Caverley liked the idea of work­
ing with the Indian band to 
develop a boat ramp and suggested 
council follow up on that sugges­
tion.
He also thought a public hearing 
should be held on the issue.
Council agreed to refer the issue 
to the environmenUil advisory 
commission and the boat ramp 
committee for reconsideration.
Other boat ramp sites which 
could be considered, Vermeer 
added, tire off tlie Cole Bay Indian 
Reserve, off llic Cole Bay Regional 
Park, in Deep Cove Marina and as 
part of an expansion of tlie Tsartlip 
Indian Band ramp in Brentwood 
Bay.
At the same meeting, council 
received a letter from John Bones, 
Ministry of Crown Lands, advising 
approval in principle had been 
given for the ramp in Pat Bay.
“This approval in principle is 
subject to NorUi Saanich providing 
us with a more detailed plan 
showing specific siting, orienta­
tion, marking and signing of the 
proposed improvements so as to 
minimize potential conflict with 
float plane operations in this part 
of the Bay,” Bones wrote.
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THU PROFESSIONAL DIFFERENCE FOR OVER 60 YHARS
Sidney — 9779 4th Street 656-1413 
MON-FRI 9:00-5:30 SAT 9:00-4:00
@ CONTEMPORARY FASHION EYEWEAR 
® EMERGENCY REPAIR SERVICE 
® FINEST OPTICAL CRAFTSMANSHIP 
» EYE EXAMINATIONS ARRANGED 
®SUNWEAR 
@ IN-STORE TINTING 
& ANTI SCRATCH COATINGS
Scott Earle manager|
OPTICAL PROBLEMS? 
LET ME SOLVE m
'J
VISA AND MASTERCARD 
ACCEPTED
From all of 
Christmas
us, to all of you — a joyous 












Mon. Dec. 26 and Tues. Dec. 27











(Please no relurns on ihcsc days.)
2411 Oonoon Avo. 151 Ciaio St,
Sidney Ouncan
656-9121 740-C252
146 V/. 2nd Avo. 
Quailcum Oottch 
752-2441
244 Sth SI. 
Courlonay 
338-0677
Tiro speciallslu with tho knowledge and 
OKperlonco to give you the best in 
aorvlco and value.
S817 RESTHAVEN DRIVE 
SIDNEY 656-5544 ALSOINPARKSVILLE AND NANAIMO





• UPHOLSTERY CLEANING 
Owner Will Dorman gives personal attention to all orders 
9570 Northlawn Terrace, Sidney, B.C.
Phone: 656-4754 - 30 Years Experience
A miracle on a Christmas Eve many years 
sack of potatoes in the rubble that was Duesselaort
® ^ U<^rk«*fo K/a nrloHHpnf^H
CLASSIC MUSTANG
HOLDINGS LTD.
64 1/2 - 73 New, Used Repro, Mustang Parts
We would like to wish everyone 
a Happy & Safe Hoiiday from 
GREG. DIANNE & DON
652-5141
#8-6809 Kirkpatrick Cres. RR#3 Victoria, B.C.
VICTORIA — You always 
have a choice. You can be cynical 
about Chrisunas, detest the crass 
commercialism with which our 
merchant class has usurped this 
day and say bah, humbug, or you 
can be a child again and see the 
wonder.
All you have to do is let your 
memories go back far enough 
and you’ll again smell the 
freshly-baked cake, and feel the 
wonderful excitement of those 
far-away childhood Christmases.
Commercialism for its own 
sake may be bad, but the bearing 
of gifts is not. Ever since man 
first found love and comptission 
in his heart, he has given exprcs-
bysion to those emotions 
bestowing gifts on others.
The most beautiful Christmas 
gift 1 can remember was a small 
bag of potatoes. The year was 
1945. I was 10 years old.
The guns in Europe had been 
silent for six months, but the 
agony was far from over. Europe 
was a vast killing field, and 
everywhere people were trying 
desperately to restore some 
semblance of order to their lives 
which had been so terribly shat­
tered.
Christmas 1945 saw mother 
and me living in Duesscldorf,
■ once a tliriving and beautiful city 
of 700,000. A mere 30,000 peo­
ple inhabited what was left of my 
home town.
Wc lived like rats in make-shift 
shelters in the cellars of the 
hou.scs that had been blown away 
by years of air raids.
Dad, who had been stationed 
northern Norway, had been
captured by the British and was 
not to be released for several 
more months. My only brother, 
who had been drafted at age 15 
and sent to the Russian front in 
the dying throes of Nazi Ger­
many, was missing.
Mother and I werc barely sur­
viving on the meagre rations of 
these horrible post-war times. 
For months, our daily diet con­
sisted of a couple of slices of dry 
bread and some soup which we 
managed to get from the kitchen 
of a nearby hospital.
We had something of a Christ­
mas tree that year, a three-foot 
tall weed that could be found 
growing out of the ruins all 
around us. The only decoration 
was some ribbons of colored 
paper.
There were to be no presents 
on that Christmas 1945. The gift 
of life would have to suffice.
In the afternoon of Christmas 
Eve, mother and I trooped off to 
the hospital to scrounge some 
soup. When we came back, we 
found a bag of potatoes by the 
door to our underground living 
quarters. It must have been about 
five lb. of precious food.
We ate like kings that night. 
There were real potatoes in the 
soup. And lots of them. With 
sincere apologies to the fine 
dining establishments I have had 
the pleasure of visiting in my 
later years, none could ever come
close to presenting me with a 
meal like the one mother and I 
ate on Christmas Eve 1945.
We never found out who the 
generous donor was. I have been 
quite satisfied to regard the 
appearance of those potatoes as a 
Christmas miracle.
Memories of that long-ago 
Christmas have never left me. 
When my own children were 
young and eagerly awaiting 
Christmas, I would think back to 
that night. I would remember my 
mother crying with happiness 
over the anonymous gift of five 
lb. of potatoes.
I would count my blessings 
and pray for the day when no 
mother anywhere would have to 
be grateful for being able to give 
her child a bowl of miserably 
thin soup with a few potatoes in 
it.
It’s now 43 years later. The 
children are grown up. My white 
beard and hair would make me a 
reasonable facsimile for a Santa 
Claus at any shopping centre. 
And four grandchildren are look­
ing forward to Christmas with 
great excitement.
You bet there will be a certain 
participation in the commercial 
aspect of Christmas in our fam­
ily. Reasonable wishes will be 
miraculously fulfilled. Chil­
dren’s eyes will shine and their
DONATIONS: $1,200.00 - SVI Zone National Athletic Camp
300.00 - Legion Pipe Band Ties
100.00 - Timmy’s Telethon
BUILDINGS 
& GROUNDS:
The new wheel chair ramp into the Lounge should be 
ready for use by year's end.
SENIORS’
LUNCHEON:
150 Seniors enjoyed the luncheon on December 6, 
1988. The date of the next luncheon will be announced 
in the New Year.
WELCOME TO 
NEW MEMBERS:
E. J. McManus from Branch 42, Trafalgar
F. A. Hawboldt from Branch 72, Pembroke, Ontario 
S.A. Kanik from Branch 16, Ottawa, Ontario
J.W. Geils from Branch 31, Pro Patria
LL, Thomas from Branch 31, Pro Patria
L.L. Shebeski from Branch 4, Winnipeg, Manitoba
ENTERTAINMENT.
ELECTION OF THE 
NEW EXECUTIVE
New Years Eve - Dancing to Irv Lang. Cost - $25.00 per 
person. (This includes dinner)
Robbie Burns Night -Watch for details in Jcinuary.
The following wore elected to the 1989 Branch 37 
Executive:
President - Al Wardle
1st Vice President • Joe Ball
2nd Vice President-KiiUhryn Oliphanl
Secretary - Bud Nunn
KVeasurer Fred Upton
Service Officer - Ray Hayes
Sgt.-at-Arms -Lyall Riddell
Executive Committee - Alan Oliphant, Sid Bullorick, 
Carmen Crispe, Throsa Lovell, Jack Podlow, Vern 
Sutcliflo, Ed Corbin
The President end Executive wish nit members and their families a very 
Merty Christmas and a Happy and Prosperous New Yean
MEETINGS; Branch Exocutivo -
Thursday, January 5, 1DBG at 7:30 p.m,
Branch General - Monday, January 9 al 7:30 p.m, 
Ladies Executive - Thursday. January 5, at 7:30 p.m 




There will be a huge turkey 
served at a festive table. There 
will be a beautifully decorated 
Christmas tree in our house. And 
the children and grandchildren 
will come over to celebrate 
Christmas with us. There will be 
good food and good cheer in the 
Beyer home this Christmas 1988.
And sometime during the 
evening, I will probably think 
back to those dark and terrible 
days that were the legacy of a 
nightmare my country had 
inflicted on the world.
I will think of the millions who 
perished, never to see another 
Chrisimas. I will think of the 
agony of all the mothers who, in 
a world of plenty, must see their 
children starve to death.
I will probably tell my grand­
children about my own Christ­
mas miracle and be grateful that 
they are granted more than mere 
survival. And I will also think of 
a belated gift we received in the 
spring of the following year. My 
brother came home, safe and 
sound.
So, if the commercialism of 
Christmas gets you down, think 
back. Somewhere in your child­
hood memories, there is some­
thing, I’m sure, that will restore 
your belief in the real meaning of 
Christmas.
First, there Is a raise 
then there Is no raise 
and then there is
North Saanich council members will get a raise after all, 
although not as much as originally proposed.
At the Nov. 21 meeting, council balked at approving fourth 
reading of a bylaw which would have increased the mayor’s 
stipend to $8,800 from $6,900 and aldermanic stipends to $4,000 
from $3,100 annually.
Aldermen had maintained the new council, to be sworn in Dec. 
5, should have an opportunity to comment on the increase.
Aid. Maurice Chazottes suggested the figures be changed to 
reflect cost-of-living increases since the indemnity was set in 1986. 
The cost of living has gone up 7.5 per cent since then, so 
Chazottes recommended the mayor’s stipend be increased to 
$7,500 and aldermanic stipends go up to $3,400.
Aid. Brian Dunic said the figures still put indemnities paid to 
Nortli Saanich council members below the provincial average.
Aid, bon Caverley agreed. “I don’t think we should bask in the 
popularity of being the lowest paid municipal figures in the 
province of B.C.”
Chazottes’ amended increase bylaw was approved by Aid. 
Rebecca Vermeer, Aid. Dee Bailin, Chazottes and Aid. Art 




Ah, the good old days, when you were a kid at 
Christmas time . . . the toys, the tree, the 
heavenly aromas coming from the kitchen , . . 
the same kind of aromas that come from our 
place every day, as v/c prepare delightful, 
delicious food for your enjoyment.
Wc take this opportunity to remember serving 
you, to thank you for that opportunity and 
extend our best wishes for the holiday season.
We look forward lo serving you again soon 
. , . so please don’t drink and drive.
Merry Christmas from 
the Staff and Management
, ’I'-'"
HOLIDAY HOURS
Christmas Eve 6:30 a.m. - 9:30 p.m. 
Fonturlng n traditlonol turkey dlnnor with all 
tho trimmings.
CHRISTMAS DAY - CLOSED 
Boxing day 7:00 a.m. - 9:30 p.m.
Join us (or brunch (rogular menu)
Mow Year’s Evo 6:30 a.m. - 9:30 p.m.
,Now Year’s Day 7:00 a.m. - 9:30 p.m.
MITMI ^
w ill W iw
Thunhi lo you
11 wofk& . . ,
umr.«d wj»u ron ail op us
rnmmmm
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Construction of a Pat Bay Highway and Lands End Road 
interchange is slated for 1989, following approval of the concept 
plan by North Saanich Council Dec. 19.
A full controlled access interchange is to be built just north of 
Lands End Road tind Highway 17, with an overpass connecting 
Curieis Point to Lands End Road.
Included in the plan is an additional road linking the interchange 
to the C.P. ferry dock and a 100 space parking lot to be built by B.C. 
Ferry Corporation near the north east section of the interchange.
Meetings have been held between North Saanich and the 
Ministry of Highways on the proposed interchange throughout 
November. The Ministry asked North Saanich to endorse the 
interchange concept plan so the government could go ahead witli 
design and construction.
Council agreed to endorse the concept plan and asked tliat Nortli 
Saanich be advised and consulted on further design deuiils.
Saanich and the Islands MLA Terry Huberts said Dec. 16 that, 
following discussions will Minister of Highways Neil Vant, he had 
been assured the Pat Bay Highway will be upgraded to freeway
CONCEPT PLAN 
for the Lands 
End-Pat Bay Highway 






















An old trunk 
, hod boon down 
In my bnoomenl 
JW (or 20 yonra.
I docldod 10 put 
it In Tho Roviow 
ClaiJiiiliiKlfi and ww 
roally Gurpritiod nt tho 
niimbor of calls which 1 
rocoivod. It sold tlio 







Who! » buyl I loll 
In lovo with tho 
trunk th« mnmnnt 
thnt I «nw It,
I can hardly wait 
to piti fiwtiod on 
rolinishlnf) It and 
rodtKorntmo it. Old 
things havo a tpa- 
cial potsonality lor 




MONDAY, DECEMBER 19 
Sunrise Swim *
Parent & Tot 
Water Exercises 
Adult Noon Swim *
Everyone Welcome 
Before Dinner Dip *
Parent 8f Tot 
Everyone Welcome 
Swim ‘n’ Splash (16+)*










WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 21 
See Mon., Dec. 19
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 22 
See TUos., Dec. 20
(Seniors ■ join us for tea and goodies at 
poolside today!)
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 23 
See Mon., Doc. 19









Before Dlnnor Dip *
Everyone Welcome 
Adult Swim •
TUESDAY. DECEMBER 27 
Son Uies., Doc. 20
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 28 
See Mon., Doc. 19
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 29 
See TUos., Doc. 20
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 30 
See Mon., Doc. 19






MONDAY, JANUARY 2 
See Mon., Dec. 26
Legend: * length ewlmmlng available
SPECIAL HOLIDAY PROGRAMS - $3.00 ooch 
Pf'fjlrtf'r hnihro Dnc. 1fl nt Piinernmn hr or Wfi2 
Roglster bolero Doc. 23 at Panorama lor IC91 or iiG93
SYNCHRONIZED SWIMMING
#600 lioa., Dec. 20
#601 Thuia., Dec. 29
SPRINGBOARD DIVING CLINIC 
#602 Thure., Doc, 22
#693 1Uoo.,Dec;. 27
6:30- 7:30 am 
9:00-10:00 am (B) 
10:10-11:10 am (B) 
3:30- 4:30 pm (B) 
5:30- 6:30 pm 
6:35- 7:25 pm 
7:30- 8:30 pm
CHRISTM
6:00- 9:00 am 
9:00- 11:00 am 

















Happy Now Year! 
11:00" 2:00 pm 
2:00" 4:30 pm 












Monday, December 19 
to
Monday, January 2 
(We are closed on Christmas Day but 
open every other day of the year) 
JOIN US WITH FAMILY AND FRIENDS 
OVER THE HOLIDAY SEASON FOR 
FUN AND FITNESS
SKATING SCHEDULE
MONDAY, DECEMBER 19 
Shinny Hockey (17+)
Everyone Welcome
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 20 
Parent & Tot 
Adult Noon Skate (19+)
Everyone Welcome




THURSDAY, DECEMBER 22 
Adult Noon Skate (19+)
Parent & Tot




MONDAY, DECEMBER 26 
Family Skate 
Everyone Welcome
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 27 
Parent & Tot 
Adult Noon Skate (19+)
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 28 
Everyone Welcome
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 29 
See Thuro. Doc, 22]
FRIDAY, DECEMDEH 30 
Everyone Welcome 
TG.I.F. Teen Skate
CATUnDAY, DECEMPFri 11 ,
Parent ft Tot 
Everyone Welcome
SUNDAY, JANUARY 1 
See Mon.,,Dec, 26
MONDAY. JANUARY 2 
See Mon,, Don. 26 
Note; Rental ekfUoe me available
11:00- 12:00 pm 
12:00- 1:00 pm
2:15- 4:00 pm
11:30 • 1:00 pm 




1 '.OO pm 
2:00 pm
11:30- 1:00 pm 
2:00- 4:00 pm 
7:30- 9:30 pm
TUESDAY. DECEMBER 20 
Moving On Up 
Muscle Maker (Intense) 
Moderate/Intense
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 21 
See Mon., Dec. 19
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 22 
See tubs., Dec. 20
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 23 
Hi/Low Impact 
Moderate
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 24 
Fat Burner (Self-Paced)
MONDAY, DECEMBER 26 
Turkey Burner (Self-Paced)
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 27 
Moderate 
Muscle Maker 
Strength & Stamina *




THURSDAY, DECEMBER 29 
See ‘lUos., Doc. 27
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 30 
Modorato/lnlenso 
Hl/Low Impact
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 31 
Turkey Burner (Self-Paced)





* try this now program featuring 
RHOMBUS TUBING
9:00-10:00 am 
5:30- 6:30 pm 
6:40- 7:40 pm




9:30-10:30 am (B) 
5:30- 6:30 pm 
6:35- 7:35 pm
9:30-10:30 am (B) 
5:30- 6:30 pm 
6:35- 7:25 pm
9:30-10:30 am (B) 
5:30- 6:30 pm
11:00-12:00 pm
















THE STAFF AT 
PANORAMA
LEISURE CENTRE 




Good Health and 
Happiness throughout 1989.










J tta nc,Yll^fY y/oi-^nu oi., auinKy u.»-. _____________ ______________—    —   -------------------
Guess what I got you fhls yeof, dear?
_ . . .. ____.u- ^at,r^.ccp.H obscure clue, I thought. “C
My wife cheats at Christmas. 
Thai’s OK, because I lie.
Oh, it’s nothing serious, and 
most of the year we’re pretty good 
people.
She just cheats Christmas ttadi-
tions and I lie about what I’ve 
gotten her.
Lying, really, is the only alterna­
tive I have. My little Sweet Pea 
insists I give her clues.
If the clues are bona fide, she
guesses the gift, gets depressed 
because she guessed the gift, gets 
mad at me for giving her too easy 
a clue, and forces me to buy her a 
supplementary gift.
Once I gave her one clue. An
‘ at Ste-
Merty Motoring and Best wishes fronri
BRITISH EUROPEAN MOTORS
VOLVO & IMPORT CAR SPECIALIST
655-1151
10124 c McDonald park road.
SIDNEY
TUC D
The Place Where Santa’s Been Stopping Since ...
AN OLD FASHIONED COUNTRY BREW- 
, PUB SERVING LAGERS & SPIRITS
m a.m.-yi0^itOHT FRIDAY & SATURDAY 11:00 a.m-
SERVEDMONDAY-SATURDAV11330a,m.-10:00p.m.SU?4DAYlt:00a.m,-9^0Op^________
WEEKLY DINNER SPECIALS
9 oz. TOP SIRLOIN DANISH BBQ 8 oz. PRIME MANY MORE
STEAK-CHARBROILED BACK RIBS RIB OF BEEF ENTREES 
with Onion Rinq Special Sauce Slowly Roasted Available mcl.
Ja Garnish-Baked Baked Potato With Natural Gravy Our Famous 
Potato Salad Garlic Toast & Vegetables & Harnburgers 
& Garlic Toast Side Salad Baked Potato & Seafood 
5.95 5.75 5.95 _________
7806 EAST SAAsMICH ROAD
YOUR CHOICE OF ENTREE 
ALL DINNERS COME WITH SALAD 
GARLIC TOAST & CHOICE OF POTATO 
A. 6 oz.Top Sirloin B. Two doz. Deep C. Louisiana Grilled YOUR CHOICE
Steak witn Fried Shrimp Shrimp with 6 oz. ONLY $^199
1 doz. Deep Qj j^p sirloin Steak
Fr ed Shrimp H __ „ , ____---------- --------------------- -- — r,—'—menuavailablep Fried Shri p _  .Snecials . . . li DINNER SERVED AFTER 6:00 p.m. Regular
uia«jiiinnBaMji3MiiaiiainnriiirriiiarniiJt''‘'TOlT^Tl'iTrr‘V'!tfi>fTTVril I......








Here’s to you, our many good friends 




May your holiday be fuh-fHled for all. M^ny thanks for your valued business.
652-1334
GLASS
SERVING THE SAANICH PENINSULA FOR 6 YEARS 
2070B KEATING X ROADS 652-3833
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2526 SEVAN AVE. & FIRST STREET




WISHING YOU ALL A MERRY CHRISTMAS i HAPPY NEW YEAR
ANSHOR
7855 EAST SAANICH RD. SAANICHTON, B.C. VOS 1M0 652-5157
.ALL YOUR IN.SURANCE NEEDS
 
vens,” I said.
“Tea,” she guessed, before I had 
time to stare cryptically into her 
deceptively innocent-looking eyes.
I felt a little like Dick Lowden 
the time Joanna guessed that he 
had a star named after her.
Wearing my best Bob Newhart 
deadpan, I told her. No, it isn’t tea.
She smiled, and said. Yes, it’s 
tea.
So I went out and bought her 
another present.
Another year I bought her a 
record (which, after a few play­
ings, she found she could live 
without).
Then I bought her another 
record, the decoy.
I wrapped the decoy lo look like 
a record, so she would guess it was 
a record.
The other record I wrapped with 
two pieces of cardboard to make a 
triangle.
She was baffled.
And she was mad come Christ­
mas Eve, because I’d gotten her 
two records. No imagination, you 
see.
So I’d accomplished nothing.
Kathy was mad and I’d still paid 
for two presents.
To lop it off, water leaked from 
our definitely not a-drying tree and 
warped the records.
So I lie at Christmas.
“That’s not fair. A clue isn’t a 
clue if it’s a lie. How am I ever 
going to guess it if you don’t give 
me real clues?”
“I don’t want you to guess it.
You get mad at me when you guess 
it.”
“That’s because you give clues 
that are too easy.”
“That’s why I lie. God doesn’t 
mind if you lie about what’s a 
present.”
“It’s not fair.” She pouts. 
“Guessing is part of the fun.”
“Cat Stevens,” I say.
“Coffee,” she says.
I could really learn to hate that 
woman.
“No. I named a star after you,” I 
say, reaching for my coat and my 
wdlet.
Kathy wanted an aquarium. I 
bought one for an anniversary 
present — for her — once. No\y it 
sits empty, home for a plastic 
broken ship, a piece of foam, and 
I some dirty plastic tubes.
^ When people ask why an empty 
aquarium, I say it’s the newest 
sculpture by someone with a fore­
ign name I can’t pronounce. But 
he’s in all the galleries.
Aquariums are not cheap. They 
go on sale for a reasonable price, 
say $30, but they require a lot of 
things to make them usable and 
pretty, say $140 worth.
Aquariums and the fish therein 
arc not easy to look after. The fish 
die, the water gets dirty, the filter 
system breaks.
Consequently, a lot of aquar­
iums end up in garage sales. They 
don’t have much resale value; tliey 
depreciate about as quickly as a 
1972 exploding Pinto.
So anyway, I bought Kathy the 
aquarium but it was my responsib- 
lity lo keep the tilings in it alive.
She guessed what it was and 
wasn’t angry, but the aquarium has 
been a curse ever since.
So I conliiiuc to lie 
Wliilc 1 lie, Kailiy lays tradition 
to waste.
In her family, slic claims, gifts 
are opened Clirisiirias Eve,
A real family, I maintain, opens 
its gifts Christmas morning.
We opened one gift each on 
Christinas Eve. 1 was always care­
ful to ensure it was not ilic one I 
was most curious about. Usually it 
was one whose wnipping my sister 
had already ripfict) off a corner of 
to try to ruin my fun.
Now, Kathy ruins my fun by 
forcing me to open all my gifts 
Cliri.sinias Eve,
That’s cheating, Kathy, and 
cheating is a far more heinous 
crime ilian lying,
You'll find out when you’re 
turned away from the Pcarlly 
Calc,s, dear, that Clirislinas is 
something you .should never, ever 
cheat,
In the mcaiiliine, Ihe only rca.son 
your pre.scnis smell like perfume is 
becaiLse 1 dumped some all over 
them to tlirow you off, 
fry and figure tliat one out, hey, 
hey, hey.
UNDER ONE ROOF WE SHOP FOR YOU
HOME OWNERS, COMMERCIAL, MARINE, LIFE, ^
RRSP’S,MUTUAL FUNDS, TRAVEL INSURANCE, OluritexnJteiff 
NON-SMOKING & MATURE DISCOUNTS. VISA
WhaCs holding you back?
DICBC
TRAIT 1C SAI CTY
Wednesday, December 21,1988 THE REVIEW 9781-2nd St., Sidney B.C.
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GRANT SMALL MOTORS
AND HIS BUDDIES ...
Toro, Husqvarna, Homelile, Shindaiwa, Snapper and Staff
you smooth running in the 
coming New Year and a Merry Christmas
10134 McDonald Park Rd. 656-7714
ll P
Accounting Services 
30 Appliance Services 
03 Autobody Repairs
00 Automotive
18 Babysitting Services 
43 Beauty Services 
75 Births 
10 Boats & Marine 
135 Building Materials 
155 Business Opportunities 
165 Business Personals 
23 Business Services 
ISO Cards of Thanks
31 Carpenters
32 Catering Services
33 Cleaning Services 








145 Farm Equipment 





57 Health & Nutrition
58 Health Care 
19 Help Wanted
200 In Memoriam 
205 Legal Notices 
150 Lost & Found 
36 Masonry 
202 Memorial Gifts 
120 Miscellaneous For Sale 
125 Misceilansous Wanted 
215 Mobile Homes 
101 Motorcycles 
63 Moving & Storage 
62 Music 
195 Obituaries 
65 Paint & Painting 
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1 72 Refrigeration &
Air Conditioning
35 Sewing
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168... .Travel;.
88 Tree Services 
185 Weddings 
137 Wood Heating 
20 Work Wanted
QUALITY CHILD care given in my 
home. Receipts given. 655-7020. 49/52
MATURE, RELIABLE babysitter 
needed for 2 boys, ages 5 & 10. 
Shiftwork. Mother works. Must be non- 
smoker. Own transportation, your 
home. Sidney area. Cali 656-7469. Ref. 
required. 50/51
EARLY CHILDHOOD education 
teacher offers quality care. Tanner area. 
652-1000.50/52
BABYSITTER REQUIRED occasional 
weekday evenings for 9 yr. old boy. 
McTavish Rd. area. Not late hours. 
655-1771. 50/51
RESPONSIBLE teenage boys will 
babysit. Airport area. Kirk or Cory 655- 
1860. 51/02
DEPENDABLE LADY WITH lots of 
experience with children will babysit 
New Years' Eve from 7 pm to 12 tho 
next day for $40.00 and also family 
rates. Please phone to book now. Leave 
message. 656-5723. 51/52
DAYCARE BRENTWOOD school area. 
Mon.-Fri., 8:30 - 5:30, 1 four yr. old, 
3:00-5:30. 7 & 8 yr. olds, starting Jan. 3. 
652-4448. 51/52
CARPETS - RESTRETCHED, re-fitted, 
repaired. Free estimates. Call Brian. 
655-1408^ 43/51
LOCAL HANDYMAN Christmas tree & 
house lights installed inside & outside. 
Small jobs. Call Reg. 652-9351. 48/51
HANDY ANDY'S HOME MAINTE- 
NANCE: Carpentry, plumbing, painting, 
welding, fencing, and more! Quality 









9813 Third St.. Sidney
656-2945
NOW OPEN 


















• HOTEL AND RESTAURANT
TR. SKITT ELECTRICIAN 
25 YEARS EXPERIENCE 
RESIDENTIAL* INDUSTRIAL 
• COMMERCIAL 
"No Job Too Small” 
656-5604
BECOME PART OF "Permanent slim­
ness" program. 8 weeks ol nutrition and 
exercise classes or 7 day individual 
plan. Call Jana 656-7940. 49/52
REFLEXOLOGY, NUTRIMETRICS, 
Barley Greens, Willard Water and Wat­
kins. 656-6792^49/52
LOSE WEIGHT for New Years Eve. No 
fads, no gimmicks, 100% natural. 100% 
guaranteed. Free Consultations. Call 
Jeanette. 384-7321. 51/52
m paint I
93 & PAINTING I
WALLPAPER, INTERIOR PAINTING,
etc. Reasonable, reliable, neat. Quality 
work. Free estimates or advice. Satis- 
(action guaranteed. Small jobs wel­
come. 656-6860 or 652-9711 43/09
R.C. MITCHELMORE PAINTING LTD.
qualified journeyman, reasonable rates. 
Call Roger at 652-0526^47/50
EXPERIENCED INTERIOR and exter­
ior painting and drywall filling. Free 
estimates. 10% - seniors discount. Call 




R.N WITH 10 YRS. HOME care nursing 
experience available to give loving care 
to the sick or elderly. May incl. foot care, 




New Construction and Repairs
10410 All Bay Rd., Sidney
Phone 656-1580
BACKHOE
Stumps • Sewer Storm Drains 
• Septic Fields ■ Wateriines 
• Driveways
LEWIS SEVIGNY 











DON McKlNNON Photography. Por­
traits, weddings, pets. Also personal­
ized calendars. 656-0235. 49/09
DESKTOP PUBLISHING. Books, pam- 
phlets, catalogues, etc. Typesetting - 
logo, letterhead, stationery, business 
forms, design and production. VIP 
Graphic Studio. 655-1775.50/10
ANTIQUE FURNITURE, full range of 
repairs and refinishing by European 
restorer in inlaid and veneered works. 








PROFESSIONAL MUSIC INSTRUCTION 
All agas and lavais, Piano, Organ & Guitar 







,1 Desk top... i
,1 Letters. Manuscripts, Magazines ... j 
I Seniors & Student rates | 
’ '.Pick-up & Delivery-No job too small'i
6S6-18SS
TYPING SERVICES. Typing, typeset­
ting & word processing. From resumes, 
letters, to manuscripts & books. Rea­
sonable rates. Big or small, we do them 
all. 656-6466. Oirtf




Give the gift ol Music for Christmas
GUITAR LESSONS
Beginner to Advanced
Sfifving sludsite on the Pemuli for 3 yens
TREE TOPPING, falling. Insured, 478- 








Ads are accepted Monday 
through Friday, from 9 a.m. to 
5 p.m.
656-1151
NOTICE OF COPYRIGHT 
Full complete and sole copyright in 
any advertisement produced by 
Island Publishers Lid. is vested in 
and belongs to Island Publishers 
Ltd,, provided, however, that 
copyright in that part and that part 
only of any such advertisement 
consisting o( Illustrations, borders, 
signatures or similar components 
which is or me, supplied in finished 
form to Island Publishers Ltd. 
operating as tho Roviow by tho 
advertiser and incorporated in said 
ndvortisomont shall remain in and 
belong to the advertiser,
WARNING
No material covered under tho 
copyright oullinod above may bo 
used without Iho written pormisslon 
of Island Publishorn Ltd.
CLASSIFIED
RATES
Claoslllod Roto: Ut Inaortlon 
l&e t» word, minimum charge 
$2,75. 2nd and subsequent 
insertion — 10« a word per 
Insertion, minimum charge 
$2,10. Box number “”$2.00 per 
ad.
SAVE TIME AND MONEY ... Phon« In 




$5.— Cla.*isifiod M 
Runs Until Sold 
20 wofdB maximum, non- 
commofdfll od« only II H®’’! 
hnnn'l loltl In 4 w*M>k«, adl ui ftod 













A PRODUCT YOU CAN BELIEVE IN. 
Camelion Hosiery is seeking independ­
ent sales representatives to market our 
luxurious run resistant pantyhose 
directly to the consumer. Great busi­
ness. Call 656-4507 anytime, if no 
answer, please leave name and phone 
number. 33/tt
CUSTODIAN NEEDED St. John's
Un,jffC|,rc|JDe|_Oc|C
INTERESTED IN THE MILITARY? 5 
(BC) Field Battery is seeking persons 
Interested in part time rewarding 
employment. Phone 388-3626, 49/52
HELP WANTED: Two adults plus one 
cat need a nice reliable couple to help 
keep up home, vegetable and flower 
garden. Private quarters plus wages. 
Saanichton. NS/ND. References 
required. Apply to Box 495 The Review, 
RO, Box 2070, SIdnoy B.C. V8L 3S5.
49/51
aTrOGRESSIVE roof truss company
in tho Victoria area requires a drafls 
person to draw roof truss layouts for 
rosldontial and commercial projects. 
Familiarity with manufactured wood 
trusses Is an asset but not essential. 
This position is primarily but not exclu­
sively drafting and may include; follow 
up work, overseeing somo larger pro­
jects ns well ns other rointod olflco 
duties. Compensation will bo common- 
suraio wllh experience wllh room (or 
advancement, Fleaso send rosurno to; 
Tho Manager, Van Isle Truss LTD,, RO, 
Box 21, Brentwood Bay, B,C, VOS 1A0
49/11
WANTED: rolInbloiMrogIvor lor 2 yr, old
boy, N/S, Hours Irr, bul prodlclablo. 
Wage nogollablo. Land End aroa. 
Please reply to Box GOO, 9781 Second 
St, SIdnoy n,c, voL4Po, so/oi
PIZZA DRIv"iRS and pizza cook.
Apply In person nl Villages Pizza, 2353 
Deacon Avo. behind Nova Scoiln Bank.
50/51
p AC I ifTi^C 6 AST S AVIN 03 0 rod 11
Union roquiron P.T, mombor noryico 
roprononiniivos. Please reply In wriilng 
10 Human RoBourcos 722 Cormorant 
SI. Vlclorla, VOW iPn, GMGt
LADY WANTED for porrnnnoni P/T 
loam hounocloanlng, Snnn, Penn, area 
- gront Bind. Train now, sintl Jan. Call 
Sherry 052-0044, 51/52
WEEKEND WAITRE99 8 shorl order 
cook to work nl The Fllghl Dock Res* 
taumni, Call055-3211. 
VIDEO STORE • Approx. 20-30 hrs. pctr 
weak, Must bo able to work days. Apply 
In writing lo Tho Roviow, Box 480, 
SIdnoy DC, VOL 4PO, 51/52
SUPERIOR
REFRIGERATION
Repairs to All Makes 

















Call us today for an estimate 
No job too small or too large 
You must be satisfied!
** Exclusive Agents for the 
Amazing water retention Crystal
GROW GEL®
(Stores up to 300 times its 
weight in water and releases the 
water to your plants).
MURTAGH CONSTRUCTION Com­
mercial, rosldontial renovations and 
restorations. Now buildings. Free ooti- 
matos,  51/02
FINE CARPENTRY and renovations. 









IS JUST A CALL AWAY 
ALL WORK GUARANTEED 
REFERENCES AVAILABLE 
NO JOB TOO SMALL 
CALL US FOR FREE 
ESTIMATES 655-706S
LE COTEAU FARMS
"Buy Direct from Iho Grovwir"
FRUIT TREES
Tho gift that will last for
Christmasos to come, .
Order now - Pick up by Christ­
mas.,.,
• Apnicors* APPLES* CHERRIES
• CRAB APPLES* PEACHES* *
PLUMS • PEARS * QUINCE 
1 yr. Whip ■ 7.95 oo.- 2 yr. ■ 12.98 «a.
w ucm» OF BEAUTIFUL 
HOU3E PLANTS AVAILABLE! W 
• Ornamental Cherrlea 
W
KIWI FRUIT
Freshly picked. Available Now,
•k
OPEN DAILY 9:00 AM ■ 4:30 PM 
304 Walton Place 6BQ-60Q0







24 HR. SERVICE 655-3656
EXPERT PRUNING • TRIMMING and
goneml gardening, nonBonnhIe mtea. 
Call 050 5302 after 0 pm 33/tt
For « quality job cull nialno ni 0G0« 
1475, Mosi houooo $17,00. Ouloldo or 
Inaldo windows, a3/lf
MORRIS THE CAT LANDSCAPING 
AND aARDENINO SERVICE. Certi­
fied Pwsilcldo applicator. Curronily 
spiMylng lor ["voigroon Tip Mosa, Irrwn 
Innnclfl, wrt'erin, nfft, Fron nallmnlos. 
052-4508, an/if
HAULING, CLEAN-UPS, VARpsI
bnoomonta, oavosIroughB, olc, Kodgon 
trimmed, window# cleaned Inside or 
out, PttiniliiQ or any lob you don't find 
lima to ck.i. 652 0722, 32Af
HARDY LAWN CARE







KIMBALL ORGAN. EXCELLENT con­
dition, $800. or offers. Includes music 
and piano light. 656-1237. 45/58
“ SINGING LESSONS
Now available in Sidney by professional 
performer/teacher trained at the Royal 
Academy of Music, London, England. 
Call Anne-Marie Brimacombe 655- 
4365. 51/01
FOR SALE: French made trumpet in 
good shape will make excellent Christ­
mas present for the budding player. 
$125,656-8984, 48/51
LOVELY PECAN finish piano with 
bench. Canadian made by Mason and 
Risch. Excellent quality and condition. 
$1750.00.652-5672. 48/51
STRAT - AMERICAN STANDARD r
amp, etc. paid $1700. Must soli $1100. 
Serious inquiries only. Evenings 656- 
0887. 49/51
FOR SALE Brass trumpet with case 
$65. Olympic premier snare drum with 
stand $95. Phone 652-3317. 49/52
PIANO AND ORGAN lessons by expe­
rienced teacher in SIdnoy. Inslruclion in 
classical, pop and theory. Call Mary 
Louise Hodgson, 656-9391, 50/01
MUSIC lessons ”""
IN YOUR HOME
Piano, organ, porlablo keyboard les­
sons on you insirumont given by profou- 
olonal performer Peter Brlmacombo, 
655-430tL__ 51/01
TOR SALE: Trombone, King Cleveland 
606 with case, good condition $300, 
0.13,0 655-1007 before 11 am. 50/01
VERY PRETTY 120 BASS piano 
accordlnn. AlantI made in Itely $200, 
O.B.0,056-7744,51/02
To’Niw SPEED MUSIC and [--Z piny
music books (or orgrins, Plnnofi, oloc- 
Ironic keyboards, All populnr miinlo 
I from 40'n, Somo with guitar cltord 
charts. Cost $160,00. will boII lot (or 
$120,00 0,130 Phone OBG 1014. 61/02
DRESSMAKER SEAMSTRESS availa­
ble. New clothes designed and created. 
Lessons available for young mothers. 
652-0880, Vicky. 50/50
AWARD WINNING SEAMSTRESS/ 
FASHION DESIGNER now in Sidney. 
All types of sewing, alterations and 
repairs. Lessons also available. Call 
Zena. 655-4365. 49/51
Does Ctiristmas 
SI10BPPHW© have you 
all WEADIPEID up?






















MORRIS THE CAT LANDSCAPE 
MAINTENANCE, Lawn earn. Complete 
Service. Cenifiod rtesiicide npplltnter, 
fToo enlimnlon; 662-4008. 80/lf
AQiDT40R8TilirANUHn"$^^^^ Pickup 








4th & BE VAN 
Sidney
1988 Chrysler Lebaron —$18,995.
Convortablo, Loadod
1988 Oldsmoblle 2 DR Cutlas 
Calais- $17,900.
Oiind 4, l.ondod. AT,
1988 Cougar L.S.— $18,900
Whita - Rod intorlar. "
A,T. Loadod.
1977 26’ Motor Homo 
"Titan"- $18,995
Dodgo Chaosla, low miltia,
Air Gonorator
1987 Olds Wagon Delta 88
8 paaaongor loadod, AT 
Whito-Rod Inlorior— $17|900
r mmt
COMPLETE GARDENING SERVICES 





Irifi, clenn-ups and htiulino 
or.0-0730 ;
MUSHROOM COMPOST, weed frea, 
odorloBB, nulrltloutt. i/2-teh iruck, 
$26.00; OttibaQO brag, $3,60. Vl#lt our 
mushroom fridge. Jacobson's 
munhrnom (arm. fiB2'23fi0, 61/04
% mjmo
PAINTING
Spruce up imrly for Chrhinma 
al suprisingly low ratoa. Top 
Quality Paint and Wallcowiiuy 
Profosslonal Dtycorallng 
Whore airing mattes Iho dilforonco
■ 655-1117
C.K, DRAPriRY, wo wake It fast and 
right, (reo oitlmates. Cusiom made 
drapery nlterailonn Phone 6Rfi-i4fiO 




No Job loo hi(j {ir Small, (or .» fii»« 
wilimavri for any ol your ijalnllt'S 




« CLAIR DOWNEY imfg 
. Sorvlco'”
. 5riAYS10Mi,riVlf YOU
• * IlUfUl'tl* naAKl S* tOHNICAIlOH
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WIN ^10°°,ift certificate 
REVIEWSUBSCRIBER BONUS 
It you are a Review paid subscriber you will be awarded a 
bonus S20.00 gilt certificate, making your prize 




ASK ABOUT OUR 
GUARANTEED
RECONDITIONED BAHERIES
. AUTOMOTIVE • INDUSTRIAL 
• MARINE • R.V.’S • FARM 
MOBILE SERVICE AVAILABLE
656-5713
1981 VOLKSWAGEN - Get Away Cam­
per. Poptop, 133580 km. Air cooled 
engine. Propane stove and furnace. 12v 
fridge. $9500.656-9599.________
17’ BIGFOOT TRAILER Shower
model. All extras. Immaculate. 
$9500.00 or part trade. 655-4715 til 
6:00,656-4539 after 6.00. 48/51
Unscramble the seven words below in Ihe boxes on the right. All 
seven words arc linked to the same theme + lake Ihe letters 
that appear in Ihe bold boxes lo find the seven letter theme 
word.
6-10019 GALARIN SIDNEY 
“V£ TAKE IN OLD BATTERIES"
®[i0[i][S □□□□□ 
0ia]lEli0il □□□□□□






1977 - 23 FT MOTORHOME 440 eng.,
70,000 km. Fully loaded and com­
pletely overhauled. Have all receipts. 
$13,000.00. 658-1502^ ^9^51
CASH OFFERS — 1968 choc, brown 
Baha bug, good tiros ($500); lO-speed 
mens bicycle ($25); fiberglass surf­
board ($100): 50# propane tank ($50); 
remote control Baha 500 ($^0); com­
plete weight set; Gorilla'hiking boots, 
size 9 women’s ($30); complete cur­
tains & rods for Vanguard camper, all 
articles in excellent condition. Leave 
message at 478-1554.
400 DAY CLOCK. Girl Guide flagpole. 
Royal Albert Heirloom/Derby China. 
Coalport Maytime and Paragon Tapes­
try Rose. McClelland Nursery plates. 
652-0811. 48/51
MENS PARKE-DAVIS support knee- 
highs (med) Black/white check wool 
sports jacket (46) Black 42/44" leather 
vest. Victoria Goalie Stick. 652-0811.
48/51
35 FT. - STH WHEELER. Coachman 
Quinstar Deluxe and 75/1 ton dualy on 
$21,500.00. Will sell trailerpropane
separately. 655-3178. 49/51
danscot
•The Engine Professionals 
Complete Engine Service 
Gas & Diesel 
Exchange Cyl. Heads 
Automotive, Marine, Industrial 
655-3737
10124 McDonald Park Rd.
1979 GMC, 18’ Frontier Motorhome.
Excellent condition, 85,000 km, already 
pointing south. $13,800 O.B.O. 656- 
6129. 50/51
WANT TO INCREASE YOUR MAR­
KET? For $159. per week we can place 
your Classified Ad in more than 70 
popular, well-read community newspa­
pers which are delivered each week to 
more than one million homes through­
out B.C. and the Yukon. Simply call our 





OVERLOOK SEWING MACHINE as 
new $550. O.N.O. Ladies Opal Dia­
mond Dress Ring, 14ct. $650. US Paid. 
What offers? Rollaway cot. Mattress 
exc. cond. $95. 656-0048. 48/51
DO YOU HAVE trouble getting in and
out of the bath, or off the toilet? Let us 
install a grab rail. Free estimate. Phone
656-6656. 15/tf
MOVING SALE: Bar Stools, $10. ea. 
Stereo stand $30. Tables, Lamps, Skis, 
Boots. Typewriter, stereo. Games, Lots 
more. 656-2409. 48/51
adventure on horseback.
Guided trail rides. Open year round. 
Rockhaven Ranch. Reservations. 478-
3023. 15/tf
BODY SHOP MODEL 850 exercise 
cycle as new $85. Sears motorized 
scroll saw with flexible shaft attachment 
$135. Phone652-0131. 48/51
ANSWER:.
Drop your entry off at Tanner’s. The first correct entry drawn al 
noon the following Monday will win a $10.00 Tanner s Grft 
tificate. If the winner is a Review paid subscriber a bonus $20.00 
gift certificate wilt be awarded.
1976 CAPRI for sale $500. Also 1972 
type 3 Volkswagen engine - 1600 dual 
port balanced crank, mild cam. new 
pistons and cylinders $350.00. 652- 
3187. 50/01
77 MAZDA in good shape. Asking only 
$1200. Universal Gym set complete 





. MARINE • AQUACULTURE 
FREE ESTIMATES 655-1060
SIDNEY SEWING MACHINE REPAIR.
All makes. Free estimates. Phone 656- 
6195 40/TF
LADIES pile lined corduroy jacket. Like 
new. Size 18. Phone - 656-8072. 48/51
MAGICIAN AVAILABLE TO entertain
at children's parties with shows for all 
occasions. Reduced Birthday Party 
Rato. Please phone “The great Don- 
aldi" (Donald Dunphy) at 598-7459. 
Book now for January birthdays. 43/51
ELECTRIC TYPfiWRITER, IBM Model 
721, excellent condition $170. O.B.O. 
652-4573. 48/51
TIMELESS X-MAS GIFT. A pair of 
Antique Mallard Duck Decoys, wood 
and cork, original condition. A saving at 
$350.00.656-2306. 48/51
Name.
1980 VOLKSWAGON Rabbit Diesel, 





4 CYL. 30 hp, Waukesha diesel. Sink, 
icebox, diesel stove, double bunk, Fur- 
uno sounder. 26' Lapstrake incl. 
$2500.00 Offers. 652-2391.
BIRTHDAY PARTY MAGIC SHOW by




4 RABBIT SNOW TIRES on steel rims, 
good condition. $90/ a pair. 656-4762.
51/02
18.5 REINELL, I.O., 188 mere., 302 Cu.
In, 400 hrs. since new, Roadrunner 
trailer, like new for 1/2 the price, $8500. 
O.B.O. 652-3463. 49/51
INCINERATOR BARRELS. $10.00; 
delivered. Phone Chris. 656-0065 or 
656-5648. 48/51
X-MAS GIFTS - Almost new Rossi skis 
160, 180., ski boots size 10, Sun-ice ski 





□ lam a Review paid subscriber.
O I am not a Review subscriber.
□ I wish to become a Review 
paid subscriber.
Please drop your entry off al:
Dec. 7 winner of a $30. gift 
certificate was Mrs. E.A. Hay of 
Sidney.
DICKINSON ANTARCTIC diesel boat 
heater, excellent condition. $375.00. 
655-1802. eve. 49/51
HAMMOND ORGAN 9700 Series, two 
keyboard optional accompaniment. 
Stool and Music lessons. $1,350. 655- 
1526 after 6:00 pm weekdays. 48/51
EXERCISE BIKE with rowing action, 
(fold away for easy storage) like new, 






YAMAHA RIVA SCOOTER, 180 cc 
incl. windshield, helmet, as new condi­
tion. $900. 656-6871. 50/01
CASH FOR 15-20’ fiberglass or alu­
minum boat with motor and trailer. Also 
require small motorhome in good condi­
tion. 383-1204. 49/52
YOGURT MAKER, 4 oz. cups. 1 arm 
chair, leatherette $35.. 1 pr. light blue 
curtains, nylon, 10 x 71/2, pr. $50., fur 
jacket, waist length $150., 652-1664 
after 2 pm
CHILD’S HARRY HALL Riding 
Breeches, size 8/10, like new $25.. 
Strollee auto safetyseat for child over 
20 lbs. $15. Phone 656-0126. 49/51
48/51
BRAND NEW JAWA Moped. 2-speed.
Automatic, new $1100, sacrifice at 
$450.. 656-6587. 48/51
OUTBOARD MOTOR, 4 H.P. 
good condition $150. 656-3185.
Elgin.
49/51
LADIES 3 SPEED bicycle $25., T/V






SILVER CENTURY Seagull Outboard 5 
hp. Nearly new. Will move. 16-20 Ft. 
Craft, 5 knots. Has clutch. 656-6062.
50/01
ANSWERS: TRAIN, SUBWAY, 
CENTRAL, GASOLINE. 
SERVICE, MASTER, WAGON 
SOLUTION: STATION
1982 750 YAMAHA Maxim. Excellent
condition. Only 17,800 km. One owner. 
Summer driven. Garage kept. Must 
see. $1750. 656-4824. 49/52
LINE 7 RAINGEAR, lined. 2 suits, 
ladies sizes, new condition. $75.00 
each suit. 656-7841. 49/52
GENUINE LEATHER, full length coat, 
sable brown, Martin collar, winter 
cream, size 14, worn once, new over 
$500., will sacrifice for $250. O.B.O. 
656-6953.
APARTMENT SIZED kitchen table and 
two chairs $20.. little girl’s figure skates, 
three pairs size 9, 10, 12. $l5./pair. 
Phone 656-0126. 49/51
48/51
GOOD CONDITION OLDER style hide 
a bed. Great to sleep on. $200. Also 
assorted household items for sale. 656- 
7601. 49/51
IDEAL COMMUTER bike. 400cc 
Honda. Windshield. Good condition. 
Low miles. Tuned up, ready to go. 
$600.00 offers. 656-5395. 50/01
GREAT CHRISTMAS gift. New Hifly 
Sailboard. Colorful, complete. Value 
$1500.00 Offers or trades? 655-1174.
40/52
NEW HAND KNIT POLAR wool rnan’s 
sweater. Size 44. Design off white & 
blue.^g^ng^T^st
CHROME BMX bike. Excellent condi­
tion. $60.00 firm. 656-1815. 48/51
AM-FM CASSETTE, Linear tracking, 
combo stereo, 2 sets speakers, stand 
included, $150.00 O.B.O.; LH Starter 
set of golf clubs, $20.00. 656-0024, 
Greg. 49/52
AUTOiviariVE^
1972 HONDA 350 SL, 5800 original





1976 16’ DOUBLE EAGLE - hardtop 
with 1980 70hp Johnson. Fully 
equipped, $3200 O.B.O. 656-4345
51/02
15’ BAYLINER, 50 hp. Merc, motor and 
trailer. $3,000. firm. 656-1315. 51/02
SOLID MAHOGANY drop-leaf dining 
table with two extra leaves and four 
Duncan Phyfe chairs. $650.00. Rock 
Maple Vilas coffee table $150.00. White 
lady Buxton large jewellery case 
$75.00.656-0566. 48/51
TWO USED 178E studded snow tires 




Chevy S10 Pickup 1987 As 
new. 9000 miles only. Has 
P.S. sport wheels. Runnin 














AUTOMOTIVE • INDUSTRIAL 
• MARINE:







•77 FORD E150 VAN 351 V8 P.S., RB. 
HD 390 C6 A.T. (’83) Mags, Bay win­
dows, Privacy glass, Partially camper- 
ized. Well maintained, (receipts pro­






3 VEHICLES IN ONE





3 WHEEL POWER CHAIR Fortress 
model 2000 FS. Travel 20 miles on one 
charge. 2 years old, like new. $1,500. 
656-4401. 48/51
VIKING DEHUMIDIFIER (NEW $340.) 
$160.; Men’s 5 spd. 26" Bicycle. Like 
new $75.; Boys skates, size 6 -$8.00; 
size 8 -$10.00; Both G.C., new P195/ 
75R 14 Goodyear w/w summer tire on 
78 Olds rim $45., Baby's crib $20.; 
655-1053. 49/52
SIDNEY PRODUCTS
Computer Courses (MS DOS) 
Business Courses 
Secretarial Upgrading Course, 
Re-entry Training Program 
Secretarial & Copying Services 
ISLAND OFFICE TRENDS 
2134 KEATING X-RD
652-1622
BICYCLES all sizes incl. child’s from 
$5.00 to $50.00, B.S.A. 1.77 target 
pistol SS. $75.00. Burberry o’coat size 
44, new, $150. 656-7852. 48/51
4 HONDA studded snow tires on nms 
$100. Speed Queen Dryer $100. 656- 
0276. 49/51
13” WINDSOR RADIAL






iriwiKr* I AIRTIGHT WOOD- 
APPP haj^tv use^ RSF^«^SA 
r^^140i. Askirl^OO.
BEIGE AND WHITE shag carpet and
underlay. Cut to fit - L-shaped living and 
dining rooms $180.00., High backed 
couch, brown & beige, $65.00; arborite 
cabinet, glass front, 36" x 36", $65.00. 
655-1127. 49/52
WOOL ROVINGS. Local Dorset - fac­
tory Processed. $6.00 lb. 652-4223.
CRAFTSMAN WOOD LATHE on solid 








WATERBED - QUEENSIZE with head- 
board & drawers $175. 652-4223.
48/51
KAYPRO II COMPUTER, 2 DISK 
DRIVES software incl. Wordstar, spell­
checker, printer $400. 656-0450. 49/51
value. $6,995.00 
Ford EXP Sport Coupe 
1982, 4 speed. Very attrac- 
I tive car. $2,995.00.
Suzuki 4x4 Hard Top 1980. 
In very nice original condi­
tion. $2,995.00 
A.M.C. Eagle Sport Coupe 




auder 2 DHT. 1970. 429/V8. 
Folding lights etc. Must see
cep qng
Ford FMdjne SpoELCoupe 
- 2 doc^lgi^. 
ets, console otc7^2T/95. 
Mercury Lynx Wagon 1983 
Auto. RS. $3,295.00,
Dodge D.50 Pick-up. 1981. 
Very low mileage. - $3,695
84 FORD ESCORT Wagon, 5-speod, 
PS/PB, AM/FM Cassette, low mileage, 




1986 TOYOTA TERCEL for sale, 5-door, 
5-spoed 26,227 km. $9,500. 656-8072 
or 385-9235, 48/51
1972 VOLVO 144-5 Runs groat. 
$800.00 0,B.O.; '78 Suzuki PE 250. 
$500.00 652-0575. 48/51
These Ads appear In the more than 75 Newspapers of the B.C. and Yukon Community 
Newspapers Association and reach more than 1,000,000 homes and a potential two million readers.
Call the Review at 656-1151 
or Drop by our office at 9781-2nd Street Mon. - Fri. 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
($3. per each 
additional word)
1979 CHEVY 1/2 TON van, Fully custo­
mized interior and paint. Excellent run­
ning condition and reliability. $4,595, 
offers, 652-5357. 48/51
AUTOMOTIVE
73 VW WESTFALlAi Good Interior, 
Running order. - needs onglno work - 
$800. O.B.O. 655-3459 - leave mag,
48/51
1975 Bluebird 52 passongor 
bus. Now motor, now 
brakes, now tiros, automa­
tic, Good condition. B.C. 













1974 TOYOTA TRUCK, cab, now 
brakos, now master cylinder, In good 








1979 Dodge Diplomat 4 dr. 
A/C, otc. low mllofj. $2695. 
1977 Poritlac IVona Am 6.6 




PontIHa-e WaltMalir Aulc, 
$799.00 each.
1982 TOYOTA TERCEL - 4-Bpood, 4- 
door, one owner, 100,000 hlwny mllos, 
well mninininod, best oiler to 2,000 
050-1789. 40/51
PEPPY - 01 LADA, 1 Family cor, Needs 
now sent covora, Asking $1,500. 
Appoinimentii 050-7302, 48/51
1080 DUICK LoSnbie, 08,000 miles, 
Lady’s car Fully londod, $4900,00 060- 
0251. 49/52
1073 DCDGE COLT 2 dr, 4 ijpd, Good 
condition. $1,000,00 0.13,0. 050.7474,
49/52
Now and uaod Iriicko avail­
able v/llti aloniiy y/r Local 
or Nationwide contracts. 
Low Interest rales, 12,0% 
O.A.C. Good selection ol 
makes and models, Mini­
mum Investment, $8000, 
Phone Transpo 1-000-603- 
yG6,______________ _____
Absoluloly Exclusive - A 
now and dlfloront llno-up ol 
1089 Volkswagon Trucks 
and Buaos that you won't 
find anywhere oliioU Incliid- 
Ing tho all new VW TrI-Slar 
Crow Cab plck-upsl And the 
super deluxe '00 Volkswa­
gen "Carat" Duson. Bank 
terms • short and lono-lerm 
looBon, Groat prices. Call 
John Hormannes Totl-Fioo
Auto Watch. Anti-lhoft 
mnrklntjs (or all typos of 
vehicles world wide. B.C, 
areas avnilablo Immediately. 
Earn $00,000. per annum 
with lust 15 accounts. Mini­
mum invontmont of $4,500. 
which Includes personal 
training and oqiilpmont. 
Government and police ap­
proved. Policy underwritten 
by large-sl Insurance com­
pany In tho world. Call Mr. 
Gallant (6Q4)r>74-4453.... ..
Tho Urantia Book is a 20th 
contury revelation, integrat­
ing science, philosophy and 
rotlgion. Want to ilnd out 
more'? Write Box 2664, In- 
vormoro, B.C. VOA 1K0^__
EQUIPMENT 
AND MACHINERY
Taxi Service In 100 Milo 
House, B.C, Good family 
business. 3 Cabs. Gross 
sales Improving each year, 
riow $62,000, asking 
$60,000. For lurlher Info
........-2’i '
For Hire. 450 Barko log 
loader on track with opera­
tor. By hour or contract. 
Two 404 Tlmberjack skid- 
dors wllh operators. Phono 
33B-0773 Cotirlonay.______
FOR SALE MISC.
SImnlo \\(w k nxniling part/ 
lull time. Control your in- 
vmitmonts. Earn up to 50%. 
Wtllo or phono MaokryllcIII wruj.— ........ ..
Hangover Cairo, 100% oll».‘C- 
tivo. Gunriinlood "Anllcol" 
lahloln. $3,09 plus 75c pos­
tage. Enjoy sncl.al life, Send 
drenuo now. Tara Internai- 
lonal Dlslribulois, Box 2049. 
Grand Forks, B.C. VOFl 
IHO, .
Hope Cancer Health Centre; 
Information, education, sup­
port, coLinsollIng and semin­
ars for cancer patients and 
families, 732-3412 Toll Free 
1-BOO-633-5137 courtesy of 
Fralornal Order of Eaglos,
HELP WANTED ~
Resideniial BuHdino Mana­
gers required all over Can­
ada, Completion of Govorn- 
menl approved Correspon­
dence Course qualities you 
(or ihoso jobs, Guaranlood 
Plocomont Assistance. by 
Munday Personnel. Cali 
RMTI, 681-5456 or write lor- 
details 901 • 700 West Pon­
der, Vancouver, B.C, V6C 
1GH,
Insurance nominee required 
lor.-a growing agency with 
two branch ottices, oxcollont 
bonoflls package, salary 
ntnrtinq at $2,020. Reply 




message (or Jehovah's Wll- 
nosfios 1(604)274-3927, 
Write for Froo Facts the 
Sociolv would rather keep 
soorol: Confidonllal, Box 73,
Balfour, B.C, VOG ICO..
1.. 1) 00 •• 0 0 3 -9 3 4 9. C a p 11 a n 0 Ctmeep 1 s 052;4 j 00 r ,Bo x 460 
■ 'i Vnncou- AhbojBjORj.,,,iL,fL,Y20,5^
2104 Molovlow
(right boslrio S
Bus - 656-2010 
Rob- 656-0907
aupoftor Collision)




•70 Hffl^A aim 4 sHd, BurfWWWUdy
otvSPI^iocImMRfioai^iT HmJudrlvex 1150/52
OLD8MOBILE DELTA 80 ROYAL 
1079, Just sorvicod. New irnnamlsBlon 
a Bnitory, Rome rust but voiy amnrt. 
Towing hitch. $1050, Must go quickly, 
make an offer, 0!i(’(-2040, 60/52
Uuy/toaso any gas. diesel 
car or truck, new or used. 
Direct from volume factory 
dealer. Call (or pra-approv- 
ed credit. Call colloct 404- 
0271, D52:J1. _ ________
BRITISH EUROPEAN MOTORS. Pads 
and service lor nil Imports. 10124C 
McDonald Pask fid, (555 1151, 30/t(
1002 TOYOTA CRESSIDA £1W. Local 
car, fully loadod. A plonsuro lo show 
heemiRo of it's Immaculeio condliion. 
low mlleago Odors on $10,000, 6B0- 
1965, liiOTOI
$1 Down loasoti a new car or 
truck, Seven year warranty. 
Payments from $130.(Mo, 
O.A.C, Call lease manager 
ut (604j4fi5-fl031, DL55114,
70 Hand knolied lOO'l'i wool 
oriental i'u()_a, Sizes from- 
I'XI' thru .TXi)’, Excellnnl 
quahly Irom Iho bosl areas. 
$19,000. Also umaller qi.inn- 
tlijes. Pj!iyip,762:.31 SB;.,.,,...,.., 
BUrdNESS
PERSONALS......... ....... :.... .....
Light (ixiuroG, electrical mo­
tors, gonoralora, phasn con­
vertors, trarmformorn, fans, 
weldors, wiring malorials, 
Frioaon Electric, Abbots- 
lord, 859-7101 or 1-H00-663. 
(5976,
Qvorsenii Positions. Hund- 
rfid.’t o( top paying positions, 
AM occupations. Attractlye 
hofiefilc Frf'O riolnlli'.. Over­
seas Ernployrnont Servlcoo, 
Dryil CA, Box 460, Mount
y B 0 C._ J;t 3 P, j3
PETS AND LIVESTOCK___
Rare "purebred Auslrailan 
Shepherd pups, 0 weeks, 
oxcollont stock. Dogs Irom 
Washington brooding, do- 
wormod, lat shots, an nil- 
round dog, family pel, 
working and watchdog 034-
5001, ......... , ,
SEBVICEs____ __ _ ..............
Claims? Gall 
20 years
OTUDENT MUST CELL 1907 Nlnonn
4X4, $10,600 OBO, CnII Dunno m 
•178 SaiOnlluf Opin 4a/i(
77 HONDA civic; 4 CYL. 4-GPEED. 45 
MPG. Suiifool. Newer ladlals, struts, 
brakeij, exhaust, olc. Well irlalntolnwi 
All mtailpw, $1000. 00rv4QO9. GO/01
ty/k FiBEDU'ID 350 big bk-c.’rt 3 r.pcou 
siandmU wll (ttciory, now wlndahlnld A
exhn
Aft 4'j/l(
1««t> OLUUMQOILC WO Rowenty 
Brougham. All options Irtdudlng Umtheir 
Ininrior. Immaculate $17,400, 066- 
136,3, 60/01
Toko over pftymorita 10B0 
Bronco ll $399. per mottlh. 
All mekriH, oars and trucks 
available, Cash allowoncen 
for ir«de-ln. Call 1.800-003- 
0033, Dick MI]lefj, OL.0li)0,
lOBYNiSiT"
OPPORTUNniES..... ......
Body? Mind'/ Spirit? Who 
aro you? Call DIanellea Hot 
Lino Toli-Froe 1-800-F.O.R. 
T, R, U, T. H,, 1 -n00-3(i7-07H6.
For Sale (Used) - Dovllbiss 
comprossor, paint (r 8. 5 
gallon palls), llinbors, trail- 
era, grain separainr, (urn. 
Ituro, drums, furnace ell 
lank, trucks, sales. 1-270- 
'y.fi;!l,j.:,.l:732;9898:......,_„..,___
Band and Jasper, full lime 
cleaning stall roqiilrod tor 
rnoloWhoiol opernllons In 
(arnous resort towns. Shored 
acr.otnrnudallons are uvall- 
fiblo (or single (omnlo orn- 
plnyees. Only Industrious 
persons need apply. Chari- 
Ion I'ropoillOH, P,0, Box 




Semur Press fl Bindery
.In,..’.
EpUCATI,gNAL... .
/I HINiU, bii (uiiiy hoi run:- gu-at, V-l 
$400,065-9751, 'W/bV
•01 MAZDA 62(1L,X. 2 Dll , 5 hl’U, 
P/C, P/B, P/8unfbof, P/Wlrmnvn-. AM/f M 
rniiwetin. rriiise, many exlrns., oxceliont 
c.onr:llllon, 05G-3302. tP/iy..'
1900 ULUm cu I LAUto, 4 UuOf, /b.OU) 
orlgini.»l mllos, now Umkes. tmllor fiHcJi, 
good condition, rumi or«(>t. S7K0. 666- 
3129, 60/01
Canada’s only national fin­
ancial malchmakinn service 
reaching over 000,600 liusl- 
nosa people, local and ovor- 
Siifts (nvnstnr'i nail ' yntir 
noaresi branch ol The Fed­
eral Buslrtaan Dovalopmont
Free; 1988 guide to tiludy- 
at-luatti} aarospondonce 
I’tlplnmn courses (or proatl- 
giDiis careers; Accounting, 
AIrcendItlonIng, Bookkoop- 
ing, Business, COv'imotology. 
Fiirrtrnnlc'i, I noal/Mnfllcal 
aecroinry. PsycMolony, Tra­
vel. Granlon (1A), 1055
West Georgia at., f/2002. 
Von err i j v n r. j • BOrT 2u 8 • H?!,i.,
Jorrold rnmote tolovisirm 
convortors $19.95. Great 
Christman gifts, Factory re­
conditioned. 6 month war­
ranty, Mall ordora aconptod, 
Oealor/sorvice, hind f.sl8ino 
nroupn wolcoino, Uoivoraal 
T.V, 533-30(50.
Oporalorit roqulrod by largo
.. ^ ■ (0
Diplomo Corrospondenco, 
Ffoe (Calendar, Hl()h Scliool 
opgradlng, EngllMh, Book-
1980 DODGE DAKOTA with, canopy 
fl,tX)0 km. $12,000, 470 O.'ino, Afrtv n
1971 POB MAZDA Btallnn w»gnn Goorl 
condition Iriomw body work needwd),
pm 1070 GMC VAN f» CYLINDEF-l AUTO-
■fiO AUBTIN 2 dr wagoo. 90,000 mlli'K. 
Runs well, goori traruipodinion. Many
,, , .t-rr.n '‘tn mur.iHin /na.'ni
MATIC, (Ui,. PB. » 8un roofs, now llru«,




You Have Business Quas- 
Uons, Wo have onhwois. 
Oovernrnent Asslslanco Pro- 
oram* - Tretnlrva • Counsel­
ling > Free Trade ■ Bonula- 
iloni - Financing. The uusl- 
nnss inlormnlion Centro, 
656-2255 or 1-«0«-efi3*0433 
(Toll Free). Federal ausl- 
n*** Ddiwalonmant Rank,
u i sl ,
kooplng, Accounhng, Corm 
putofs, Busmoss Admim- 
i.iilitluii. Business
Manftoorrioiil, Olflco Man- 
agtimeoi, Lngni .Socrolary, 
Taxation, Markollng, Per- 
sonnol. Hotel ft Roatauranl 
. , , more . . , National 
Collenio, Vancouver 585- 
3103 toll free l-HfK)-387.1201 
(24 hour#),' ....... ...............
Uolding Fixhiroa. Weslorn 
Canedivn lnrge.«,l dhipHy, 
Wholeaalo and retail. Proa 
Cntaloguoa .ivaliRblo, Nor- 
burn Llghllng Centro., 4600 
East Hnsllng,s Blroot, Burn­
aby, ITC, VC'’' 2K,r), Phone 
1.g09-0666. __ ________
gARDENlNa"."”"".
Ensiorn Cntarlo Prinlor (or 
Goss Cemmunlly, Holdol- 
berg Mo/p ft Muollor Sill- 
chor; T'f Imnior Good com- 
prinnallon, Including oxcol- 
lout iHuudHa and profit 
sharing, Localed In largo 
town m hoatl ol groal oui- 
rloor focrerdlon aroa end 
closo lo uovoral clllos, Rojo- 
oallon H.*»Rlslanoo avallablri, 
Call Mike Pdllllpu cohuH 
I(fl13)2fi3-(»6r)0 dftVB and 
i-(6i3)2«3-fi400 ovonlngs or 
wookonds, Write Porfor- 
mance Printing. Box 168, 






a trial lawyer wllh (Ivo yearn 
medical school boloro law. 
0-660-4922 (Vancouvor). Ex- 
prjrloncod In head  
and olhor major claims,
conltirio (oos gycdlalilo,
Envlronmonlal Law Rolorin 
Wc urgonlly nood tlonnlloiKi 
to help us (Ighi pollidlon 
from B.C, pulp mills Tax 
rocolpl providud. WosI 
Coasl Envlronmontal Low 
Research Foundallnn, 1001 - 
207 West Haidlngs, Van­
couvor. V0B 1H7. (.04-7370. T*’
Inlortssteil in Groonhouiaj or 
i i y tl r 0 p 0 r. I c G a, r d o n I n g ?
Groonlioim(.s $105., Hydro- 
pnniR Qftfdw.a $30., Halides 
from $140. Over 2000 pro­
ducts In Slock, sopor prices, 
f-roft Calalooue call Toll 
Ff00 1 -800-563-651IL WrtUir 
Farms, 1244 fvevo'vaJ'’
Van®My«f,.,B,.g,.m2NJk
$19.48 Per Hour Piu» Dene- 
his (or a (JualKled Journoy- 
trum Pressm.'m .Must be 
ablo to nm a six unit (plus a 
color df»r;k) Gosii Commimlly 
Olfsat Press Send resume 
In conhileeco to Cariboo 
Press. 188 North FlfSl Avo., 
Williams LuKe, B C. VJtG 
1V6 or Phtsno (604)392-23.11 
------ ---- -
■rilAVEL,^...................... ..........
SkTo'rsr Liiko Loulao, Can­
ada's Favorite, has ski and 
slay packages (or only $33/ 
day (double occupancy, 
minimum 3 days. Whllo 
tiule), Olhoi pacKiigos avidl- 
........
Driviitg to Vancouver? 
tin 06 nrlve nrul mny 'Ipnc. 
la| at Ihe Blue Boy Motor 
Hotel wllh this od. 725 S.E. 
MaHno Drivo. 1-000-663- 
6715, Expires March 30. 
in«e
WANfEP'.... '... .............
Holiday * Rental Properties 
Wanlod, Your rocteoiioh 
properly can, otirn money. 
New B (T - wifle rental 
agpncy accepting properties 
(or listina - no cost to 
owrtw® • rant ai little or aa 
often an you want - we tlo 
tho work, Great SpotsI 1- 
2610774, P.O. Box 3517?, 
aietlim E, Vancouver, B.C. 
V6N,..4Q4.,.....-...._______
t**'*
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I Miscellaneous
1 ii FOR SALE
I
9 CU. FT. DEEP FREEZE, excellent 
condition $300., G.E. lawnmower, 
recently overhauled $75., B & D wee- 
deater. Used once $45.00, hedge trim­
mer $35., more garden tools, 656-7868.
49/51
FOR SALE - Super Beta video recor­
der. Offers to $150.00. 656-5157. 49/51
WURLITZER ORGAN DeLuxe 4300 
model. Leslie Speaker. General check­
up. cleaned. $800.00. 652-2062. 48/51
TEAK DAYBED. burgundy chaise 
lounge, magnificent antique rosewood 
table, 92 X 41 cedar dutch door. Span­
ish wooden chairs, collapsible dog 
cage. Frost free fridge. 727-2861. 45/tf
HOSPITAL BED and mattress. Hand 
operated. Adjustable positions. Excel­
lent condition. 656-5824. 50/01
BELTED 195/75 R14 snow tiros on 
Dodge wheels $85. 656-9861. 50/01
SUPER FIRM single foam mattress, 
box spring, steel frame, like new. Dou­
ble Boxspring, mattress. Good condi­
tion. 656-6198. 50/01
BATHROOM VANITY with sink 48 x 22; 
rug-beige, 9x12 $60,; rocking chair, 
turquoise, $50.. G.E. toaster oven, 
$25.; 656-1640. 51/02
WOOD LATHE, Rockwell Beaver, plus 
set o®^mls^^ise®, faceTOte, like 
new ml^us§ii$«%0. 9/51
2 PAIR MEN’S skis. Men's boots, & 
ladies boots. 656-3051. 49/52
APRONS APRONS APRONS
All varieties, regular to Queensize. Gen­
erous cuts. Children 2 yrs. and up. 
Pasta/seafood bibs as well. 652-0811.
50/01
NEW METAL CAMERA case. $75.00 
new weiler controlled output soldering 
set $100., antique maple commode 
cabinet $65. 652-6947 after 5. 50/01
QUALITY 4 PIECE walnut queen com­
plete bedroom suite, love settee, 1 








SWM EMPLOYED professional is sin­
cerely seeking friendship with attractive 
intelligent and active professional single 
woman 27-331, interested in dancing, 
dining, sailing, strolling and seeing 
future potential. Write to ARROZ (alias) 
P.O, Box 2218, Sidney, B.C. V8L 3S8.
51/51
GIRLS 16” BIKE with training wheels, 
good condition. $35. 652-2243. 49/51
GENERATOR, Honda 300 watt, 12v & 
llOv, condition as new, $295. Six piece 
Black and Decker Router kit. never 
used. $80,652-1869. 49/52
2 WINTER RADIAL TIRES, white wall, 
excellent condition. P205-75-r-15, $90, 
sot of modem ceiling light fixtures, 2 
singles and one with 3 shades $45 set, 
will sell separately. 655-1522. 50/01
SKIS, OLDER BOOTS, SIZE 10 1/2 
AND FIBREGLASS POLES, $20. Heat 
kit stereo amplifier, 50 & 50 watts, $20. 
Acoustic Research turntable $10. Tuner 
$5.00 652-1869. 49/52
ELECTROHOME 20” perfect color TV. 
$200.; Sharp 14" color, 2 yr. old. $250.; 
Mesh firescreen - brass top/pulls, 
$30.00. Phone 656-9733. 51/01
SWING SET, $100.00.; dining table and
6 chairs. $750.00.; living and dining 
room bound carpets with underlay, 
$350.00.; pot belly woodstove, 
$150.00.; sleeper stroller, $60.00.; 
Snugli, $25.00.; sliding glass door, 
$100.00.; Microwave stand. 656-7119.
50/01
2 MATCHING 12 speeds with generator 
lights, 1 yr. old. $175 both O.B.O. 
655-1807 before 11 a.m. 50/01
£1 WOOD
THE STAFF OF the Sidney/North Saa­
nich branch of Vancouvor Island 
Regional Library wish all library 
patrons (past, present and future) and 
the 'Friends of the Library' a very Many 
Christmas and a happy, healthy and 
prosperous New Year. 51/51
OUTDOOR RABBIT HUTCH, like new. 
very clean & painted $30. 0.B.0.^6K- 
1807 before 11 a.m. <-««->-50/01
PANASONIC COMPACT Microwave - 
new in box. $225.00. Mustang UVic
DESK LAMP $12., Tea Kettle $7.50, 
Broiler $10., Toaster $8., Weed Eater 
$18., Vacuum $20., Professional hair 
dryer $10. 656-7670. 44/75
ASSORTED FISHING GEAR, $60.00.; 
new G.E. Food processor, $80.00.; 
Presto Popcorn Now. $25.00. 655- 
1174. 50/01
FIREWOOD, DRY Split seasoned fir — 
$70.00. 1/2 cord delivered in Sidney 
area. Phone 656-2020. 50/50
MINK 3/4 COAT, beautiful new vari­
colored pieced. Brown suede 3/4 coat. 
Polaroid one-step. 655-1174 . 50/01
FOLD UP PING PONG table, good 
condition, $75.; Norco BMX, excellent 
condition, $95.00. 652-1562 after 5
p.m. 50/50
VERTICAL BLINDS, 72" x 84" with 
valance, rust color, new condition, 
$75.00.652-3433. 49/51
FINDLAY JUNIOR Antique wood stove 
with nickel trim. $300.00; Gerry back 
pack, $10.00; Springhorse, $10.00; 
Double stroller. $25.00. 656-3233 48/51
NEW ITEMS minitelevision $60.; bed­
side radio $15.; bedsheet sets - queen, 
double, twin $30./set. Scotch country 
dancing pumps $15. 656-9634. 50/01
SKI BOOTS - mens, Kastinger, 8 1/2. 
$15,652-0188. 51/02
FIR, ALDER, and Arbutus firewood for 
sale. 478-4871. 50/01
NEW EFFECTIVE & successful pro­
grams for quitting smoking, weight con­
trol, compulsions and anxiety. Ariadne 
Sawyer, M.A. Physch. Clinical hypno­
sis. 656-3144. 50/52
ADMIRAL FROST FREE almond, 
excellent condition $425. 652-6987.
51/02
$85. CORD SPLIT seasoned fir - you 
pick up. 655-4002. 50/52
STRESS? ANXIETY? DEPRES- 
S10N?Efloctive programs available. 
Ariadne Sawyer M.A. Phych. clinical 
hypnosis. 656-3144 . 50/01
MAN’S LARGE MUSTANG orange 
floater jacket. $40.00; two radial - all 
season tires 185-14's. $30.00, Man’s 
Bulova divers watch, $35.00. 727-0656.
49/52
SALTON HOT TRAY $45.00; 3 Decan- 
tor.s. Gold lettered, Scotch, Rye & Bour­
bon in Leather case, $30.00. As new 
X-Mas gilts? 652-0527. 48/51
PECAN SOLID WOOD DR suite, table 
& 2 leaves, 4 upholstered chairs, glass 
front bulfett $950. Phone evenings 655- 
40233. 50/01
1 BABY COCKATIEL left. $25.00 652- 
6987. 51/02
VELOUR COVERED 3 piece chester­
field, beige, easy chair, rocker, very 
good condition. 652-2242. 48/51
EXERCISER BICYCLE, like new. 
$80.00 lady's Raleigh 3-spd. bicycle. 
$60.00. Phone - 656-3743. r 50/01
RADIO SHACK TR5-80 colour com­
puter with cassette recorder. 656-0204.
51/02
TAROT READINGS for th® now year. 
Parties too. Dianna. 656-9809. 50/51
6’ ARTIFICIAL CHRISTMAS TREE 
with lights, ornaments $50.00. 2 kitchen 
chairs as new $45., push mower, $45. 
electric mower, $25.; 652-9465. 49/51
VICTORIAN HIGH BACKED chair, 






FOR STAMP COLECTORS - First Day 
Covers. V/F condition. 1967-1970. 
Phone 655-1764, 8 am to noon. 48/51
HANIMEX 35 MM, projector, complete 
with 5-120 slide rotary magazines. 1-36 
and 1-45 slide Hanimex tray magazine, 
1-40®:®»er^n% tTggazinfTS!f).TO.
BABY PRAM Large rear wheels, good 
condition $125.00; two Altec speakers, 
studio monitor dimensions 2'x4' offers. 
652-6074 after 6 pm. 51/02
NINTENDO WITH 4 games and NES 
advantage control stick. $350.00. Also 
sold in parts. Call Mike at 652-4903.
50/52
CONSOLE T.V. for sale. $65.00 O.B.O. 
Phone 652-3683. 48/51
GIRL’S 16” BIKE with training wheels. 
Good condition. $35. 652-2243. 50/01
GALANTl F40 ROLL top organ $1200; 
2 keyboards, auto, rythm, chords, Leslie 
speakers, earphones, bench and music 
lesson books. 655-1550. 51/02
li COMING EVENTS &
i ii—MMifilii
NAILS NAILS






SAVE YOUR USED STAMPS. Western 
Square Dance Association collects all 
used Stamps. Proceeds to Cancer 
Fund. Drop them off at The Review.
33rtf
SMALL BIKE 16" wheel with kickstand 
$20.00; Girls pink bike 20" wheel for 6/8 
years with kick stand $45.00 ; 2 metal 
tricycles large $20.00; small $15.00. 
652-1008. 50/52
ARMCHAIR AND OTTOMAN $115.00; 
Piano (apt. size) $765.00; Rocker, 
$115.00; Sony Tape Deck. (Reel to 
Reel) $325.00; Kitchen Cabinets; San- 
sui Speakers, $365.00. 655-4208.
48/51
MOVING SALE: Loveseat & chester­
field $450.; Dining table $75.; Coffee 
table $40.; end table $40.; queen mat­
tress $40.656-2409. 50/01
FILE CABINET, 4 drawers, good condi­
tion 656-6384. 51/51
SOLID MAHOGANY folding door for 
45wx 80H opening. $50.00. Recently 
removed neo-angle shower enclosure. 
Requires base. $200.00. O.B.O. 652- 
1008. 50/52
TWIN BED, box spring and mattress. 2 
sets, S8®Bllebi^f5®i&diti^
6’ ANTIQUE POOL TABLE $150., 1 
bleached oak liquor cabinet $250., 
Dickinson diesel oil marine furnace 
$250.656-2864. 50/01
PAIR QUILTED TWIN SIZE spreads, 
dusty rose, near new. cost over 
$200.00.; Osterizer blender, 16 pulse-o- 
matic, top condition, $20.; 1500 watt 
portable heater, thermostat, safety tip 
over switch A-1 cond. $20.00. Phone 
656-7847. 51/51
8/51
X-MAS, AS NEW, Intellivision. Aqua 
scooter, Mercedes winter tires, and 
rims, Toro snow shovel, Sony stereo. 
Phone 656-5801. 50/53
ORIENTAL RUG 4'X6’X6". 150 years 
old. burgandy, floral pattern. Like new. 
$800.00 or offer. 655-1802 eve. 49/51
13” DELTA THICKNESS planer, neariy
new, complete with stand $1500. O.B.O. 
656-9331 or 656-9336. 50/01
DOUBLE BED WITH walnut shelf
headboard, box spring and mattress 
$100. Phone 652-3317. 49/52
BiCYCLE - 27”- 15 speed Apollo. 
Custom Sport. Excellent, as new. Pio­
neer car stereo with cassette. Singer 
Treadle sewing machine. 656-3462.
49/51
HAMMOND ELECTRIC ORGAN, man­
ual and autocord, full range of rythmes 
and tonal characteristics, hardly used, 
best offer 652-3904. 50/01
SEASON’S GREETINGS FROM PAN­
DORA’S CLOSET. Party clothes and 
travel wear still available. Closing 2:00 
pm Christmas Eve till 10;00 am Wed. 
28th. Closing 2:00 pm Dec. 31. 51/52
RED RALEIGH Road Runner bicycle.
20 in. wheel, 14 in. frame. Like new 
$50.00; Small trike $15.00. 652-1955.
50/01
POOL TABLE, excellent condition, 
complete with snooker balls, billiard 
balls and cues $150. O.B.O. 652-3349.
50/01
ALUMINUM FARM GATE 12 ft. $60.00.
Sears deep well pump with tank and 
pipe $50.00 O.B.O. 479-8023 after 7 pm
50/01
RADIO SHACK Computer programs 
for TRS. 80 Micro system. 20 cassettes 
pius assorted manuals. 15 new Micro 
wafers plus 44 stringy floppy and micro 
wafers with programs. 656-4545. 49/52
SMALL HOUSE, free for demolishing 
and taking away, located Sidney. 656- 
1180. 50/51
PENINSULA COMMUNITY ASSOCIA­
TION Thrift Shop. Funds generated by 
this shop stay on the Peninsula to 
provide services to the local residents 
through tho programs offered by P.C.A. 
We appreciate your donations of furni­
ture, appliances, household items, 
clothing, etc. Please call 656-3511 to 
arrange convenient pick-up or deliver to 
Depot at 9751 Third Street. Sidney. The 
Thrift Shop is open from 9:00- 4:30 
Monday to Saturday. Thank you for 
helping to support P.C.A. 33^^
ENJOY FINE MUSIC for dining and 
dancing. Anne-Marie and Peter Brima­
combe perform Friday and Saturday 
night (incl. New Years Eve.) at the 
Carrington Wyatt Restaurant, Sidney.
51/52
BASIC WATER COLOR classes Jan. 3 
- Mar. 7/89, 7:00 p.m. - 9:30 p.m. 
Beginners and elementary instruction. 




pld.gn^qu s, as 
.0/53
POOL TABLE 4’x8' and accessories, 
top condition $550. 656-2368. 49/52
OAK DINING ROOM SUITE, 3 extra 
leaves for extension, 8 cane backed 
chairs, nice shape $2900., cream and 
gold king size bedroom suite, highboy 
dresser and large mirror, 2 lamp tables, 
cost $1800. selling for $625, red maple 
double bed frame, one queen size bed, 
small red maple hutch $295. 656-5950.
50/01
YOKOHAMA, as new, two all weather 
snow tires mounted on rims, 15". 
$150.00.656-2491. 49/52
OIL FILLED electric radiator, thermos­
tatic control, wide base casters, new 
condition, $95.00; Projector screen (4 
ft.) silver face, ceiling mount, $50.00.; 
electric typewriter. Smith Corona 2200, 
home use only $95.00.656-5063. 50/
NIN1
$135«
PLAY PEN, high chair, both as new, 2 
sets Raggedy Anne and Andy dolls, 
new..652-2684.......: ■ - 49/51,
CHILDREN’S OUTDOOR swing set. 
$100,652-9888. 50/01
FRANKLIN WOOD STOVE, with stove 
pipes $100. 652-9888. 50/01
COLONIAL chesterfield and chair. 
Autumn colours. $300.00, O.B.O. 655- 
1604. 49/52
ARTIFICIAL SCOTCH pine X-mas tree, 
6ft., Osterizer blender; Iona hand 
beater; Polaroid Land Camera with 
flash; Wink wide angle car/truck mirror. 
Small car roof rack; 8-track stereo 
attadhmenti 655-3698.' 11 anil - 1 pm.
50/01
WANTED - ANTIQUES | 
Now buying: Paintings, Indian 
Artifacts, Jewelry, Silver items, 
China, etc.
Our Business is Antiques 
^fore you sell, call us 
385-6733 or 595-2118 
OLD VICTORIA 
COLLECTIBLES
We provide loving care for your pet 
while you’re away, or a helping hand 
when life gets hectic. Petsitting, 
walks, pet taxi, litter service, run 
cleanup . . ■ 652-0552
JAZZ CLASSES recommence Friday 
6th January at Peninsula Dance 
School. Some vacancies in Teen Jazz, 
and Adult Jazz (Mondays). Also Adult 
Ballet class starting soon. Phono 656- 
8978 (leave message). 51/01
AMERICAN PIT BULL Terriers. 
$150.00 each. Good blood line. 655- 
3631. Phone before 11 am or after 6 pm
48/51
CENTRAL SAANICH BRENTWOOD 
Library will be closed Jan. 3-7 while we 
move to our new premises next door. 
We will re-open at 10:00 am Jan. 9/89, 
New hours will be Mon., Wed., Thurs., 
Sat. 10-5, Tues. & Fri. 10-8. 51/01
BABY LOVEBIRDS - hand fed, very 
tame. Six different colors t^c^ose^
SEASON’S GREETING FROM PAN- 
TOR A’S CLOSET. Party clothes and 
j'avel wear still available. Closing 2:00 
p.m. Christmas Eve. till 10:00 am. Wed. 
28th. Closing 2:00 pm Dec. 31. 51/52
LADIES 10 SPEED bike, good condi­
tion $60.652-5730, 50^53
SOLID MAHOGANY DESK - open 
shelves. 3’x7"x2’. $75.00, deluxe exor­






FOR SALE: one new E/tSY WALKER 
which cost $220. - will sell it (or $200. 
656-4638. 51/02
TWO GIRL’S 20 " bicycles, Suit 6-10 yr. 
old. Excellent condition. 656-6992 after 
5 pm.  31/01
ANTIQUE MUSIC CABINET, Classical 
records, art supplies, oil paints and 
brushes, pastels, variety of materials, 
art books. Phone 652-2312. 49/52
LADIES MUSKRAT HAT and collar 
$50., one mink collar, light brown, 
nurses shoes size 9B, $10., all in good 
condition. 655-1520. 30/01
26” COLOR T.V., $50.; 9X12 green 
wool carpet/underlay $50.; potters kick 
wheel, $50.; child’s bike $35.; adult 
bike, $60.; oil space heater, $40.; elec­
tric fireplace logs. $15.; 656-7029.
51/01
FOR SALE - Mason & Risch piano and 
stool in good condition. $1000. 652- 
4373. 49/52
ARIA CONCERT GUITAR, with books,
like new $150.00; variety of books on 
sailing and boating. Two sophisticated 
model ship kits, Morgan and Cutty 
Sark. 652-0473. 51/02
OPEN ARM SEWING Machine, as 
now. Stitches include zig zag, button­
hole, blind hem and more. $225.00 Call 
652-9871. 49/52
KENMORE COUNTER top range with
wall mount oven. Excellent condition 
$185.00 O.B.O. 652-0309. 51/02
WANTED TO BUY 
Older and antique furni­
ture, china, crystal, silver, 
figurines, paintings, jew­
ellery, the odd and unu­
sual, etc. One article or a 
houseful.
FREE ESTIMATES
PUPPIES! Chocolate Lab CKC regis­
tered. $325.00.479-5454. 49/52
FRUITWOOD TABLE and chairs, 
$250.; electrical train not, $50,; small 
trampoline, $30.00.; Indy's Apollo 5 
spd, $100.00. 656-9840.51/02
FOUR ‘86 CHEV 15 In. 5 bolt Raleigh
rims and tiros, $240.00 O.B.O., 655- 
4919, full length Persian Lamb Coat, 
$300.00 0.3.0.656-0636 . 49/52
TWO GOLF CARTS, Man’s golf bag - 
near now. Ladies size 9. CCM figure 
skates, manual typewriter and Toyota 
wheel covers. 652-1791. 51/02
WANTED: home for 2 1/2 yr. neutered 
Black Lab & 2 1/2 yr. spayed Wolfhound 
terrier. Need room to run and loving 
family. 474-4115. 49/52
LET’S GO horseback riding. Rockha- 
ven frail rides. 478-3023. 50/03
PET PORTRAITS, watercolour. Draw­
ing from photos or in person. A fine gift. 
652-9873, 51/52
BERBEN — bom to Alf and Karen, a 
boy, Nicholas Anthony, 8 lbs. 12 oz., 
Dec. 9/88. Proud grandparents are 
Marge and Bill Baart and Yvonne and 
Peter Berben. Special thanks to Dr. 
Hartrick and the excellent staff at Saa­
nich Peninsula Hospital. 51/51
TABBY KITTENS, active mousers, 12 
weeks, to good homes. 652-6521.
51/51
1161 Newport Avo. 
598-1454 Bus. 652-5040 Res
DONKEY FOALS, large Irish standard,
suitable (or guard animals (livestock), 
riding, driving $425. or trade lor sheep, 
beef calves, 652-6521. 51/02
MAY THE SACRED Heart of Jesus be 
praised, adored and glorified - Favour 
received with promise to publish. M.J.
51/51
ELAINE’S BIRTHDAY. Everything In 
tho store 25% off. One day only. 
Bradshaw and Brugge. 2426 Beacon 
Avo. 666-4041. 51/51
VHS VIDEO recorder, as now HQ,
Stereo, Dolby, remote on screen pro­
gramming. From $800., now $500 taltos 
homo, 652-5611, 49/52
KITCHEN AID small garbage compac­
tor, $275,00 O.B.O. 656-1081, 51/02




CARPET, beige. 15' x 13’, In good 
condition, artificial Christmas tree, 6' 
used twice, looks real, $45, 652-4944.
49/52
APPLE 2E compatible computer; 2 disk 
drives, monitor, software. 652-9526,
>1/02
BEAUTIFUL 3/4 LENGTH muskrat fur 
luckot. Worn twice. Size 16. Nov/ 
$1,000 - Sale price $500.00, Olivetti 
Editor 4 electric typewriter, $50,00.652- 
3081. 49/52
THERE’S STILL TIME to Buy a Save 
in SIdnoy. Thousands of Items to 
chooso from; Now, usod, & 00 now. All 
very reasonably priced, clean a well 
displayed. Dishes, housewares, books, 
glftware, small olea appliances. Com­
plete line of homo furnishings a acces­
sories for tho homo; Lots of brass bods, 
tools, hardware Items, tapes, radios & 
rocorda too. Homo & oftico dosko, 
chairs a file cabinets, Buy a Save, 9810 
4th St. SIdnoy. 31/51
WANTED: used farm and garden 
equipment. Call Harold. 652-5287 or 
479-5373. 48/50
Hi
WANTED: FISHER PRICE RIdo-on
school bus, old stylo. 656-0450. 47/49
FOUND: Partly knit pink sweater at 
Clovordalo Paint. Call Tho Roviow 
office. 656-1151. 51/52
GARDEN EQUIPMENT AND TOOLS
Whoolbnrrow, long handled shovel/ 
spado, pick-nxo, axe, slodgohammor, 
wutorlng can, mattock, lawn mower. 
656-0834 . 48/51
FOUND: Pink proscription glasses. 
Cypress Rd., Deep Covo, 055-4119.
51/51
PEI PORTRAITS, watercolour, Draw­
ing from photott or In person. A fine gift. 
652-0873. 51/62
SALMON FISHING tackle, shovel
nosed plugs, No,7 spoons, 656-3300.
40/51
FOUND: Boys jean jacket In Central 
Sannich. 652-9647. 61/52
VIC a TONI AT BUY a SAVE STORE
want to wish you a Morry Christmas a a 
Happy Nfjw Yoarl Wo thank you all (or 
your pntronnge during those past 
yoarsl Wo will be cloning Christmas Evo 
nnd wo remain closed lor a vacation till 
Fob, 1/09. Buy A Save, 9810 4lh St.
31/61
COMPLETE SATELLITE systom lor 
sale. $1000, O.B.O. 052-0020, 50/01
SUPER 0/SlNOLE 11 sound movie pro- 
jocior, aulomallc ihronding with screen
TELEFUNKEN STEREO console, all
teak with 2 oxlrn speakers, all logothor 
20 sponkorn with 7 1/2 reel lo reel 
recorder, $375, or open to oflora. 656- 
a’/84, 30/01
WANTED: small type electric weldor ■
650-3060, 49/49
STUDENT'S DESK (approx. 4'x2').
snow skis, 150-170 cm. 052-1714,
50/51
NEED AN EXTRA BED lor company?
Gel a rollaway. Only $60,00, Phono 
056-2530, 31/01
TWO WASHERS ■ bolh in gcxed work­
ing condillon, Call 655 3137, 30/QI
TEMP. POWER I\)l0 $100., long lx)x 
Import canopy $125, 056-7167. 50/02
PAIR OF slzo 7x50 binoculars. 656- 
1702. 60/51
ALUMINUM STORM door, 32 x 00, 
right hand hlngo, wllh grill, Nawl 
$100,00,656-2334. 51/04
LADIES BROWN corduroy cross coun­
try ski OUIlll, socks A hat, $50.00 
comploto, long dark brown lonihor, coal 
with fox collar, size 12, $12G.(X); (ox (ur 
hni, $50.00. 655-1522. 50/01
ACOUSTIC CEILING TILE 4 canons of 
04 - 1 sq, (t, tilon, $2r>.00/cnrlon, Fold­
ing braiiB (iroplawi screen, $26.00, 650- 
4345. 31/02
BATTERY CHARGER CLEARANCE
Solar panels keep your boat or RV 
bnilory lopped up. Half prico $40.95. 
656-1363, 30/01




WASHER AND DRYER. $125. each, 
skill $140,, ski Ixjoln, $40.; girls bike. 
$50.; girl's bike, $30.. mirror A drowor 
$40,656-6402, 46/51
SILVERWARE, 1047 Rogers, "Love" 
pailorn. Sorviar (or 0 (40 pco), $450,(X) 
or trade lor South Sean Pnllorn. Also 
walker. Wanted ■ commode nnd toilet 
aid 656-1363, 60/01
SURGE BRAKE APPLICATION for
trailer - up to 6000 lbs. $100 00 6j,)-
1675. 40/52
SMALL WETSUIT. $150,1 1(5 Inch ta/w 
T.V. $40,: 1070 blue 4 dr. Chovotie 
aiandard, good gas nipg, $1,000, 
Phono Chris 666-4042, 060-5547,
50/01
HEAUSTIC STEREO CASSETTE 
inpe-rileck meinl cnrmble delby "B " and 
"Ci", Aulorrmiic musk; search. Like new 
$05,00 G,56-a001.
PAIR VW RABBIT whella, with winter 
tires $50 , dininri (or 13" wheols, never 
used $30,, Iwo burner coloman camp
stove, $25., T.V, stand on fkistors $15.,
UNIVERSAL FIT video camera, wide
angle Ions (now), $B0„ ronllstlo voice 
ormralod, communication system (now) 
21-400 $60, nUMITQOM A supor 0 MM 
projociov modlllod lor film transfer to 
video $100,, archer special ollocis 
switcher 15-1274 near now $50., RCA 
10 pin sloroo video camorn power 
supply $60., 25' 10 pin sioroo video 
camera extonslon cord $60,, Archer 
video switcher T6-1266 $6„ Ronlisllc 
sloroo mixing console 32-1200 B, near 
new, $76,, Sony mol to reel storao tape 
recorder nnd approx 10,000 It. of tape 
$75,, 0mm nnd super 0mm Qroko 
Editor, $30,, proiocto-mntlo slide projec­
tor with 5 trays $5.1 16mm x 1200 Rent 
tnko-up reel, now, $16,1-10mm Singer 
graphic 16 projoctor, $50., 1 projector 
screon $40., Universal tri-pod dolly sot 
near now $45,. 1 roar projection Irons- 
(or screen, near now, $25., various 
chords, ccmnecioro. tape nnd roe s, 
locidofia, ftpllcortt olc RCA 0S?1 opocinl 
oKocis video camera wllh travel case, 
new $1460,, usod very little $675. 
O 0.0. on all lloniB. 655-3320, 50/50
14" POST HOLE auger lo (ll farm
trncior. 060-1011. 60/01
A GOOD ALUMINUM boat -12 lo 14 - 




GOT A PRODUCT you want 10 soil to 
Kio onllro province? Through our Irmo- 
vnllvo Blanket Clnsalflod Advorllolng 
prxxjrnrn, wo can placo your clnooKiod 
ad In more than 70 popular, woll-road 
community nowspapora which are 
delivered each woek to moro lhan ono 
million homos throughout B,C, and tho 
Yukon, Simply call our Clnnsifiod 
Dopailmonl nt 050-1161 (or dornlla, Wo 
can even arrnngo to have your Clnssl- 
(lod Ad appear In moro than 500 com- 
munliy newspapers across Canada, 
Vbtir mosungo will reach more than 3,2 
million homes. 33/i(
SMITH: Rov. Irene E. ontorod Into the 
prosonco of hor Lord at tho Saanich 
Poninsula Extended Caro Hospital, for­
merly of Oakville Avo., Sidney, B.C, on 
December 11, 1988 at tho ago of 92 
yoars, Prodoconsod by hor husband 
Albert on November 10, 1970. Mrs. 
Smith, loving mother of throo daugh- 
toro, Hilda Venables of Shawnlgnn 
Lako: Winifred Gossnor of Sidney; Ruth 
Mary Sningn of Victoria; nine grandchil­
dren and 15 gront-graridchildrori. She is 
also survived by two sisters Doris Smith 
and Hilda Qadd; one brolhor-ln-lnw 
Eddio Julian: live nieces and nephews 
in England, nnd 1 nephew In Norih 
Vancouvor. Rov Irene Smith was a 
pioneer Postor of tho Esquimau and 
Sidney Foursquare Gospel Church, 
0026 Fifth Streot, SIdnoy, B,C. on 
Thursday, December 15, 1008 at 1;00 
p,m. Interment lo follow nl Royal Oak 
Burial Park. Memorial Donnilons may 
bo marJt» to iho Conridlnn Bible Society 
c/o Mrs. Gossner, 9100 E. Saanich Rd,, 
VIclorIn, B,C. VOL 1H7 or Foursquare 
MInnIonn IniomnllonnI, 7005 Wolsloy 
Dr„ Burnaby, B.C, VBE 3X4, Arronge- 
monin ontrustod io Bnnds Funeral 
Cbarx)l, 1003 Qunditi SL, VIclorla 0,C, 
SANDS-VICTORIA BI/51
iwtoildibMiiinitolwiiisif
OARAGE AND MOVING BALE Sral. A 
Sun, I7th/I0th, Dooembrrr, 1081 
Cypress Rd. Deep Covo, 12 *!•' 4; 
666-2400,
MAKE MONEY- Full or part lime, Ellwi- 
bolh, v3fi8-5060. 40/52
fiO/60
TWO V/W RADBIT 13, one on dm. 2
FR7a-14 M,'S ntuddod tiros, on Drxlge
runs, $100,/(>uir. Uljlj-10-10.
UpholBtorod blob back 6 wbrnrl office 
clinir $60., Oleciric string irirnmor $25., 
656-14«ft EO/01
WOOD STOVE Parlour type, $75.00 ^6
channel CB, c/w Magrioilo Mount 
antenna, $40,00,666-4545. 40/52
2 MEN'S 21" frariw lO-spoocJ bikes, 
good condition $75, each. 2 for $130. 
Phono 655-1031. 50/01
UPHOLSTERED ELECTRIC ”1111 up” 
chair (nr handicapped or Invalids, Blon- 
nlm n Hire hiimltllllon man's qunllly 
coals and jackois 46, slacks 42, ak ms 
nrrw nnd 1/2 price, 505-0226. 51/61
CAR SEAT, potty, walker, back pack, 
Infant A twldlor dollies and toys, 652;
0631, 40/61
CARPETING, new. r>mm\ beige, good 
qunllly. 2 pieces, 12 x lO ll,
ALMOST NEW Ladloii red .3-apd. biko 
with bnsKot, mmole conirol Viking T.V, 




1070 GERHARD Heinzman Piano 
Fxcellont Condition, Giveaway at 
11600.662 -0092. 49-52
TANK-BLECI ROPLAKIHO apparmus, 
coiTiplato. manuals, samplos, starting 
help, Uniquely ()n,vfiu»We f« (irw worlui 
(iB uouvunirs, c-os-lume jewoHoiv, etc, 
$150,- Anytime: 6111-B Pal F)«y Hwy 
by Swiss Honlnuiwil. 50/01
JUST IN TIME (or Ihoso K-mns movies, 
1 Hnrrfly usirirl Sunvo HeW full stereo 
VCR. 105 Ch. cablo ready. H-day/o 
ovoni nKXjrding. 13 funrrtlon wlro osii 
remolo control. Ilils iiuporirx machine 
In Iwlnn niferod at far less than 1 /» prico 




NOW DI3TRI11UTIN0 PIONITIs 





WOMEN’S SEXUAL ASSAULT Conire 
Crisis Lino 3113-3232, Wo oiler Inlorma- 
llon, nupport and referrals. 24 hours « 
day, 7 days a week, 33/11
COUNSELLING FOR FAMILIES and 
Individimis of all ages -• iirrrvlng tho 
Peninsula. Comrnunliy CouriBOlling 





OVEHEATERS ANONYMOUa Sllvor 
lliioads Louiigo, 100,'.lO Retiiimvun Dr,, 
Sidney, Mon’*-7:30 pm For (urihor Info. 
6500540 or 474-4353 , 33/d
. naidv/oud Pl/v/ood
652-1612
No. 4 ♦ 60OII KIRKPATRICK ORES. 
R.H, a, VICTORIA, B.C. VflX JXt
BAHA'I FAITH For Inlormnlion phone 
bt>tr-4Jt(b, -IW/bii
CLARK; William Clark ol The RIvom 
Personal Care Homo, passed away at 
hl« rooldonco on Docomlxir tt, 1930. 
Born In Scoiland in 1800, Mr. Clark 
cnmo lo Canada In 1012. Ho was 
omployod In the mines on tho wool 
coast until lolnlng llio CaniMlIan Army In 
World War I. On his relim Mr, Clark 
began larmlng In tho Shortdalo area 
until 1901, when ho came lo Rivets to 
reside. Mr, Clark was predocoasod liy 
his wife Annie May (Graham) In 100G. 
Surviving are; two children: daughler 
Linda and husband Clinton Phlnnoy ol 
Rivers and son SIdnoy and wlto Mar­
yann o( Llkoly, B.C. There anr lour 
grendchlldron; Daniel. Riisiin Grjok, 
Dobblo oncl Sandra all IMnfl In D C. A 
numixir ol nliK,«»a arKj nophowa reside 
In Canada and Scotland, Funeral sor- 
vlco was hold id the Breckto-Oonoyan 
Chanel, IVrmdon. Manllolrn on Saliir- 
duy, Docombor 10, 1908 at ii.W p.m, 
with Mr, tofiv Seller# officiating.. Follow­
ing cremation. Mr, Clark’s cromaiod 
remain# were Interred In tlie family ptoi
in tb.i i iuci.'.VL0d cbmot/.’/y. ki/nv
LADIES IN ORIENT seek correnrKmd- 
onco W/alnglo gonllemen, Tire Frlond- 
blilp Odi«», Do,x 6240 Gin A, Calgury, 
.Wborffi, Ctine-rtn TPHIXa 46/54
CHESTERFIELD A CHAIR, iiufiimii 
tones, good condition $150,. Viking 
console TV. $100., slnglo bod $S0„ 
652-3317, IW/CH
SMALL HOUSE, free for d('»mol(!.hing 
and utklng owiiy, locatoil Sldiiny, mwi- 
1160, ^ ■ fX)/51
LYNN AND OENNIFER Ql Fathom# 
Lounge, Hour SWrwty, would lite to wisli 
all our cuttiomeris- a very rnerty Cbtiril- 
masandaliappy NowVtrer. 50/51
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We are now offering 
at no additional cost
Saturday, Sunday 
Evening & Statutory 
Holidays Services













REAL ESTATE UR REAL ESTATE lilli
rOR SALE:
TOWNHOUSE. 3 BDRM., 2 BATHS. 
Fenced yard, storage shed, near 
schools. Close to library. 5 blocks from 
main st. Stove, fridge, lawnmower and 
drapes incl. $69,800. 656-4587. 50/01
FABULOUS OCEAN VIEW on Cor­
dova Ridge, 1975 vintage, immaculate 
2 BDRM home with large 1 BDRM 
suite. Very private setting with unob­
structed ocean view. Asking $225,000. 
Call Marty Martin 380-8101 or 652- 
0375. 48/53
4 BDRM, Ocean view house, 1/2 block 
from beach, fireplace. Available now 
$800. per month. 655-4792.*19^51
Montreal Trust
747 Fort St. 386-7355
3 BDRM & Den Rancher. 1200 sq. ft.,
all major appliances, carport, and shed. 
Corner lot on nice cul-de-sac. Close to 
schools, shopping and bus. Pets on 
approval - Lease and references 
required. Available Feb. 1/89 $850.00 - 
655-4276 or 381-3388. (MSG). 49/52
REAL
ESTATE
SIDNEY WATERFRONT. Cozy 2 bdrm.
F/P on bus route. 5-6 month. $750./mlh. 
References. 384-2030. 49/52
ONE BDRM Condominium $69,^0. in 
the Briarwood on Sth St. in Sidney, 
walking distance to Beacon Ave. Call 
Marty Martin. 380-8101 or 652-0375.
48/53
OCEAN VIEW acreage $239,900. with 
1987 home, 4 BDRMS plus den, satel­
lite dish, sauna, tennis court, 7 miles to 
Victoria center. 380-8101 or 652-0375.
48/53
NO STEP TOWNHOUSE 
SIDNEY 
$89,000
2 BDRM HOME fully carpeted, 2 baths
carport, utility incl. $800., 656-6972, 
fridge and stove, washer and dryer. Also 
bachelor suite. $350. 90/51
2 bedroom, Patio house within walking distance of Sidney. 
Beautifully maintained. 6 unit complex built in 1983.
To View call
HOUSE FOR RENTCordova Bay Rd.
(near Matticks Farm) $850.00/mo. 
Charming older home on large lands­
caped lot. 2 BDRM, F.R Modern kitchen 
& bath. 5 appliances. No f>ets. Available 
Feb. 1st. Ref. required. JH. Palmason. 
655-1926. 50/53
m
ANNETTE WALLS MONTREAL TRUST
386-7855652-3924
OFFICE OR STUDIO furnished or
unfurnished, with sink and fridge. Sid­
ney Town Center. $250. per month. 
656-6656.
50/01








I Help fund research, education, 
and patient service. Please mail 
donations with the name of the 
deceased, and the name and 
address of the next of kin to:
Saanich Peninsula Unit 
Canadian Cancer Society 
Box 2500,
Sidney, B.a V8L 3Z4
Repairer’s Lien Act
Whereas Clay Crust is indebted 
to the undersigned in the sum of 
$416.00 for repairs & stbrage of 
a 1984 Suzuki Samurai Md 
#J.V.E28. Serial # 6F4100128 
and said suiti ought to have 
been paid and default has been 
made in payment thereof.
Notice is hereby given that bids 
will be accepted on or before 10 
a.m. Jan. 6th 1989, when said 
vehicle will be sold. Inspection 
of the above vehicle may be 
made during business hours 8 
am - 6 pm weekdays at Flint 
Auto 2526 Sevan Ave. Sidney. 
B.C.
CT. Flint - President
NOTICE TO CREDITORS 
AND OTHERS IN THE 
MATTER OF THE ESTATE OF 
JOSEPH ALPHONSFRiSSEN
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN
that creditors and others having 
claims against the estate of 
Joseph Alphons Frissen, 
deceased, late of 2090 Bazan 
Bay Road, Sidney, British 
Columbia VBL 1C8, aro 
required to send their claims 
duly verified to tho undersigned 
Executrixes of the said estate at 
Suite 304-9775 Fourth Street, 
Sidney, British Columbia V8L 
2Z8 on or before the 31st day of 
January, 1989, after which tho 
Executrixes will distribute tho 
assets of the estate having 
regard only to the claims ot 
which notice has boon given. 
— CATHERINA JOSEPHINA 
BERENDINA BOON






I would like to wish my clients past ^ 
and future and all my friends a uep/ .g 
Merry Christmas and best wishes for 
a Prosperous New Year. I
REALTY WORLD SIDNEY REALTY
2348 Beacon Avenue, Sidney
656-3928
REALTY WORLD®
the LANDMARK $600.00. 1 BDRM. 
apt available Jan. 1. Adult oriented. No 
pets. Ideal for seniors. 
Ed Besser. 656-5251. 50/51
BUYING, SELLING, OR JUST PLAIN 
TALKING REAL ESTATE
DOUG CAMPBELL 
MRS BLOCK BROS. REALTY 
656-5584 (24 hrs.)
MAKE THE RIGHT CHOICE
KaiJacobsen 
Roel J. Reym -
make it
Frank Fenn —656-0779 
■ 656-2257 Frank Skidmore
John Bruce
2 LARGE BDRMS, large kitchen, bath
& livingroom, newly decorated, private 
entrance, utilities plus 4 appliances 
652-4199 $350. each. 50/01
2 BDRM, ONE BATH. Fully furnished
home. In Summorgate. Adults only. 
Hydro, Cable, telephone, all included. 





SIDNEY, FEB. 1, main fir. partial bsmt. 
3 bdrm. 1 1/2 bth. FS, Dishwasher. 
WxW, garage. Immaculate, quality. No 
pets. $875. includes heat, hydro, water 
658-5943. 51/51
CABIN ON WATERFRONT property for 
rent $425. per month incl. utilities in 
Sidney. 655-4464. 51/51
NEW RANCHER ON 
ONE ACRE VIEW LOT
3 Bedrooms, 2 baths Skylights and Double Garage in Exclusive 
Green Park Estates. Private Sundeck with Southern Exposure 
Heatelator Fire Place and much more for your Living Enjoyment. 
“Only 130,900.” For details Call
M/F TO SHARE 2 BDRM fully furnished 
house with 40’s professional woman in 
North Sidney. Mature person only. 656- 
7744. $250. 51/51
wmmmm
FURNISHED BACHELOR suite, utili­
ties incl. $350. Quilt, private, close to 
Beacon Ave. Mature person only. Avail­
able Jan. 1. 656-7744. 51/51
INGRID WILLIAMS AT 
656-5588 24 HRS.




Is the Realtor for youll
BUYING OR SELLING 
CALL ME NOW 479-1667 (24 hrs.)
PROFESSIONAL COUPLE looking to 
rent a 1-2 bdrm. residence on Ihe 
Saanich Peninsula. Must have wood 
heat. N/S, no pets, no children. Refer­








[ tositi.# Im Ms?# i
“FAMILIES WELCOME” 
3 Level Split 
$142,500.
MUCH UUCmii
immaculate family home on quiet side St, in Sidney. This roomy well 
laid out liomo is brlglit and open. Largo livingroom and dining loom 
combination off blight kitclren. Outside in your private back yard, an 
extremely well built profosaionaly designed inground pool (60x32) 
awaits you, Buy now for thosos long hot summer days when tho 
kids aro at homo, Truly a groat family Iromo. MLS NEW,
TWIN OAKS RETREAT 
$98,900.
This luxury 2 levol lownhome Ir. now on tho matl<oi, Ovnr 1100 sq. (t. 
of living witivtwo bedrooms, spacious living/dining rm, combo,, ^.-4 
pc. hatli nnd lots of slorago space, All windows with Itlinds and 
Gcroene, qarbuerator. Beam Vacuum, *'1 smait fold dov/it table sa 
kitchen. Enjoy tiro security and club hoiisn facilities in iwin Oaks 
Village, Call for moro details, Ml,.b B3li.
I’M LOOKING FOR A SMALL cottage 
on the Peninsula. I would prefer if it had 
a workshop, but it is not essential. I 
have maintenance skills which might 
prove an asset, am a NON-SMOKER 
and can provide references. Please call 
Jim. 652-0204. 50/01
! WOULD LIKE 1 or 2 BDRM house or 
cottage for myself and my child in a 
quiet area on the Saanich Peninsula for 
Feb. 1. I am a responsible, non smpk- 
irig, working mother and ean provide 
ref. Ask for Linda. 652-0204. 48/51
RETIRED WIDOW and cat requires 
basement suite, Sidney area, reasona­
ble, good references. 656-8870. 48/51
NEEDED FOR JAN. 1ST Room to rent 
with kffiTten atfg&as 
femate3feat,^ii«f»n arfc^ietEwn^O/i0/52
NON-SMOKING FEMALE seeks 1-2 
BDRM suite, rent appro. $300. Will cook 
or clean in exchange for rent. Needed 
for Feb. 1.384-9030 Garni. 51/51
RETURNING TO SIDNEY, finally, Sin­
gle, mature professional woman 
requires one bedroom apt./studio. Pre­
fer near water with fireplace. Rent to 
$350,00 Local references available. 
Feb. 1 occupancy, Messages at 656- 
9267, eves to 9 p.m. 51/02
APARTMENT OR BASEMENT suite 
North Saanich or Sidney, around $300. 
N/S, N/D single person. Ask for Blaine. 
856-5744. 51/02




Boglnnors Tnolsl Tnl Chi class stnrls 
Tuesday January 24th nl 7:00 p.m. 
Cla.sn will run Tuesday and Thur.sday 
from 7-B p.m, al Sidney Flomoninry 
School Gym, 22fn Homy Si. All noon 
welcome, l-or Inlormation and rooir/lra 
tion phono 303:4103. Open Uounv> al 
VIclorla Tal Chi Annociaiion, 2(5111 
Douglan Si, (Timiri ColoniM building) 
Sundny, January i5tli irom 1-3 p,m,
{■,1/04


















2 BDRM Slnole wide moblla home, mlSir lurkrc SAAhlch, Many 
$5&,CK)0. 002 04 1
SMALL HOUSE Imo ter demoIlBf'infl 





ONC rcnnoil U,> Udur-;
liouMi wllh from Jiiti.l.WJ to April l/ftO, 
Wmihet/dryer, Pilvnlo balhfoom. fTnt- 
pince. fTeni/linck ynrd Pane. ihe 
AiifrOil, Mu'.tl 1)0"vrrir; n.-y.vi'' plij'i l.'2 ulliaian f'.'ai AUr,
40815 altar ft pen 40/51
J BEDROOM HOME Jnn, Ut, $7150,/
IMUMIU. '1 Ds', pudmeij-
liouro, Phono f5.50<4737. Tvonihtjo.
61/02
GM/UH'D accommodation North 
Rldni'rv, 2 Itiockn from boinch. rireptaco, 
All n(>piiam;f)(i. Non SmoKino $.4,'6 
6f,5-2442, ' 51AH
milVATl; COTTAGC vdii* ftlur.igrr nnm
nnd wotktihop, I'/b Suiinttlo ptofofi-
idonal singlo or couple C52"2(lhfj
40,'G2
HOUOE NEAR SIDNEY, nleclrlr. hnai, 
werxlt-iovo in lireplncw, w/w 2















BACK TO HIS ROOTS Is dancer Jack Horne, front, 
leading a class of students at Mt. Newton Middle School. 
A former Mt. Newton student himself, he didn’t start 
dancing until he attended classes at Parkland School at
the age of 17. Now he Is a professional dancer with 
international experience and numerous talents to share 
with aspiring dancers on the Peninsula.
Successful talent returns home to 
share with aspiring district dancers
Nobody told Jack Horne it 
couldn’t be done so he did it. He 
went from dancing at Parkland 
School to the stages of the world.
By GLENN WERKMAN 
Review Staff Writer
A late starter, the 23-year-old 
didn’t pull on a pair of dance 
slippers until he was 17.
A short time later the Saani­
chton native decided to become a 
professional dancer and began a 
pursuit that continues today.
In 1982 Home made his ama­
teur debut in Songs We Sing with 
the Parkland Dance Company. The 
production was the first of an 
association with Parkland instruc­
tors Gini Foley and Doug Bam- 
brough that continues today.
“They’re sort of what gets you 
started,” Home said. “They’re the 
ones who make you love it so 
much.”
That love had to turn into dedi­
cation when he joined a summer 
school at a Victoria dance com­
pany. Instead of one-hour a day 
plus some evening work at Pttrk- 
land, Horne endured two classes a 
day, six days a week.
“You just need to stick with it 
and work really hard,” he said.
Horne may have started late but 
he went professional early. A year 
before graduating from Parkland in 
1984 he made his professional 
debut with Srages Dance Com­
pany in Victoria — prc.scnting Tlte 
Wonder Of It All al tlie Newcomlxi 
Tlieaire.
Since then Horne has developed 
a broad base of experience • - 
from modern ballet with Judith 
Marcuse and the Rci>crtory Dance 
Company of Canada as tliey loured 
the Maritimes in the summer of 
'87, to touring B.C, schools with 
the Vancouver-based SDA Produc­
tions last sfiring.
Horne has also aiipeared in the 
production of Peter Pan — which 
opened with Kathy Rigby at Van­
couver’s Oncen Eli/abctli Theatre,
Last Christmas he performed 
witli the Arts Club in Vancouver in 
Anne Mortifec’s Reflections On 
Crooked Walking.
Horne has also toured Japan 
, with fellow Peninsula native Craig 
Hemstertd, and Spain with a Van- 
cotivcr-ba.scd company.
Other cxiwriencc includes danc­
ing at Expo ’86 in Vancouver. And 
one year Home danced for fashion 
shows, played the Saanich Fair and 
appeared at the Empress Hotel — 
all in one week.
“Traveling is the best part of it. 
It’s the most fun,” Home said.
But Horae has been home on 
the Peninsula for the last couple of 
weeks — sharing his talent with 
aspiring dancers al Ml. Newton 
and Parkland schools.
“I like teaching at schools jusl 
to show them it can be done — 
especially the boys,” Home said.
It worked for him. Home turned 
amateur experience in a 1985 
production of A Chorus Line into 
a part in the professional produc­
tion of A Chorus Line al the 
Vancouver Playhouse in the spring 
of 1986.
The modest native Indian said: 
“There’s a lot of students that have 
gone on to teach or go on to other 
things.” World champion High­
land dancer Jennifer Lindsay and 
dancers Lori Moore and Hemstead 
were mentioned.
But the cntcrtainmcni business 
is shaky at the best of times. Last 
week Horne was looking forward 
to touring through New York, San 
Francisco and Santa Monica pre­
senting Eclipse by Cirque du 
Soleil — a Montreal theatre com­
pany Horne had an 18-monlh con­
tract with.
But while in Vancouver Mon­
day, Horne learned the bottom 
dropped out of the company and 
the lour, scheduled to start rehear­
sals in January for a spring ’89 
tour, was cancelled. “That’s ,show 
business folks,” he said.
But Peninsula residents will be 
still be able to see Home in action 
soon — for about two minutes 
during a MacGyver episode he 
was filming in Vancouver last 
week. (Airing dates have yet to be 
finalized.) .
“There’s been a lot of different 
kinds of shows,” Home said. “At 
one time we used to beg Gini not 
to leach ballet, bul it’s important.”
Local school instructors Foley 
and Patty Tidquist, at Ml. Newton, 
have high praise for Home. “He’s 
incredible,” Tidquist said.
Students at Mt. Newton went 
through a progressive more- 
difficult dance routine last Wed­
nesday — adding and repealing 
steps during a brisk, all-out 45- 
minutc work-out.
Horne is proud lo have gra­
duated from the province’s origi­
nal dance class at Parkland. 
“When (Foley) first started she 
was just in a little room. Now 
there’s a new floor on stage and 
mirrors,”
Recently learned lifting techni­
ques, building pyramids and doing 
hand stands with students al Park­
land was planned for last week bul 
the set of My Fair Lady prevented 
it.
“I had some things I wanted to 
show her.”
His advice to aspiring dancers is 
to be diverse. “The more you can 
do the better your chances are of 
gelling the job.”
And being in lop physical condi­
tion is vital. Flexibility is some­
thing Horne has really worked on 
— and it shows in his dancing.
“I went to school with a group 
of four girls who werc extremely 
llcxible.”
...... BUSINESSMAN:
If your Business Phono Number Is now or h.is boon recently clmng- 
od, pleoso coll us nnd we'll run It (reo of charge for a period ol throe 
months. This sorvico.llmited to tiro Review’s Trading area.
Company Name Phone Number
(11) A-ford-able Satellite 8. Electronics....... 655-1652
(07) Bevan Square Video....................... 655-3136
(07) Brentwood Bay Greenhouses.......652-1507
(03) Budget Rent a Car.......................... 656-0551
(03) Budget Car Sales..... ....................... 656-7000
(02) Crazy Mikes Video, Brentwood.....652-5168
(08) Dairy Queen..................................... 656-3339
(08) Discovery House Child
Development Centre................... 655-3345
(03) Innovative Devices, Inc..................652-5240
(01) J.D’s Fit Stop........................ ...........656-7616
(10) Magical Moments Pre-School.........652-3290
(10) Merry Go Round Maternity..............656-0979
(08) Peninsula School of Diving.............655-4450
(08) Peninsula Taxi...................................656-1111
(02) Pottery Plus.......................................656-7687
(02) Reg Midgley Motors Ltd.................. 656-2337
(08) Saanich Peninsula Rentals.............656-9422
(01) Sekani Stained Glass Creations.... 655-3699
(08) Sidney Highway Auto Sales............656-2010
(10) Simply Divine Catering................... 655-3354
(02) Skin Tone Esthetics......................... 656-8165
(08) Strait Metal........................................656-1119
(07) Sunlight Interiors..............................655-1514
(01) Dennis Trill, B.C. Land Surveyor.... 655-1991
Courtesy The Review 656-1151
Photo Reprints Available, 
Gall the Review
656-1151
HERE’S YOUR CHMiCE TO
EARNsLEARN
Become a newspaper 




Newspaper carriers learn about bus­
iness from the ground up. Like 
dealing successfully with all 
typos of people. Delivering 
a product at the expected 
time. Handling complaints 
In a tactful v/ay. Got 
the right start in 
business. Sign 
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Carrier Of the Week receives:
Hamburger ot your cholco 
Small wodglo or trios 
Modlum soft drink
HOME OF THE 
WEDGIE FRIES
TAKE OUT FOODS
ARE YOU GETTING 
rot//? REVIEW 
EACH WEEK?
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REVIEW CARRIER APPLICATION







Send a IINIQ’T card, 
Save a child’s lile.
WKECef
Umiril Nalioiiv t'hitilicii's 
■ ,rtuy IJNltT.Fciml'im:
UNICEF Canada
44.tMi. I’kuisiini IW. 
Ihinmo, Oniiii in M4S 21.H 
Tclcphiuic (416) 4kl2-4't44 










Seasons Greetings and Best Wishes for 1989
FROM
GURNEY, vSMITH & ASSOCIATES LTD.
# 6 - 9843 2nd St., Sidney
656-4211
LOCALLY OWNED & INDEPENDENT FINANCIAL CONSULTANTS
■ # jP > J® 
Life InsurLinco liliSy
Arjents for:













THE REVIEW 9781-2nd St., Sidney B.C.
Wednesday, December 21,1988 \
Honest mistake,’ assistant says
Almond Puff
Easy and delicious makes 
enough to feed crowd or freeze one 
before icing.
1/2 cup margarine 1 cup flour
1 cup flour 3 eggs
2 tbsp water
1/2 cup maigarine 
1 cup water
1 1/2 tsp almond extract 
Heat oven to 350 F 
Cut 1/2 cup margarine into 1 
cup flour. Sprinkle 2 tbsp water 
over mixture and mix with fork. 
Round into ball and divide in half. 
On greased baking sheet, pat each 
half into a strip the length of a 
cookie sheet and approximately 
2” to 3” wide, (looks like short­
bread dough).
In sauce pan, heat 1/2 cup 
margarine and 1 cup of water to a 
boil. Remove from hear and 
quickly stir in almond extract and 
1 cup Hour. Stir vigorously over 
low hear until mixture forms a 
ball. Remove from heat. Beat in 
eggs, all at once, spread mixture 
over strips.
Bake approx 1-11/2 hours 
until lightly browned.
Cool before frosting 
Frosting
1 1/2 cup icing sugar, 2 tbsp 
margarine and 2 1/2 tsp almond 
extract. Add 1-2 tbsp warm water. 
Mix and spread over pastry. Sprin­
kle with slivered almonds.
Project North says Hubert’s office 
misinformed pubiic on marina appeai
Saanich and the Islands MLA 
Terry Huberts’ office staff was 
accused of giving out false infor­
mation about the government’s 
role in an upcoming appeal con­
cerning a local native band.
The B.C. Supreme Court ruling 
being appealed upheld Tsawout 
band rights to Saanichton Bay.
The accusation was made 
recently by the chairman of native 
advocacy group Project North.
But Huberts’ executive assistant 
Kevin Bell said it was an honest
COLUMBO’S
ANNUAL
ew Year’s Eve Party
mistake.
“The attorney-general has filed 
an appeal, together with Saani­
chton Marina Ltd., with the B.C. 
Court of Appeal against the Oct. 8, 
1987, decision of Supreme Court 
Justice Meredith in which he 
granted the Tsawout band a perma­
nent injunction against the build­
ing of a marina in Saanichton 
Bay,” said Project North B.C. 
chairman Jane Middleton.
“We have copies of the court 
documents to prove this and the 
appeal dates have been set for Jiui. 
18-19 in Vancouver.”
Middleton said a concerned 
constituent was told by Huberts’ 
office that the attorney-general’s 
office was joined with the band in 
defence of the appeal by Saani­
chton Marina Ltd.
“When this misinformation 
came to the attention of Project 
North members we immediately
challenged Huberts’ office,” Mid- 
'dleton said. “At first they held 
their position but when proof of 
the true nature of the argument 
was given ... an oral acknowledg­
ment was made of the error.”
Bell said he did have the wrong 
information and corrected it by 
calling the constituent the follow­
ing day.
“It was done in innocence. We 
weren’t trying to fool anybody,” 
Bell said. Huberts said he knew 
nothing about the information pro­
vided.
“I made an error and corrected 
it immediately,” Bell said. “I’m 
not a spokesman for the govern­
ment. I trial to answer a question 
for a constituent.
“I was just trying to be helpful 
and it turned out to be a bit of a 
hindrance,” Bell said.
Huberts would not comment 
Friday on the upcoming appeal but
said the Attorney General’s 
Department traditionally appeals a 
court case after it loses.
“I was on the record during the 
election that I share the concerns 
of the native people in that area. 
But I can’t comment more than 
that because the matter is before 
the courts,” Huberts said.
“Those are issues I should be 
speaking on only — not others in 
the office.”
Middleton wants the public to 
make no mistake about who is on 
whose side.
“The provincial attorney gen­
eral’s department is joined with 
Saanichton Marina Ltd. in appeal­
ing against the decision which 
grantetl the Tsawout band its pro­
tection under the Douglas Treaty 
of 1852. As citizens concerned 
about native justice and the envi­
ronment wc are very upset about 
this.”
Bar open 6:30 p.m.
Buffet Dinner 7:30 -9:30 p.m 
Dance 9:30 — 3:00 a.m. 
Denny’s Canned Music
Door Prizes
1st: Trip for Two to Hawaii 
2nd: Texas Mickey 
3rd: Dinner for Two
Advance Tickets only 
$35.00 per person 
Available at Coiumbo’s 
7855 East Saanich Rd.
652-3936
SFU’s atomic engineering 
creates new magnets
mmi
Using atomic engineering, a 
team of Simon Fraser researchers 
have created magnetic materials 
whose superior qualities could 
lead to everything from more effi­
cient electric motors and generat­
ors to more powerful computers 
and video cassette recorders.
“Now it is possible to engineer 
new materials atom by atom, 
developing substances with prop­
erties never before attainable,” 
says physicist Dr. Tony Arrott.
Arrott and colleagues Drs. Brett 
Heinrich, Steve Purcell, John 
Cochran and Ken Urquhart have 
produced layers of manganese in 
which the “moment,” or strength, 
of the magnetism is enhanced.
The physicists have also created 
thin sheets of iron in which the 
“anisotropy” — the tendency for
magnetism to be acquired in one 
direction rather than another — 
has been increased by a factor of 
40.
The team has been conducting 
its research in Simon Fraser’s 
surface science laboratory. Using a 
technique known as molecular 
beam epitaxy, they have created 
atomic “sandwiches” of elements. 
These elements are laid down in 
layers as thin as one atom.
The spatial arrangement of the 
atoms in the first layer, or'sub­
strate, determines the configura­
tion of the atoms in the second. If 
an appropriate substrate is chosen, 
the atoms in the second layer can 
be positioned in a novel way which 
is not otherwise obtainable.
The team has been working with 
such magnetic elements as iron, 
cobalt, nickel, manganese and 
chromium. Altering the spatial 
configuration of atoms in such 
elements changes their magnetic 
properties, says Arrott.
“If we have materials that are 
more magnetic we can get more 
power from smaller motors, gener­
ators and transformers and lower 
I the costs of our electrical power 
system.”
When the atoms are arranged 
less symmetrically, the anisotropy 
of the material becomes greater, 
and it becomes potentially more 
useful. Materials with increased 
anisotropy make better permanent 
magnets; computers, VCRs and 
tape recorders all rely on perma­
nent magnets to store information.
Allhough epitaxy has been used 
over the past 20 years to create 
new materials, it remains too 
expensive for industrial produc­
tion, says Arrott.
Boxing Day at Aunt Martha' s Boxing Day at TBNNERS!
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Sales to exceed $10 million
Review readers Indicate that they spend 
$68.50 per household per month on cloth 
ing for their families.
This means that our readers will spend a 
whopping $10,378,572.00 just on clothing 
and footwear in the next 12 months.
over
53.3% of Review readers indicate they shop 
for their family’s clothing and footwear off 
the Saanich Peninsula. The biggest reason 
for not shopping locally? SeSeciion!
We believe Saanich Peninsula clothing 
stores have the selection customers want,
alized service second to none.
We believe this misconception of poor 
selection can be changed and we would 
like to work with you to do so.
We have several Ideas, but we 
would like yours too. If this tremendous 
loss of market concerns you, call now and 
let’s' talk. 656-1151, ask for Vic Swan.
RCUI£UJ
Advertising Department our business is helping your business grow through Advertising
i f . . f
B&i&SSiil';
Loveless heods school boord
Central Saanich representative 
Marilyn Loveless was chosen 
chairman of the school district 63 
board at the inaugural meeting 
Dec. 5, replacing former chairman 
Joe Lott of Sidney.
Chosen vice-chairman was Dr. 
Graham Hill, who represents Saa­
nich.
Committee appointments, 
announced at the Dec. 12 meeting, 
put newly elected trustee Anne 
Johnston of North Saanich on the 
Education directions committee, 
responsible for parent involvement 
and co-operative education.
She will also serve on the plan­
ning and services committee, 
responsible for the Memorial Dark 
Trust, on the personnel committee 
as Saanich Teachers Association 
liaison and as liaison to COPAS.
Trustee Peter Shewring, also 
representing North Saanich, is 
chairman of the planning and ser­
vices committee, on the finance 
committee and on the personnel 
committee, responsible for labor 
management and liaison with the 
Saanich Teachers’ Association.
Sidney representative Joe Lott is 
chairman of the personnel com­
mittee, involved with negotiations 
with both the teachers’ association 
and the Canadian Union of Public 
Employees, and liaison to the Saa­
nich Administrators’ Association.
He is also on the education 
directions committee.
Loveless is on the labor man­
agement and negotiating commit­
tees and is liaison to the teachers 
and administrators associations. 
She is also on the new middle 
school committee and liaison to 
the Commonwealth Games.
Central Saanich Trustee David 
Christian is chairman of the 
finance committee, on the plan­
ning and services committee, the 
middle school committee and the 
technical directions committee.
He is also on the district master
planning, curriculum implementa­
tion and evaluation committees.
Hill is chairman of technical 
directions, on the finance commit­
tee, scholarship committee, pro-D 
committee, district master plan­
ning and is representative to the 
minister of state.
Trustee John Belts, representing 
Saanich, is chairman of the educa­
tion directions committee, on the 
technical directions committee 
and the evaluation committee. MARILYN LOVELESS
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3475 QU4DR4 ST., VICTORIA
MON.-SAT. 8 A.M.-10 P.M. 
SUNDAY 9 A.M.-7 P.M.
7816 E. SMNICH ROAD
MON.-SAT. 8 A.M.-9 P.M. 
SUNDAY 9 A.M:-7 P.M.
SE1S Sth ST. sm
SAT.-WED. 9 A.M.-7 P.M. 
THURS.-FRI. 9 A.M.-9 P.M
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WE HAVE A GOOD SELECTION OF FROZEN GRADE “A” AND DEEP BASTED 
TURKEYS, FRESH GRADE “A’’ ROASTING CHICKENS, ^EESE AND |
READY TO SERVE FULLY COOKED BONE-IN OR BONELESS HAM AT COMPETITIVE [01
PRICES. _______________
















With its green leaves and red 
ben-ies, holly is the classic symbol 
of the Christmas season. The 
brightness of its colors, especially 
dramatic against the stark dead 
whiteness of winter’s snows, was 
viewed by primitive people as a 
sign of life in world of death.
Like mistletoe and the evei^reen 
tree, holly has been intertwined 
with holidays marking the winter 
solstice since Druidic times,and 
all three plants were adopted into 
Christian tradition many centuries 
ago.
In addition, the thorny edges of 
some holly leaves recall the crown 
of thorns Christ wore, making 
holly an especially potent symbol 
of the Christmas season.
Think of holly’s red berries as 
drops of blood, and Uie fact that 
the holly plant, too, is an evergreen 
— therefore a metaphor for eternal 
life — and its aptness as a visual, 
image of Christmas, and the hope 
Christ brings to mankind, becomes 
even stronger.
Going back to pre-Christian 
times, holly boughs were among 
the evergreen plants that decked 
the halls of Teutonic homes, 
because it was Iwlicvcd that holly 
had the power to protect the inha­
bitants from evil spirits, as well as 
being able to deter the storms and 
icy cold wcailicr of winter which 
were such a threat to primitive 
.societies.
In I5lh Century England, gar­
landing homes and churclics with 
evergreens -- including holly -- 
was an accepted custom.
Washington Irving describes a 
typical English Clnislmas in his 
Sketchbook, and among ihe fir-st 
elements he incnl ions arc tlic ever­
greens.
Write,s Irving,"Tlic great piciuie 
of tlic crusader and Ins wliitc horse 
had been profusely dccomtcd with 
grceits for ilic occa.sion, and holly 
and ivy had likewise been 
wreathed round the helmet and 
weapons on the opposite wall, 
which I uruierstood were the anus 
of ihc same warrior."
Of particular note was tlu; Eng­
lish method of adorning church 
pews with innnmernble branches 
of holly and yew, a cusiom (hat 
lasted until the late years of the 
19tli century.
;; As carefully as the work of
decorating buildings with cver- 
i greens prcKcedcd, eciually fastidi- 
mis was Iho maimer in which they 
i Vi'crc taken down and tlisposer! of, 
after the holiday season had 
passed.
. It was cou.sidcfcd bad luck to Ici 
an evergreen I'lOugh fall to tlie 
ground, and in many British corn- 
rminiiics they were not ihrovvn out 



































































HAVING A PARTY AND 
RUNNING OUT OF TIME? 
CALL US FOR HELP!
CHOOSE A PARTY TRAY FROM 
OUR FANTASTIC SELECTION 
OR CREATE YQUR OWN 
SPECIAL ORDER
★ INTERNATIONAL CHEESE TRAY
★ FANCY ALL MEAT TRAY
ir SUMMER FRESH VEG. TRAY 
if MIXED MEAT & CHEESE TRAY 
if SANDWICH & PICKLE TRAY 
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World-renowned rider to train local girl 
overseas for three-day event competition
Ghristmas ‘Delights
fii
Wishing all our patrons 
o tasteful ond terrific 
holiday seoson!
poBnws[“mmm
OPEN 24 HRS. 3-2305 Beacon Ave.
Merry Christmas from
Sidney Gift Shoppe
China - Crystal - Gifts
(free gift wrapping)
2474 Beacon Ave., Sidney
_____ _______
Merci,Gracias,Qratzia, Dankc Shane, Spaceba
However you say it, a world of thanks to all of you.
:&Moo fee
OVER THE JUMP during a Stadium jumping event 
outside of Chicago last August goes Karen Brain aboard 
her horse Alpine Renegade. The Victoria-Saanich Pony 
Club member and Stelly’s School grad recently won a
Going for the gold in Barcelona 
in 1992 i.s not impossible for an 
18-yettr-old Saanichton equestrian 
competitor.
By GLENN WERKMAN 
Review Staff Writer
The first step towards that goal 
is a trip to Scotland in February to 
receive instruction from world- 
renowned competitor Capt. Mark 
Phillips — husband to Her Royal 
Highness Princess Anne of Great 
Britain.
“I would like to represent Can­
ada at big international competi­
tions like the world champion­
ships and the Pan Am Games,” 
says Karen Brain.
Last year she graduated from 
Stelly’s Sceondtiry and has been a 
member of the Victoria-Saamch 




recently she has been working and 
training with Canadian national 
competitor Nick Holmes-Smith in 
Toronto — where she’s Ixien since 
June with her 11-year-old horse, 
Alpine Renegade.
Last week she was home for 
Christmas and Sunday was hon­
ored at the local pony club’s 
Christmas .social for receiving the 
scholarship -- given to only tlirec 
Canadians in its inaugural year. ^
Brain was nominated by the B.C. 
Combined Training Association, 
of wliich she is a member, and in 
November was selected a winner 
of liic first E.xprcss Air Canada 
Cargo Young Riders Three-day 
Evenl scholarshij), ca>.sponsors 1 
by linro-Trans.
‘‘They’re looking at giving lop 
)'i)ung litlcrs ically lough coiii|>di^ 
lion in lioites of improving tlicin,”
scholarship to train with Mark Phillips in Scotland to 
improve her three-day eventing skills. The Saanichton 
rider leaves in February for a three-month stay in Great 
Britain.
Brain said. ever a more advanced horse is
Currently there are about a required for the rider to advance.
SIDNEY TRAVEL SERVICE
“At the Emerald Isle”
Across from Safeway
dozen international-calibre riders 
in Canada and a team did compete 
in Seoul during the 1988 Summer 
Olympics. The scholarsiiip 
encourages athletes to set Olympic
Continued on Page C9
656-0905
#2 - 2310 BEACON AVE., SIDNEY, aC. V8L 1X2
Customer Parking at Rear
Brain agrees Scotland is a long 
way from tlircc-day eventing at 
Island View Bcttch Regional Park 
and the Saanich Rtir grounds on 
the Peninsula where she grew up 
— but she hasn’t forgotten her 
roots.
‘‘Most of my previous coaching 
W'as with Lynn Ow'cn,” Brain said. 
‘‘She’s heliK'd me the most over 
tlic last eight years and she got me 
to the level tlial I’m at now'.”
Brain is currently rated as an 
iiiiormcdialc iide.r Inil hopes lo 
make the jump to advanced, llow-
v.,| J W. ''•Sayi, ' p .1*1
|j It , tl li i i! CMaS' til fA'fufinr -vw”
'|n ■ yy y/ Th ,[y ps; uh lo’, rf Vi;,. ,‘■0 y. i>Y ■ vil f.f
k ■■ fit ^ ||
I'-/ . 
tlS'
fiyp.' osTIlf"' WM ■ liiiiiftk ii Mp-'
■■ I .. 1 ‘.. ; ..... I
Serving Saarftch 
Peninsula lor 5 Yearj
‘‘■Ifa’■ ' Ml I',. M'
We always give 10% . .. 
Discounl for Pro Paying the Year
Page C2




Shoot-out one day, loss the next
The Council of the Town of Sidney will host an “Open 
House” on January 1st, 1989, from 1;30 to 3:00 p.m. in the 
Council Chambers, Town Hall, 2440 Sidney Avenue.
The Public is cordially invited to attend and meet the 
Members of Council to informally discuss municipal and other 
topics of mutual interest.
The Peninsula Eagles Junior B 
hockey team lambasted the Juan 
dc Fuca Gulls at home in Pano­
rama arena Dec. 13 — then lost 
dismally to the Kerry Park Islan­
ders in Mill Bay Saturday.




Sparkling Christmas Lights in featured areas of The Gardens each 
evening, December '1st to January 6th.^
In coziness and wartnth of the Butchart Residence, 
TRADITIONAL HOLIDAY DINING 
with a homecooked flair is served nightly.
Lunch and Afternoon Tea provide temptations for any palate. 
Reservations 652-4422
Adorned for the season, the gift store presents an array of original 
gift ideas for everyone on your Ghristmas List. 
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“The team went up with nine 
players instead of our regular 17,” 
said coach Mike Mowat. “The 
guys got so tired they started to 
make mental errors.”
But this time the Eagles could 
not say they didn’t try hard 
enough. “I think we worked as 
hard as possible and so the loss 
doesn’t boiiicr me,” Mowat said.
“If we had all our guys tlic score 
would have been the other way 
around.”
A five-minute match penalty 
midway ilirough die second period 
didn’t help matters much eillier, he 
said.
The first j>criod ended witli the 
Eagles down by two goals. The 
Islanders scored three more in the 
second period — two on a power 
play — to make the score 5-2, 
Eagles trailing after two periods of 
play.
In tlic third period “we got it to 
5-4 and thought maybe we could 
tic it up but they got a break and 
scored three goals,” Mowat said.
The game ended with an 8-4 
loss, but Mowat doesn’t mind the 
loss as much as one to the low'- 
flying Gulls a couple of w'ceks ago. 
“It’ll get us primed for Saanich.”
Dec. 13 at home the junior 
Eagles got back at the Gulls by 
dominating third-period play —
and running the score up to 15-3.
“We were all over them,” 
Mowat said. “It was a shooting 
gallery.”
It didn’t start that way, but it sure 
ended that way.
The Gulls led 2-0 after the first 
period, then Peninsula scored lour 
goals while the Gulls managed a 
single to end the second period 
4-3.
In the thud period all the stops 
w’crc pulled.
“From the 15-minutc mark on 
we got one just about every min­
ute,” Mowat said.
A whopping total of 11 goals 
w'cre scored in the tliird period.
Rob Olson scored a hat trick, 
Tim Scaber and Greg Wagnor c.ach 
scored a pair and singles were 
scored by Greg Lewis, Chris Wal­
lace, Mike Sato, Rod Nunn, Totld
Powell, Blaine Wilson, Paul John­
son and Jayson Arsenault. Graham 
Bcwlcy had four assists on the 
night.
Rick Geddes had a relatively 
quiet night between the pipes, 
stopping 28 shots compared to 78 
shots on goal by the Eagles.
“We were surprised we got so 
many goals,” Mowat said.
In the Saturday game against the
Islanders the Eagles got 48 shots 
on goal compared to 57 for Kerry 
Park.
Goals in that game were scored 
by Shawn Walsh, Johnson, Wagnor 
and Olson.
The Eagles played last night 
against the Saanich Braves. Their 
next home game will be Jan. 3 
against the Islanders from Kerry 
Park at Panorama arena.
South Island Junior Hockey League





GAMES WON LOST TIED POINTS
23 18 2 3 39
23 12 5 6 30
22 7 11 4 18
22 1 21 0 2
Atom rep team ready for Christmas 
tournament after one loss, one tie
wVMsf/ni
FROM ALL THE 
MANAGEMENT AND 
STAFF OF THE PEACOCK 
RESTAURANT
The Peninsula Eagles Atom rep 
iiockcy team tied at home then lost 
on tlic road last weekend in its last 
regular league action of 1988.
Friday the Eagles led for most of 
the game against Juan de Fuca 
with first period goals by Ben 
Thornber and Mike Kaerchcr.
After the second period the 
score was 3-1 with the Eagles 
leading. The second period goal 
was scored by Danny McCliggott 
at the 14-minute mark.
Thornber added anotlier goal in 
the third period to give the Penin­
sula team a 4-1 lead, but less than 
a minute later the Gulls came 
back, putting one past Eagles’ 
goalie Reid Garner to bring the
score within two goals.
Juan dc Fuca, made up the 
difference in the next two minutes 
— scoring twice to tie the game. 
The score held at 4-4 until the 
final whistle sounded.
Saturday at Pearkes arena the 
Eagles ouishot the host Saanich 
Braves 35-30 but lost the game 
3-7.
It was close for most of the 
game as the Eagles were only 
down by one goal after two periods 
of play, spokesman Ed Lee said.
Derek Griddle scored his third 
goal of die season when he slipped 
one past a sprawling Saanich goal- 
tender during a goal-mouth scram­
ble midway through the second 
period.
After that play Saanich took 
over, controlling the puck and 
scoring five more times while the 
Eagles could only manage two 
goals in return.
Thornber and Cameron Willi­
ams managed to score on those 
occasions but it wasn’t enough to 
prevent the 7-3 loss.
Atom team organizers are now 
busy preparing for a Christmas 
tournament planned for Dec. 27- 
30 at Panorama arena. Invited 
teams include Port Alberni, Saa­
nich, Campbell River, Coinox, 
Juan de Fuca, Racquet Club and 
other Greater Victoria teams.
Regular league play is over until 
Jan. 6 when the Atom Eagles host 
the Saanich Braves at Panorama.





YOUR PATRONAGE AND 
LOOK FORWARD TO 
SERVING YOU IN 1989.
CLOSED CHRISTMAS & 
BOXING DAY— OPEN ON 
NEW YEAR'S DAY
2493 BEACON
Sixteen master curlers in the 
Glen Meadows club took turkeys 
home Friday.
Bob Glover led the turkey shoot 
field in the early draw by scoring 
55 points. Don Birmingham, was 
close behind with 54 points. 
Chuck Ford had 53 points. Bill 
Gostick 52 points, John Little 52, 
A1 Hcdlin 51 points, and Bill 
Wishart and Walter Gainer each 
finished with 50 points.
In a later draw Ian Williams led 
the field with a 60-point perform- 
. ancc. On his heels was Don 
McCord with 58 points, Mike 
Lightbody with 55, Larry Clark 
with 52, Dan Butler with 50, 
Lome Hutchi.son with 49 and Eric 
Airie with 49 poinLs.
Club spokesman John Galipcau 
also announced the winners of 
draw two, which ran from Nov. 15 
to Dee. 13.
Winners of the A Group with 12 
points each were the Ted Hibber- 
son rink and the Keith Cameron 
rink. Curlers Royce McKinnon, 
Noel Maxwell and Len Shebeski 
joined Hibberson, while Max Pre­
ston, Jack Dempster and Ed Stotyn 
joined Cameron.
The runner-up with 11 points 
was the Bob Nicolson rink with 
curlers Len Beck, Bill Klyn and 
Neil Goodhand.
In tlie B group the Andy Ander­
son rink took first place with 
Warren Nolte, Ross Gifford and 
Brian Daniels helping to achieve 
the 12 points required to win.
Finishing in the runner-up spot 
witli 11 points was the Eric Green­
wood rink with members Bill 
Claassen, Bill Gabriel and Wilf 
Hetman.
Two rinks tied with 14 points 
each to uikc top honors in tlie C
Group. They were the Cy Balmer 
rink with Paul Hyatt, Burke Ryan 
and Bob Bailey and the Trevor 
Jones rink with members Vic Rip­
ley, Len Donaldson and Owen 
Jackson.
Three G Group rinks tied for the 
runner-up position with 10 points 
each. They were the Cam Ghev- 
rette rink with Don Crummey, Ray 
McNight and John Galipeau, tlie 
Dick Cameron rink with Harold 
Robinson, Charles Birdsall and 
Larry Clark and the Lee Heide 
rink with members Jack West, 
Gord Lawson and Jim Gumming.
In a recent article reporting on 
the Kerry Park bonspiel it was 
inadvertently stated that the Ken 
Warren rink had curled in Port 
Alberni. It should have said that 
the rink had formerly curled 
together as a team in Prince 
Rupert, Galipeau said.
Before you 
send it, seal it
First win for Atom house
with a
Cliristnias Seal!
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Tlic Sidney Lions atom hoti.se 
hockey team recorded its first win 
of iJic season in impressive fash­
ion, defeating Rcvico 7-3 at Pano­
rama arena Saturday.
Coat'll Gary Wilton said he has 
served notice to other atom league 
teams to “Beware of the Lions in 
the second half of the season."
Gniham Cliff led the scoring for 
the Lions with three goals. .lelT 
Lougheed scored a pair and sin­
gles went to James Isaac and 
.Iordan Sundher.
Jay Banskc, Don Orr and Cory 
Robinson replied for Rcvico.
In other atom house action last 
w'eek Clair Downey defeated tlie 
first-place Sidney Pharmacy squad 
5-3 in the last game before the 
Christmas break.
Mark Kosick led Downey with 
four goals and one assist. A single 
was .scored by Jon Ziinichclli while 
assisls came from Grant McIntyre 
anti Kjcll Erickson.
Scoring for Pharmacy were 
Mark Spittle with two goals and 
Uaniel Pearson with one.
t;
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FOR LEASE 
ON BUSY SEVAN
Join Capital Iron in this new building on Main St. #2 in Sidney. 
We have only 2 spaces leinaining, so move fast. Coinpoliuvc 












From All of Us at Tanners
CHRISTMAS HOURS
DEC. 24T’ - 8a.m. - 8p.m.
DEC Z5"'" \ l noon - 4p.m.
DEC. 26'”' - Sa.m. - 8p.m.
Open New Year's Day - 9a.m. - 8p.m.




With fondest wishes for
hcitlth and happiness, 








Wish everyone a 
Happy Holiday
SPECIAL; CHRISTMAS dRbERSi ; 
NOW TAKEN FOR ALL 
YOUR SEAFOOD DISHES
652-6122
TRAFALGAR SQUARE, BRENTWOOD BAY
HAVE A MERRY CHRISTMAS f
You’ve been so sweet throughout the year 
that we’d like to wish you holiday cheer!
VILLAGE CANDY
and cakes
7102 W. Saanich Rd., 
652-1833 Brentwood Bay
KICKING ONE INTO THE CORNER and away from the net 
during a game against the Juan de Fuca Gulls at 
Panorama arena Dec. 13 Is Peninsula Eagles Junior B 
hockey goaltender Rick Geddes. it was a slow night for
the local goalie as he was only challenged with 28 shots 
as the Eagles won 15-3.
V\!e would like to thank 
our Customers and Friends 
.fc for your valued patronage and wish 
you the very best in the festive season
Brentwood Bay Shopping Centre 652-1412
Five-pln team bowlers excel In enjoyment
The Monday Fun League at 
Miracle Lanes in Sidney lived up 
to its name, last week: there was 
lots of fun but no one rolled 
outstanding scores.
The fun league’s number one 
team is He and Four Shes with 28 
points, followed by We’re Some- 
. thing Else in second place witli 26 
points.
Last week the Tuesday Mer­
maids finished the first half of the 
season with the crash of falling
pins.
The Shrimps were leading team 
bowling results with 246 points 
until Gladys Raper rolled a supe­
rior 686 high triple for an out- 
sumding 257 pins over average — 
moving the Penquins out of third 
place and into first.
Other bowlers over average were 
Susan Blcs with 120 pins and 
Betty Butchart with 107 pins. 
Bessie Roberts had a high single of 
259.
The previous week Francis 
Abbott had tlic ladies’ high aver­
age of 200 while Judy Sjcrvcn and 
Nettie Smitli tied at 194. Sjcrvcn 
and Smith also rolled high triples
of 669 and 655 respectively. Em 
Corbett also had a strong showing, 
rolling 123 pins over her average.
The Friday Nighters were burn­
ing up the alleys last week with 
high singles of 279 by Jack Mar, 
272 by Ken Scott, 277 by Len 
Szabo and 250 by Greta Harness. 
High triples were recorded by Ron 
Grant with a 638, Ken Scott with a 
671 and Jack Mar with a 708.
Meanwhile, in Youth Bowling 
Council action the family two­
some tournament was successful. 
Micki Homeniuk and her mom 
captured top honors in tlic bantam 
division.
Coming in second place was 
Sarah Gillis and her dad while 
Jamie Stciningcr and his dad 
placed third.
In the junior-senior division 
Summer Colcy-Gcll and her sister 
were first, Jennifer Jones and her 
mom were second and Kirsten 
Sceman and her mom were Uiird.
In Twin Oaks league action last 
week Vera Banks rolled a 282 
single and Florence Morgan had a 
232 single. Phoebe Stevens also 
had a good day, rolling a 676 triple.
In Monday 1 p.m. Goldies, A1 
Vickers continued on a winning 
streak. He had the men’s high 
triple of 733 and added to it with a 
high single of 264.
Pat Niven was highest for the 
ladies with a 224 single and a 615 
triple.
. Enid Morgan had the high 
ladies’ single with a 205 in Wed­
nesday 9:30 a.m. league bowling. 
And Stan Slow recorded the men’s 
high single with a 221.
In Wednesday 1 p.m. Goldies, 
John Field had the high single with
a 253, Eileen Burry had the high­
est ladies single wiUvhcr 261. Jack 
Kunkel recorded the men’s high 
triple with a 680. He was also 115 
pins over average while rolling a 
high single of 271.
In Water’s Edge league bowling 
last week Eileen Beard’s 205 was 
highest for the ladies. Frank Mur- 
aco had a high game of 206 and 
Vickers had a high triple of 608.
Joan Lawson had a 233 single in 
Friday 9:30 Goldies while Shel­
don Mooney rolled a 205 high 
single.
ihAYL A SIDNEY PHARMACY








the good will 
of customers like 






TOP 30 COUNT DOWN
SONG/ARTISr
Turn back tho clock JOHNNY HATES JAZZ
Till I lovod you B STREISAND & D JOHNSON
Oasis ROBERTA FLACK
Silhouette KENNY G
TWo hearts PHIL COLLINS
No more lies MOODY BLUES
If over a love there was FOUR TOPS & A FRANKLIN
Now day for you BASIA
Kissing a fool GEORGE MICHAEL
Baby I love your way/FroobIrd WILL TO POWER
As long ns you follow FLEETWOOD MAC
Piece of paradise PM
Missing you CHRIS DEBURGH
Wild world MAXI PRIEST
Put a little love In your heart A LENNOX A A GREEN 
Working man RITA MACNEIL 
Giving you tho best that I got ANITA BAKER 
rornombor holding you BOYS CLUB 
Soul soorchin’GLENN FREY 
Any love LUTHER VANDROSS 
Anyllmo THE JETS 
Under tho boardwalk BETfE MIDLER 
A word In Spanish ELTON JOHN 
Como Into my life L BRANIGAN & J ESPOSITO 
Keep Iho candle burning KENNY RANKIN 
Small world HUEY LEWIS 
Age of reason JOHN FARNHAM 
Don't worry bo happy BOBBY McFERRIN 
One momonl In lime WHITNEY HOUSTON 
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Pemberton’s RRSP/RRIF 
services cen make the dlffarence between 
simply retiring and retiring well.
Call for your free brochure today. 
full time / FULL SERVICE 
^ 2475A BEACON AVE. 655-1303
71
MERRY CHRl^MAS 
and Best Wishes over 
the Holiday Season 
and a sincere Thank You!
Muce's fashions |
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WITH THE WINNING WINDOW in the background are 
employee’s of G.W.G. Rentals on Kirkpatrick Crescent in 
the Keating area of Central Saanich Sunday night. The 
trio, (l-r) Randy Munro. Ed Leahy and Jack Davis, were
presented with the first place award in the best window 
category of the Central Saanich Business Association’s 
Christmas decoration contest. About 22 businesses 
entered the contest.
IMVITATION TO TENDER 
AGRICULTURAL LEASE 
VICTORIA AIRPORT
Transport Canada is inviting tenders for land at Victoria 
Airport, comprising an area of 155.72 hectares to be 
used for the growing and cutting of, hay. Information 
and t e n d e r d dc u m e n t s c a m b e; ,o b t a i n e d f r o m;
The RRSP luring 
of Mary Lue
The Airport Manager 
Victoria Airport 
Transport Canada 
#12-9600 Conora Road 
SIDNEY, B.C. V8L 4R1 
Phone: (604) 356-6600
Lease Term: February 1, 1989 to January 31, 1994
Closing Date: Tenders must be submitted to the Airport 
Manager on or before Friday, January 13, 
1989, 3:00 p.m. local time.
J.M. Duncan
Regional Director General 
Pacific Region
Mar\' Lue Larsen is tempted.
“It seems almost too easy,” she 
said. “I can have- some shares pul 
into an RRSP and get a deduction 
without having to come up with 
the money for a contribution.
“What are the advantages and 
disadvantages of doing this?”
(I, know, 1 kno\v, you really are 
far more interested in XM,A.S than 
RRSP at the moment. But invest­
ing just a few thoughts in this tax 
holiday now could help provide 
more luxurious festive holidays in 
the future.)
Larsen’s employer has set up a 
registered retirement savings plan 
option as part of the employee 
share purchase plan.
“That means wc can u-ansfer our 
shares into he RRSP and get a 
deduction for lax,” site said. “But 
is Uiat a good idea?”
IF an RRSP is right for you and 
transferring shares is the- only way 
you will make a contribution, then 
transfer the shares. But let’s Uxjk 
at the whole picture.
.•\nylx)dy may transfer any cligi-
ble investments (like stocks. Can- . 
ada Savings Bonds, other govern­
ment bonds, mortgages) into an 
RRSP instead of making a cash 
contribution. You get a receipt for 
the value of the investment at the 
lime of transfer.
Unless your employer sets up a 
group RRSP like Larsen’s com­
pany has done, though, you must 
have a self-directed plan to do this.
Pulling investments into an 
RRSP can trigger accumulated 
interest or a capital gain or loss, 
which could affect your income 
and tax.
But back to Larsen’s question. 
Should you put investments 
radier than cash into an RRSP?
Larsen and her husband are 
using RRSPs to save for retire­
ment. Larsen said she plans to 
keep her company shares for 
many years and added, “W'e also 
have some Canada Savings 
Bonds."
Ideally, you should hold guar­
anteed invesimenis inside an 
RRSP, where the interest (which 
would oihcrsvise be fully taxa­
ble) is shelicrcd from tax.
.-\nd you should hold your 
siock.s (niidde ihe RRSI^, where 
you can benefit from the capital 







vLml Uix eiedil. D)'. sdeti ,!;^ 
are slieltored inside, the
RRSP, but When , the money 
come.s out every dollar is ta.xed 
as full income.
If you invest all your money in 
sioc^ and equity mutual'funds, 
then you are obviously prepared 
to lake a long-term approach. For 
the extra risk, you expect higher 
gains than guaranteed invest­
ments would produce — which 
has generally happened in the 
past.
In this case, you should con­
tinue to hold these equities, 
whether inside or outside your 
RRSP.
Larsen, however, could easily 
cash some of her CSBs next Feb.
1 and earn more interest by 
buying, for example, RRSP term 
deposits of one, three and five 
years.
(If she had a self-directed 
RRSP, xhc could pul tlie bonds 
directly into the plan if she didn’t 
want the term deposits.)
She would Uien keep lier com­
pany shares outside tier RRSP.
Larson earns less than her 
luisband. So putting money into 
her own RRSP is fine — some 
^d'laro ivirohaw gri'up RRSP,; m 
work might ncu allow a spousal
contribulion,
Talking of spousal RRSPs, 
these continue to be a good way 
to split income. The higher- 
income spouse makes the contri- 
buiion to the lower-income 
spouse’s plan. Big-eamer gets 
the big deduction and small- 
earner pays less tax when the 
money comes out.
How'ever, because of the 
“three-year rule,” try to make 
your spousal contribution by 
Dcc.31. Here’s why:
Let’s say the professional wife 
puts money into a spousal plan 
for her house husband — but 
they don’t have a house yet. If 
she contributes to his spousal 
RRvSP, he could lake out the 
money on Jan, 1, 1991 for a 
down p.aymcnt and it would be 
his for tax pur]X)scs (if lie took it 
out sooner, it would Ixr attributed 
back to her).
But if she coniribuies a day 
later, on Jan.l, 1989, he would 
have to wail until Jan. 1, 1992 — 
a year later — tvfore he could 
lake out the money in his name.
TheWaKtyn Stripped Bond Difference.-;
Shopping
seconds
SAVE $ $ $WITH OUR 
SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY SPA PACKAGE
FOR ONLY'1998°°
INCLUDES:,i SPA PACK kHEATER PUMP
rrFlLTER ACEDAR SURROUNDING
• tile general nilc of iliunib witl’, siripivd boiuis at curicnt nucs 
is douhli' \mir monc> in sewn years, tJu.idrtipK ii in lutirieeiV 
Ifki'n gmeminent guaranteed
• the simple arithrneiie of this dr.miniie set totalis sale return is 
sviiat rvuikes sinpiX'd Ixinds the RRSP inscstmem o! ehone for 
big gams, king icnvi
• u'k \s„tl\\yn tui" more tniorniation
,ra>i f iw, UK m* it ■ 1. H ; ■'i r-o. I* (.'O






HARD COVER ASKIMMER *4 JETS
iiyGRLA!' SPfcClALS bOR ,'tWt: bbAlUtiE MAMc 
YOUR WINTER COVERS BRAND EQUIPMENT
iF7<,IL SHUT DOWN ir1t)lAL LANDSCAPING
CHEMICALS FOR POOLS * INTERLOCKING STONE
tuECKINCa A FENCING 
#P0OL MAINTENANCE 
CONTRAC/rS AVAll AfiLF
03*2031 M AL.AVIEW !a.7.s5« f'om •.tf-og t OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
I
I r.i csj,!,. . ' n, l,^
j Send to, Uithnyii .SktiJge/l (.'(xTnari .\Jurnij UmlU'd
I JOHN COWANS 
c,o EMEiULD IGU MCTOn INN 
I 23CC AVE. SIDNEY, B,C;V3L
j //>(>,( .farctf Uii.Si te hi'r HiJ»iY Aefe,
I Walwyii Stodciell Coct'iran Murray Limited i
I \\L'W'eiliiiigsdifllTOit]>: .. j
Lm m WM* -.MM MM. mmt. MHM mmm MIM «MM. mmm Wmm, mmm MMM' MMM, MmW MMM. M.M* -MMM MliMM MM IMnJ|
Ttie latest most Penimsula 
merclianus svill stay open for 
last-minute sliopjiing is 6 p.m. 
Sattiriiay, Clirisimas Eve Day.
A limited number of biisi- 
iic.sses svill ie"0|xm for Boxing 
Day,
Keviesv deadliiu's change 
because of ihe season. The 
office svill be closeil Christmas 
Eve Day. Clirisimas Day and 
Boxing Day,
,AI1 advertising tleatllincs. 
except the one for classified 
ads, move to Thursday at 5 p,m„ 
Classifietl ads svill be 
acceplctl umil 12 noon Friday, 
iixvliiie-to-classifies for tho rest 
of tlu’ day.
;\iul llie follosving week, the 
1 luirsilay ileadlinc remains in 
cl loci.
Lclu:r;.,-ui-(hC'Cditor svill be 
accepted until 5 p.m. Thursday. 
SDN(i .NlIF.lsTS 
For those sslur still have some 
Christmas singing planned. The 
Rcvicss lias plenty of free song
.vlKti.s asiiiLiMc.
m8io)i by the office, 9781 -21^,1. 
St,, bcisseen 9 a.rn, and 5 p.m. 
itxiay and lomormsv,
I
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Bringing you every good wish 
for happiness this Christmas 
and in the coming year.
SPARLING REAL ESTATE LTD.
Tom Sparling. Donald Sparling
656-55112489 BEACON AVE.
OPEN TILL 9 AM 
CHRISTMAS EVE 
TILL 5 PM
NOW,43PEN CLOSED CHRISTMAS & 
BOXING DAY
#5A 9764 5th St. Sidney Centre
(Located behind Scare)
LIGHTS SHINE AS Santa Claus leads his reindeer from 
his sleigh on top of the J.B. Sheet Metal shop on 
Kirkpatrick Crescent in Central Saanich. The display
won first piace in the outdoor category of the Centrai 
Saanich Business Association’s Christmas decorating 
contest.





30% OFF REG PRICE 






Huge Savings While The Last
For the third Lime in five years 
Brentwood Coiffures was pre­
sented with the Mayor’s Trophy 
for the most innovative display in 
the Central Saanich Business 
Association’s Christmas decorat­
ing contest.
Christmas social, Sunday at the 
Lion’s Hall.,
Smilty’s Restaurant in Bren­
twood was honored for a first 
place judging in tlic indoor decor­
ating category.
The awards were presented at 
the business association’s annual
Tied for second place was Sim’s 
Village Candy and BrcnLw'ood 
Coiffures. Third place w'cnt to the
Peninsula Co-Op on Keating 
Crossroad.
In the window category G.W.G. 
Rentals captured first place hon­
ors. The company, owned by Ed 
Gait, won the Mayor’s Trophy in 
1986 and 1987.
The window at Sixioncrs Ladies 
Wear look second place w'hilc the 
Thought Shop and Brentwood
Florist were deadlocked in third 
place.
In tlic outdoor decorating cate­
gory J.B. Sheet Mclal on Kirkpa­
trick Crescent look first place 
honors. The Prairie Inn in Saani­
chton placed second and the panel 
of judges chose G.W.G. Rentals as 








PRICED AS LOW AS
$4488
1st QUALITY DENiM JEANS
One bad apple can do more than 
spoil the barrel.
For B.C. apple growers, that bad 
apple can mean lost customers and 
lower profits.
But Konrad Colbbw has a .solu­
tion. Together with associate 
Andrew Brown, the Simon Fraser 
University physicist has developed 
an innovative, automated apple- 
sorter that is expected to save 
considerable time tuid money for 
B.C. growers.
Currently, human and mechani­
cal workers sort apples as they 
pass along 12 parallel apple 
“assembly lines.’’ Working at the 
rate of four apples per second 
each, machines initially sort 
apples into cither “eating’’ or 
“juice” categories by weight and 
color at two separate stages, or 
suilions.
A more accurate system is 
needed by the apple industry, 
which dictates that as lew as six 
errors for every 100 apples arc 
iinacccptaidc.
This means that tlie machine- 
sort must be douhlc-cliccked man­
ually, taking Imman time away 
froiii other .sorting, processing and 
packaging jobs, says Colbow,
Funded U/ grants from llie Sci
ence Council of B.C., the National 
Research Council aiul the Okaiia- 
g:m Nortl) Co-oirerativc, Colbow 
and Brown have married conven- 
li(H);\l ’’off-ilte-sheir' teclmology
and a tailor-made computer pro­
gram to make die existing technol­
ogy smarter and more efficient.
As the apples, nestled in indi­
vidual rubber cups, whiz along 
conveyor belts, they pass a station 
outfitted with two mirrors ancl-r. 
video camera.
A black-and-white image of the 
apple and its mirrored reflections 
is uikcn by he camera.
That image is dicn frozen by a 
“frame grabber,” a compulcrizcd 
device that converts the video 
image into a digital image and 
.sends it to an IBM AT computer 
for analysis.
EJy analyzing the shades of gray 
in the image, the computer dclcr- 
miucs the percentage of surface 
arca of cacli apple dial is covered 
by the desired color.
The color is a good indicator of 
an apple’s ripeness, says Colliow.
At present, the system can only 
take a “look” at the surface of the 
apple not covered by the ridibcr 
conveyor cuii. Collxiw and Brown, 
liowcvcr, arc trying out various 
ways of rotating die apple so that it 
can be examined from all sides.
Once the degree of lipencss of 
each apjile is (Ictermincd. the 
apples c;ui he st'rled aeeontiii)' lo 
any standard tlesired, 
i'or example, llie system can k' 
set to send only apples that are at 
least 80 lier cent red aloiui the 
“eaiing apple” route.,
As the apples arc checked for 
color, they arc simultaneously 
sorted by size. In addition, a com­
puterized record is made for the 
grower whose fruit is being proc- 
^■issed and packaged lor sale.
" “Wc have it working quite will 
in the lab,” says Colbow. “I hope 
within six months wc will have a 
prototype in the Okanagan.”
If field trials go as well as 
expected, Colbow plans to make 
tlic apple-sorter available commer­
cially to growers around the world.
Further, he believes that tlic 
basic technology can be applied to 
other fruiLs and vegetables, as well 
as to many industrial jobs whci'c 
fast, inexpensive and efficient 
automated inspection would help 
speed up production.
BC/
Infant car seats must face 
the rear of the car.
Mr /
DICBC
IKAHK SAI I lY
I
Mon. Dec. 26 and Tues. Dec. 27




Luxury living in n nfuurnl setting
A iiniijue blend 01 15 adult oiietitaicd c.u iiage luitucs nestled 
fhrouehoiK 75 acre.s of manicured and pre.stinc parkland.
OPENDAIT Y IO-,5 
12.55 Wain Itoad, Sidney 65S-T Ml
I Sold 



















2.37 5lh 81. 
Courtenay
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WESTON HOMEMADE STYLE 
WHITE or 60% WHOLE WHEAT
YOUNG





r Cut from Top Round-Boneless All Sizes
K!sM»a
Iv.'' ‘ i'-' tuVbVVV*-,
piSSpf
9 kg. and over
2.58
1 nabOb“suMMIT Reg. or Decaf.






In ALLEY All Varieties
POIATDCHIPS















J ^ BY-THE ' - • *
PIECE 6,57 kg. '
5 MlaG.
loiffi;




PACIFIC CAUGHT Ready to Serve
_____________ 4.49 Ib....
iliP’iVi KANIMI (No wn^.G.) Ready to Sew
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5|e THRIFTY FOODS WILLBEOPEN THURSDAY AND 
FRIDAY 7 a.m.-1t) p.m., AND SATURDAY, DEC. 24th 
7 a.m.-6 p.m. CLOSED CHRISTMAS DAY, DEC. 25th
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TENDERFLAKE Reg. or Frozen









FRESH ‘OCEAN SPRAY’ ...................






















GOGKTAIL 1.36 L litre •••■••paaaaa**********
IrSGULW or DIET SCHWEPPES




>8 jlNSTANT MASHED 
ipOTATOES 227 a
IiDOHOAN INSTANT





BLACK DIAMOND Single Thins 




500 g. TAIWAN LARGE
i Ib.
454 g.
MAPLE LEAF Old Fashioned 
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TISSUE-*— VIENNA ROLLS BAKERS 
DOZEN
HI-DBI
TARI FM^KINS 150 3..................
HUGGIES ’JUMBO’ PACK
i LIGHT or DARK ( DELICIOUS
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GREBWGS OF THE SEASON 
TO ALL OUR CUSTOMERS 
AND FRIENDS 
Best wishes for 
Health, Peace & Happiness 
in the New Year.
A crafty girl — even when Santo watches
. . >->» • -i__ .. -.— >1 rrxr VMlttr^T
656-3522
Brandic Herrick is a veteran of 
Chri'^imas craft fairs. For two years 
she has sewn and glued Christmas 
ornaments and whimsical crea­
tions for a successful table at the 
Peninsula Community Association 
annual fair.
She is 12 yctirs old.
By VALORIE LENNOX 
Review Staff Writer
Torn & Ann ‘Demooij 
zvoiiM fil^e to mf you 
fMerry Cdristnias and 
9{appy 9{fW Jtars ami a 














• Cowichan Indian Sweaters and Knits
• Local Native Artwork
• Native Jewellery
• Leather Boots & Shoes 




AND ALL THE BEST FOR 1989 
from the Staff
A student at North Saanich 
Middle School, she suirts making 
crafts in July. The first year, when 
she was 11, dad John Herrick 
contributed wooden reindeer to the 
table and mom Wendy made floral 
arrangements and spiccr.! nuLs.
This year, with the family mov­
ing into a new home, Brandic had 
to fill the uiblc herself except for 
some spiced nuLs from her mother.
Over the summer, while waiting 
for their new North Saanich home 
to be completed, the family moved 
five times.
“It was really hard this year 
because 1 had to keep packing 
stuff,” Brandic recalled.
She uses money raised through 
babysitting to buy materials. Her 
crafLs, which include small stuffed 
teddy bears, mice, pompom cats, 
angels and elves, arc made 
between school activities, partici­
pation in the Saanich District 
Youth Choir, baseball, rugby and 
school plays.
Each Christmas she has raised 
about $200, which she has used 
for Christmas gifts and to help pay 
her way on the Youth Choir’s 
annual trip.
And Brandic’s work usually 
sells out. “I would like to have 
some of her crafts but there are 
never any left,” says Wendy.
She credits some of Brandic’s 
success to the well-organized PCA 
fair. “It’s a beautiful fair. A lot of 
work goes into it.”
She thinks the experience of 
talking with different people while 
manning the table at the fair is 
good for Brandic. Brandic says her 
friends often show up to help her 
at the fair.
The family has lived in tlie area 
for eight years. And Brandic can’t 
remember when she started mak­
ing crafts.
i “It seems like forever. I’ve 
always loved baking and making 
'stuff.:”;;:' .
Wendy bought a new sewing 
machine and turned the older 
machine over to her daughter, in 
part to keep Brandic away from the 
new machine. That was when 
Brandic was eight.
“First she made sure I knew 
how to sew and thread bobbins,” 
Brandic said. With the sewing 
machine, Brandic made doll 
clothes, crafts to sell and her own 
Halloween costume.
She often leaches crafts to chil­
dren when she is babysitting.
One popular creation is fell 
finger puppets, which arc glued 
together from .scraps of felt, bits of 
trim and plastic bead eyes.
Start by culling out one body 
piece (sec pattern) from fell and
two headpieces. Glue the top and 
the open side of the body piece 
together.
Brandie uses a glue gun but 
suggests craft glue could also be 
used.
Glue one head on cither side of 
the body piece at the lop, gluing 
the heads together.
The next step depends on the 
type of puppet being created.
For an elf, use a green fell body 
piece and cut out a red pointed 
collar and hat, triangular pink nose 
and red mouth.
Glue the bottom of the hat on 
the front of the head, adding a 
one-quarter inch green pompom to 
the tip. Glue the collar on the 
neck. Below the collar, glue on
two silver sequins for buttons. To 
finish, glue two, five-millimetre 
plastic bead eyes, the nose and 
mouth to the face.
For Mrs. Claus, cut out a red fell 
body piece, a tan-colored head, a 
pink nose, two pink circles for 
cheeks, a red mouth, two tan 
hands, two red ami pieces and two 
white felt skirt trim and one hair 
piece.
Once the head and body arc 
assembled, glue hair to the top of 
the head. Turn the puppet over and 
glue arms to the back of the 
puppet at the side and glue hands 
to the end of the arms. Turn the 
puppet over, glue the skirt trim to 
the front.
Continued on Page CIO
ARE YOU READY 
FORYOUR
IooFree
' mii.Mii.ic m AU mviHiSipKsmL autommic till cusmiEiis,
IPAYi^LESS fuels!
VtClORIA • NANAIMO • 753-5533 DUNCAN • 740-5533
CttEMAINUO«34«-:ia()5 l>AHKSVn.I,E < a4fl-5335 QUAl.ICUM * 248-5335
t-ZM I a CASH.CllEyUElU.A.C,









FELT FINGER PUPPETS are displayed by creator Bran­
die Herrick, 12, the youngest crafts person participating 
in this year’s Peninsula Community Association Christ­
mas Craft Fair. She has been making crafts for years and 









6:00 - 8:00 p.m.













For Those Customers 
WhoPrefer
To Pay Cash* On Delivery,
(n time offer)
I'ou’LL Receive 25 Litres Free
(with a minimum delivery ofSl 75,00}
rxim
Order by Phono iS use your 




iFor ' a storvicro
'Jiesolutm %'umli'
2 p.m.JuiiUiii y ibl i
Open for Dinner nt 5 p.m. 
Posorvatlons nccoininondod
lit:.'I THE UTCH RESTAURUHT
856-8822^“' ^
ITA«o»v»tl0n6
WE DESCRIBE EACH CAR TO YOU AS 
ACCURATELY AS POSSIBLE 
COME AND CHECK THEM FOR YOURSELF 
OUR XMAS BLITZ SALE IS THE TIME TO BUYl
**73 PLYMOUTH VALIANT
2 door, 2 OWNER, 6 cyl, aulo olc. runs
goad. Groat storlor or 2nd car........................
*’69 VALIANT
A Door, a I OWNER CAR, witli only 
59,000 mllos! 6 cyl, auto, won’t last........ ......
*76 MAVERICK
4 door, 1 OWNER CAR.




PLUS We have a nice gift for you 
with each car sold before ChrlstmasI
MOTORS LTD. Ilnalftr 5105
2191 Bovnn Avo. G56-2337
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Breathing exercise class heals body 
with the tonic of mental relaxation
This is some fiLness news you’d 
bcUer Uikc silling clown; you don’i 
have 10 bounce up and down and 
gyraie rapidly lo blaring rock 
music lo Ixjncfil from an exercise 
class.
By GLENN WERKMAN 
Review Staff Writer
In facl, you can help your hcari 
by cooling emolions, and using
brcalhing exercises and mind 
focusing lo create a siillncss lo life.
Thai’s whai siudcnis in Pano­
rama Leisure Ccnlrc’s firsl-cvcr 
sealed exercise class have learned.
Inslruclor Julie Del Monlc led 
up lo a dozen siudcnis through Chi 
Kung classes — a discipline 
influenced by Tai Chi. Chi means 
brcalliing and Kung means work, 
Del Monie explains.
“It’s an entirely new concept in 
brcalliing,” says student Margaret 
Heron. “I’m a shallow breather 
and ii makes a big difference.”
Classes focus on relaxation and 
brcalhing exercises for stress man- 
agcmcni and do not involve any 
standing or jumping around, Del 
Monlc says. Students arc led 
through a scries of exercises while 
silling in chairs.
“People gel left out of other 
classes if they can’t stand,” Del 
Monte says. Not during her 
classes, where those with physical 
disabilities arc welcome.
“It’s really great stuff. I recom­
mend it for all ages,” Del Monlc 
says. “It’s a really good tool to 
have all of your life.”
The only time a person’s body 
heals itself is when it is peaceful 
and calm, usually only during 
sleep periods, she said.
“I feel it is better lo (exercise) 
during the day because that’s 
when stress docs its damage,” Del 
Monte said.
Once students learn to use Chi 
Kung properly they can just close 
their eyes for a few minutes during 
the day and relax, she says.
“It gives you control of your 
body through your mind.
“Your leading your mind wher­
ever you want lo go. It’s gotten me 
through a lot of stressful situations.
“Everyone has (stressful times) 
but it’s how you gel ilirough them 
that’s important.”
Dc Monte says that although the 
technique works amazingly well 
for most people, others arc scared 
of it.
“Some people find it difficult to 
calm the mind lo heal the body. 
They’re frightened of it,” she says. 
“But Uicrc is nothing to fear but
Kung sludciiLs. “You can use your 
mind lo create an animal and bring 
it inside lo do the cleansing and 
healing of the organ,” Del Monlc 
says.
“It’s an ancient Taoist exercise 
for heading and preventative heal­
ing — when done on a daily 
basis.” Doing die exercises helps 
the body maintain temperature and 
cools down the outside layer of 
body organs.
Student Brooke Knight likes 
being able to do the exercises at 
home.
“I usually do some in the morn­
ing to suirt my day,” Knight says. 
Her sister Isobcl, also part of the 
class, finds it extremely relaxing 
and says it’s nice lo Inwe a one- 
hour class she can sit through.
Upset that you mis.sed all that?
Sit down and relax.
Another segment of the eight- 
week, Monday-at-12-noon ses­
sions is scheduled to start at Pano­









"Serving the Peninsula 
For over 7 years”
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We would like to 
Wish Everyone a Happy 
& Safe Holiday from 
Cindi, Irene & Wilma
—'_d Florists and Gift Shop IY-.Y-4
DEUVERY SERVICE TO GREATER VICTORIA i SAANICH PENINSUU
#5-7816 EAST SAANICH RD. 652-9149
Before you send it, seal it...
with a Christmas Seal!
Pacific Coast Savings Insurance is











For all your insurance needs, visit us today.
Pacific Coast Savings Insurance Services Ltd.
CONCENTRATING ON BREATHING exercises is Eftie 
Tumor during a Chi Kung class taught at Panorama 
Leisure Centre on Mondays recently. Instructor Julie Del 
Monte is enthusiastic about another session due to start 
in January.
the fear itself.”
Chi Kung also fills a common 
need for a balanced life. “You can 
also do it through yoga or other 
kinds of meditation.
“I sec a lot of people who can 
use this and they’re usually on the 
Too active’ side of life.”
Symbolic creatures called spirit 
animals, such as a red pheasant, 
can be di.spatchcd by the mind to 
help the body by advanced Chi
RIDER
Continued from Page Cl
Replacing Alpine Renegade — 
fondly nick-narned Alpo “because 
wc saved liim from the dog lood 
factory” — will be lough, “If you 
want to do it takes the proper 
horse.”
This won’t be the first lime 
Brain has met Princess Anne and 
Mark Phillips. In June 1986, she 
completed a course taught by Phil­
lips at Southland Suihles in Van­
couver and in August Brain met 
Princess Anne.
“Each day he put iis ihioiigh 
exercises. We’d work on jumping 
or cross country and he would talk 
alxnit different methods and things 
to improve on,”
Coinphiiion of the course ccas 
rciiuired by the selection conimii- 
lec before Brain could receive the 
Young Riiicis' .sciiolaisliii) lo Scot- 
land.
In Scotland, Brain will spend 
the first two months at Glcncaglcs 
in Scotland, training with Phillips.
Then newly learned skills will 
face competition in Gatcomc, Eng­
land, during the final month, 
before returning to Canada May 
10.
Despite having her horse flown 
to Great Britain and advance train­
ing provided, organizers suggest 
Brain have about $3,000 for oiii- 
of-pocket expenses.
The B,C. Combined Training 
Association, the B.C. Best Ever 
program and area pony club’s arc 
contributing some, she said.
“T hen I’ll have to look at com­
ing up witli the rest of tlie money 
on my own,” she said.
Brain is belting it will all be 
worth it. She is an experienced 
competitor — having travelled 
through the United Suites and 
Canada in 1986-87 and helped the 
B.C. team take the gold at the 1987 
Western Canada Summer Games.
Helping her achieve high goals 
will be the small but strong Vic- 
loria-Saanich Rmy Club.
Coach Owen said: “When 1 
ihouglii of the number of riders 
that have won awards from such a 
small group (it sliow.s) Unit for a 
small group it’s a strong group, 













14 days of sun, beaches, sightseeing and 
some of the friendliest people in the world 
make Costa Rica oombined with the 





And !i solid placing at ihc 
American 'I'ouni', Kiders’ Chanipi- 
onsliii' iK'iu 'Chicago in laie- 
Augusi really helped.
“1 ilid really well,” Brain said. 
A idntli'place dressage iilaeomeni 
she achieved was the highest ol 
any Canadian,
TTie next day .she had a few 
problems on ihe cross country 
course but on the liiial ilay Brain 
shone in the stadium jumping 
event.
Of more than 40 conipeiHor.s 
Brain was one of only six who had 
a clear round five of fiiiilis.
The B.('.V team coiiiplelerl the 
championship in roiirtli place 
ovcrali while Brain nnislied in a 
strong 20th overall plaecnioni.
ALICE FIN ALL, Barrister & Solicitor
announces her change ot address effective
December 1,1988
to
#304-9775 4th street 
Sidney, British Columbia V8L 2Z8 
Telephone: 656-6668 










It Is once again that 
very special time of 
year — a time for 
reflection; a time 
for thankfulness; 
and a lime for 
family.
May wo take this 
opportunity to wish 
you a very happy 





Snnnioh and tho Islands
Torry Huborts, M.L.A. 
Sannlch and iholalonds




Best Wishes for 
a Merry Christmas 





LOCALLY OWNED & OPERATED 
- CONTACT LENS - 
EYE EXAMINATION ARRANGED LOCALLY 
,,.,. , ,,... GREAT SELECTION OF FASHION EYEWEAR
tjJ. k J 652-6222








It'^ Easy to Win
FROM
SEE THE BEST , 
SELECTION OF 
CHILDRENS BICYCLES ^1 
IN THE CITY
Get your FFtEE 
PHtrv blank
ALSO SEE OUn 1983' BIKES 
AT 1988 PRICES
Draw dale Doc, 24/88
450 EHJRNSIDERD.E.
383-1331
9-5:30 rrictays till 9:00
...
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A WORLD OF 
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Mumbles Crawl races to first place 
in local club’s Joan Rock race
A full field of vessels from the Sidney-North Saanich Yacht 
Club completed the fourth long distance race in a series Dec. 11.
Leading Division A boats across the finish line in the 
9.1-nautical-mile Joan Rock race was Dave Pearson and Mumbles 
Crawl. In second place was Class Act with Don Manness at the 
helm, and Margaret Ibbotson led Blue Denim to a third place 
finish.
In Division B, Gordon Howard’s Bongo took first place honors 
while Tranquility with Larry Le Pard at the helm came in second 
place. Mike Beattie aboard Playdon came in third place.
Pegasus VI skippered by Mike Barge took first place in Division 
C while Cirrus with Dave Thornley at the helm gave a solid 
showing for second place.
And Rob Scott aboard Acrobatic Rat took first place in the 
Division D.
JLandSccvpes
SIDNEY PET CENTRE 
AND AQUATICS
. THE BEST HAS ALWAYS BEEN HERE! 
And at prices Sidney can be proud of
Is your tank Cloudy? Have you seen 
your fish lately? Maybe you need a 
Aqua Clear Filter. We have all sizes in stock. “Mini” 
“200”, “300”, and the big “2,000”
**ALSO**
We have a good selection of tropical fish and fancy 
goldfish for that "New Tank" We carry only "Top 
Quality” cat & dog food -Hill's Science Diet, “lams”,
Nurto Max and "Kasco" ---------------------------
May your 4 (egged friends have a very “Merry X-mas” 
and a Happy New Year!






to you and those you hold 
most dear! Thanks for 
your continued support.
Continued from Page C8 
of the ribbon for a bell.
For Frosty the Snowman, cut a 
while head and body piece and 
glue together. Cut out two small 
black circles for buttons, a pink 
nose, retl mouth, a black lop hat 
and a green scarf. Glue .scarf at
Glue on the mouth, nose, cheeks 
and bead eyes.
For Rudolph, cut out a brown 
body piece and a brown Rudolph 
head, tan triangular ears and tan 
antlers. When gluing head to body, 
glue ears and antlers between the 
two halves of the head.
Glue on eyes and red quarter- 
inch pompom for nose. Two-thirds 
of the way down body piece, glue a 
one-and-one-quarter inch piece of 
narrow ribbon or trim for a collar 
with a silver sequin in the middle
neck, buttons down the front, hat 
on the top of the head and bead 
eyes, nose and mouth on the face.
For Santa, cut a red body piece, 
tan head, red hat, a tan half-circle 
nose, small yellow square for a 
bell buckle and a black strip for a 
belt. After gluing the head and 
body together, lake a one inch 
cotton ball and shape into a long 
beard, moustache and small qinu"- 
ler-inch ball.
Glue beard to the bottom of the 
face and glue the moustache just 
above the beard. The nose is glued 
on lop of the moustache.
Glue the cotton ball to the tip of 
the hat and the hat to the top of the 
head. Glue on eyes.
Glue the belt around the middle 
of the of the puppet’s body with 
the buckle glued in the centre.
Lots of logs
Wheal and the timber products, 
logs and bolts were the two main 
commodities over all in shipping 
for both export and domestic 
destinations, making up 38 per 
cent of total tonnage loaded in 
1986.
Fuel oil and iron ore combined 
made up about 20 per cent.
^ *
States to shore
About half the water-borne ton­
nage arriving in Canada in 1986 
came from the United States.
More than two-thirds was 
unloaded in Ontario and origi­
nated from the U.S. Great Lakes 
region.
2444 Beacon Ave. 656-1154 (24 hrs.) TOWN OF SiDMEY
The Council of the Town of Sidney intends to adopt a bylaw 
amending the Zoning Bylaw No. 750 to rezone the following 
property from "8-2 Multiple Family Residential Medium” to “8-3 
Multiple Family Residential High" for the purpose of construction 
of a 107 unit Seniors Congregate Housing Development.
Lot A, Section 12, Range 3 East, Plan 36361
: , III 1
2 Jit 18 19 20i2l |22|23|2'1 1








rd <^'azef fmr/^^^z//nedd ry'
A Development Variance Permit to vary the siting on tho 
property, coverage of land, and parking is also being considered. 
A copy of tho amending bylaw and Development Variance Permit 
may bo Inspected at the Town Hall on regular business days 
between the hours of 8:30 a.m, and 4:00 p.m. from the date of 
publication of this notice until January 4th 1989, Any persons who 
deem their interests may bo affected by this rezoning should 
submit their comments In writing to tho undersigned no later than 
12 noon, vlanuary 6th, 1989.
G.S. Logan, A.C.I.S., RAdm., C.M.C.
Town Admlnlalrntor 
2440 Sidney Avonuo 
Sidney, B.C. VBL 1Y7
FROST-NIPPED FLOWERS are still in bloom on the 
Peninsula, a week before Christmas. A mild winter has 
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The elderly should have more 
say in decisions affecting their 
lives, say the editors of a new book 
about aging and ethical questions.
UBG professors James Thornton 
and Earl Winklec say, that top,often ;: 
the elderly are forced to be depen­
dent on others — family members, 
health care workers and other 
professionals — when they are 
still capable of making their own 
judgments.
“The elderly’s right to be at risk 
must be maintained. They must be
CLASSIFIED
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able to say: ‘This is my life and I 
have the right to live it the way I 
want to live it,’ ” said Thornton, 
an education professor and chair­
man of the university’s committee 
on gerontology.
Thornton and - Winkler are the 
editors of Ethics and Aging: The 
Right to Live, the Right to Die, a 
collection of articles that tackles 
the issues of aging from many 
viewpoints including law, medi­
cine, philosophy, psychology, soci­
ology and economics.
Many of Uie authors stress that 
the elderly need to see themselves 
as active participants in the world 
around ihcm, not isolated from the 
communities to which they have 
contributed for many years.
“There’s a lot of evidence that 
the actual processes of aging arc 
affected by the way an individual 
thinks about himself or herself and 
alx)ul gelling old,” said Winkler, 
an as.sociaic professor of philoso- 
phy.
DilTcrcni types of social pro­
grams arc needed to help the 
elderly achieve this independence 
and control, said Thornton. For 
example, there could be more 
crc-ative involvement of the elderly 
in iimuvaiivc community-based 
programs.
“What are our perceptions 
tilxmi iiging? 'I'liat it offers contin­
uous oinioiis for growili or iluil it 
is a major decline where the 
options for growili are ininiinal?" 
he asked,
“Even in the fiiec of decline 
there is the poieiuial for growth.”
Among the authors conirihuling 
to V',lilies and Aging arc two other 
UUC faculty members: Be veil y 
Burnside of the Department of 
Health Care and Epidemiology 
and law proCcs.sor Donald Mac- 
Doiigall.
r ' f * s








2412 Beacon Ave. 656-3951
^CHRISTMAS
BASKETS’^
. CHOCOLATES & FRUIT BASKETS •
• GOURMET COFFEE & TEAS •
. BISCUITS & GIFTS •
• ENGLISH CANDIES •
. CHOCOLATE MAKING SUPPLIES •
JOIN OUR COFFEE CLUB.
Buy 10 lbs. and get the 11th. FREE
OPEN 9-9 from DEC. 12/ 88 2 4 46 Beacon Ave. Sidney
I i
Merry Christmas 





HAVE A STYLISH HOLIDAY!
Thank you so much for the 
good faith and patronage 
you’ve given us this year.
GEORGETTE’S
FABRICS & CRAFTS 
2459 Beacon Ave. 656-1323
May be made in advance. 
Shrimp may be substituted with 
lobster or crab.
3 lb. fillets of sole 
2 tbsp butter
1/2 cup EACH of finely chopped 
onion, celery, carrot.
2 tbsp minced FRESH ginger 
12 ounces of fresh or thawed 
frozen shrimp finely chopped
1 cup fresh breadcrumbs
2 tbsp finely chopped parsley 
salt and pepper
1/2 whipping cream 
2 tbsp soy sauce 
1/2 cup chopped green onions 
If sole is frozen, thaw in refriger­
ator. In skillet, melt butler and add 
onion, celery and carrot; cook 
until softened. Stir in ginger and 
remove from heat. Add shrimp, 
brctulcrumbs, parsley and salt and 
pepper to Utstc.
If fillets arc large top with 
stuffing over half a fillet and fold 
other half over. If they’re small, 
place stuffing in centre of fillet 
and cover with a second fillet. 
Divide .stuffing equally.
Arrange stuffed fillets in single 
layer in buttered shallow baking 
dish. vSprinklc lightly witli .salt and 
[icppcr. Driz./.lc with melted butter 
(may Ixs lefrigcratcd at this point).
Bake, covered, in 400 degree F 
(200 C) oven for 10 minutes. 
Combine cream, soy sauce and 
green onions; spoon over fish. 
Bake for 15-20 minutes longer 
until fish is cooked through and 
stuffing is hot; baste once or twice 
during baking.
Serve with parslcycd rice. 
(Serves at least 6)
Oven Stew 
2 lb. beef cut up 
2 tbsp flour
1 Lsp - salt, pcptxir, paprika 
4-6 small onions
1 cup sliced celery 
4 small potatoes
4 small carrots
2 - 8oz tomato sauce 
Combine flour and spices and
roll in beef. Toss with oil, bake 
uncovered at 400 degree b' for 30 
minutes. Stir once. Add vegetables 
and toss with meat. Add sauce 
over all.
Bake 350 F for 1 - 2 hours or 
until cooked, (covered)








I Support Your Lunyi Asfioelation
Saanichton Night of Carols, Dec. 12 at the Saanichton 
Fairgrounds hall. Proceeds and donations during the 
evening went to the Sudden Infant Death Syndrom 
I Foundation, dedicated to research into SIDS, also known 
as crib death.
^ ^hose ©Merry li)ays 
Ii jiere (^ain!
TAKE OUT FOODS
HOME OF THE 
.WEDGIE FRIES
Before all the 
holiday bustle begins, 
we’d like to wish 
you all a moment of 
quiet contentment ; 
v.ahd a season of . -'.v-vo;
’ iolly,fioddiun!':'.;v':--S ■.
CLOSED CHRISTMAS^
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Merry Christmas ami Best Wishes j
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B&C3US6 it is THAT time of yesr und wc sre all so busy, there is 
no time for lazy things like reading garden columns. So I’m going 
to be brief.
First a small addition to the list of garden items that might 
appeal to your favorite tiller of the soil. 1 had in mind something 
like a gardener’s apron, full of convenient pockets, and the txld 
attached loop in which to hang things like pruners.
My pet jacket for gardening is full of pockets in which arc long 
twist-ties, twine, clothes pegs (don’t laugh, those things are so 
handy!) plant markers, empty seed packages, nails, staples, lengths 
of nylon hose, lots and lots of dirt, and sometimes a garden glove
or two. . , r- u-
This particular jacket was originally my fatiicr-in-law s fishing
coat, and is so old that I daren’t wash it for fear it would disappear 
entirely, just sort of dissolve — but an apron could fill the same 
need, couldn’t it?
I also had in mind a kneeling stool, especially for someone 
unable to get down too close to the soil. There arc also kneeling 
pads, which would keep your pants dry, and there are wonderful 
trowels, hand forks, secateurs and lopping shears, plus larger items 
such as edgers, hedge pruners, or even a tiny rotary cultivator, such 
as one Art Ames recently purchased in Victoria, made by Troy,
which weighs only 35 lb. and is narrow enough to be used in raised 
beds.
It is an expensive little darling, but if you could swing it. I’m 
sure your loved one would be overwhelmed.
I also like the idea of several matching pots in different sizes, 
they look so attractive grouped together out on a deck.
Before Christmas comes it might be a good idea to have a look 
at your stored vegetables, things like squash, onions, apples. If you 
find fruit flies wavering around your storage area, something is 
going bad, and should be thrown out before it spreads lo others.
Something else you might do is dig narrow drainage ditches to 
drain places where water is lying deep, after all that horrendous 
rain. Hazel has trenches all around her large peony bed, and I’ve 
dug out a moat around one apple tree where the water just seemed 
to sit.
1 drainal the water down a gradual slope into the area where the 
blackberries grow. They don’t seem to mind wet feet, but for 
heaven’s sake do drain water into raspberries. They are terribly 
vulnerable to root lot which comes from wet feet, and there is 
notliing more heart-breaking than losing a whole bed of raspber­
ries which dic just as the fruit is ripening.
Wc have just rciurnctl from the While Rock area, and the fields 
as you approach \ook like huge lakes, with vast flocks of ducks 
floating peacefully on dteir surface, and the dry banks arc white 
with gulls driven inland by stormy seas. Makes us awfully glad wc 
live here, where il rains, for sure, but surely not like ildoes there.
Government vehicles were, near Tsawwassen, actually sweeping 
water from the surface of the highway. It must have been at least a 
quarter-inch deep right across the road, and we experienced that 
strange sensation of floating one gets when the car hydroplanes. 
Scary!
Anyway we got home safely, and are now once again in high 
gear, trying lo be ready when Santa Claus comes to our house. 
Honest, we have been good!
Cj't FANTASY
.L o WISHES
A ' ■ sf ^ FROM
PHANTASY 
PHONOS
OLDIES - CLASSIC COLLECTIBLES 
RECORDS - TAPES & COMPACT DISCS 
9775 5th St., Sidney, B.C. ____ 656-7625
SEASON’S GREETINGS
OPEN 7 days a week
As each of you celebrates this festive 
season according to your own custom 
and traditions, may it prove to be 
joyful and remindful of our many
ry:
Christmas credit
The saying goes that it is better 
to give than to receive. During the 
holiday season many Canadians 
use their credit cards to purchase 
gifts, but Consumer and Corporate 
Affairs Canada tell you that if you 
are giving without knowing it, 
that’s another matter.
This can happen if someone 
charges purchases to your credit 
card account without your permi.s- 
sion, or if you don’t fully appreci­
ate the interest costs charged for 
using your credit card.
Recently, Harvie Andre, minis­
ter of Consumer and Corporate 
Affairs, announced that his depart­
ment would begin providing Cana- 
dians with regular information on ^ 
thecost of using their credit cards. ®
Since the minister’s announce- |f VJ
ment the department has pub- ^
- ■ M PRICES
EFFECTIVE 





ievably inexpensive trips to fun-in- 
the-sun destinations in exchange 
for your credit card number. If you 
do, you might be left out in the 
cold with unauthorized charges on 
your credit card.
Use your credit card wisely 
during the holiday season and 
enjoy a happier and more prosper­
ous New Year.
For more information on either 
credit card fraud or credit card 
interest charges, write to the Com­
munications Branch, Consumer 
and Corporate Affairs Canadian, 
Otlaw'a, KIA 0C9.
(Diamonds are ‘J^orever ...
... y^acets mai^ tfie 
(Present SpeciaC
To those of you who have shared a 
meal with us, shared your friendship 
and your kind and thoughtful wish 
for continued prosperity of
y SINCE 1939
lished a brochure. Choosing a 
Credit Card — Tips to Remember, 
sponsored a federal/provincial dis­
cussion paper on. credit card inter­
est charges, and released regular 
bulletins on credit card costs. 
More recently, the minister
announced a joint industry and 
government initiative lo distribute 
information to consumers on how 
to protect themselves against cre­
dit card theft and fraud.
Most people are aware of the 
potential cost of losing a credit 
card. But what about ihc costs of 
using one?
Did you rcali/.c, for example, S 
that when you pay only part of | 
your bill, you are generally J 
charged interest on the full 5 
amount? (Some department stores ^ 
Will subtract the amount of your J 
payment before calculating interest i 
if you pay more than half.) ^ 
Also, most credit card compa- j 
nics such as VISA and Mastercard t 
charge interest from the d:iy you 1 
make your purchase. '
DcparUncnl stores, on the other ' 
hand, start the interest cUx;k tick- i 
ing at tlic date of your monthly 
siaicmcnt.
To avoid being the victim dI' 
credit card fraud, here arc few 
lips to keep in mind,
» Iixaminc eacli sales draft 
before .signing il to ensure that 
your receipt includes iluit loliil 
amount of your pitrchascs, includ­
ing luxes, so that additional 
amounis cannot bo jiddcd later.
• Wold signing blank sales 
drafts and make .sure that an 
incorrect draft is destroyed. After 
every purchase, destroy your car­
bons to prevent others from using 
information oblaiiicd from the car- 
hon paper.
• Some individuals may hike 
offence when a salesperson checks 
the signature on their cjird against 
the .saics draft, nm ihi.s is tlonc for 
your protection.
• Witch your card after giving 
it to a salciv clerk, and check that 
tlic card you get hack is your own, 
It is en.sy for sales cTcvks and 
V,'alters to give yon tlie e:in! 
when they aib in n hurry,
• Keep all sale.s leceijn.s arid 
check llicm again.st >xmr moinhiy 
.statement. Report any tltscieinm- 
clcs imn.edintely.
• If yoiK credit card is 1o,hi or 
stolen, report it to the etud issuer 
immediately. If you I'inil it after 
reporting it lost or stolen, ttoiify 
the card i.ssiJer fsefore you u.sc i!
s' again.";'
• r-iinftlly, tion’l be taken lu by
AnVrifVt
FOODS
IN THIS YULE TIME SEASON WE WISH ALL^OUR^
2531 BEACON AVE. CUSTOMERS THE BEST OF EVERYTHING SHOP FOR





^ RACK OF LAMB..
49
lb.
• LAMB SHOULDER rf129
CHOPS OR ROASTS.... .5.05 kg dm Ib. Il
• LAMB SHANK... .4.39 kg 1
199 !
lb.
* LAMB STEW 169
^ 0RBREAST0FLAMB.3.73kg 1 lb.
FRESH
OYSTERS.... 8 oz. TlJb li ,9\j^C
FRESH
LEG OF PORK 49
ROAST.... ..R.SRkn 1 Ih,
J w| m
i KihFl
MAPLE LEAF FINE PRODUCTS
. SLICED SIDE BACON.....5oofl2°®
. SWEET PICKLED 059 
CORNED BEEF....5.71 kg to ib.
. BONELESS
COUNTRY KITCHEN *359
SMOKED HAM......... 7.91 kg J ib,
129
I pk
★CUT FROM GR. ‘A’ BEEF*
A TREAT FOR THE XMAS SEASON
iWE PRODUCE MORE FOR YOUR FOOD






















Shrink Ponton. ,3.02 kgHAM 
•HAM











I B'C. large sizeSWEET RED or DELICIOUS ^
lU: Teiit.7t' [''is'd '''"bSiliid'
,1.27
? NABOB GROUND 















ALL PURPOSE on W/WHEAT
... 10 kg 617




I MARA. CHERRIES......... 375 Ml 1 67
BICK’S PICKLES 
DILLS GARLIC 











FROZEN FOOD SPECIALS 
SAVE MORE THIS WEEK
delnior"'
PETITF.PEAS,,,.......... ....
. MINUTI; MAID CONa
ORANGE JUICE....... ......
1. oAiHnmtouan
ImIN TART SHELLS ...
I. McCAlN a FROZEN














iCRACKERSLmr.SflII   225g 1.4 /
IcHAMPAONE .
'PACKERS Airfil'd..... ......... aoog 1.2 (f
iwASA CRI8PBREA0 .
CRACKERS..... ........... Mil,.20501.27
MCTPa REG. on EXTRA,







. INT'L GRUVEH'S ASSrO. j ir-y
PORTION CHEESE............. mo T.-O f
CRACKER BARREL it5<9 Mild M^d M
CHEDDAR CHEESE 3.67 3.77 3.87
. CHEESE SLICES.n,j5.67
• SWISS CHEESE „«,3.67
. PHILADELPHIA ABST'D, u
CHIP DIP.........................m« I .//
• CRAB MEAT ... ............ ..... Ii3fl
8^7?^ SHRIMP.
i79
11
